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Concurrency levels in large-scale, distributed-memory supercomputers are rising exponentially. Modern machines may contain 100,000 or more microprocessor cores, and the largest of these, IBM’s Blue Gene/L, contains over 200,000 cores. Future systems are expected to support millions of concurrent tasks. In this dissertation, we focus on efficient techniques for measuring and analyzing the performance of applications running on very large parallel machines.

Tuning the performance of large-scale applications can be a subtle and time-consuming task because application developers must measure and interpret data from many independent processes. While the volume of the raw data scales linearly with the number of tasks in the running system, the number of tasks is growing exponentially, and data for even small systems quickly becomes unmanageable. Transporting performance data from so many processes over a network can perturb application performance and make measurements inaccurate, and storing such data would require a prohibitive amount of space. Moreover, even if it were stored, analyzing the data would be extremely time-consuming.

In this dissertation, we present novel methods for reducing performance data volume. The first draws on multi-scale wavelet techniques from signal processing to compress system-wide, time-varying load-balance data. The second uses statistical sampling to select a small subset of running processes to generate low-volume traces. A third approach combines sampling and wavelet compression to stratify performance data adaptively at run-time and to reduce further the cost of sampled tracing. We have integrated these approaches into Libra, a toolset for scalable load-balance analysis. We present Libra and show how it can be used to analyze data from large scientific applications scalably.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The first computers were created to solve mathematical problems faster and more accurately than humans. The Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer (ENIAC), one of the earliest general-purpose programmable machines, was unveiled in 1946 and computed forty operations per second. This enabled engineers to calculate the trajectories of artillery shells thousands of times faster than was previously possible.

Today, predictive computer simulations are used to drive innovation and scientific discovery across a wide range of fields. Industrial designers use computer simulations to model the emissions of planes (Ball, 2008) and the mixing properties of shampoo (Spicka and Grald, 2004). Medical applications simulate blood flow and the behavior of cells (Pivkin et al., 2005; Pivkin et al., 2006; Richardson et al., 2008), and scientists simulate many natural phenomena, from weather systems (Michalakes, 2002) to quantum physics and the origins of the universe (on behalf of the USQCD Collaboration, 2008). The computing power required for any one these simulations dwarfs the simple computations performed on the ENIAC, and today’s fastest computers can compute over a quadrillion ($10^{15}$) operations per second (Barker et al., 2008).

There is a constant need for increased performance in scientific computing (Colella et al., 2003c; Colella et al., 2004; Ahern et al., 2007). Faster simulations support new kinds of predictions. Weather forecasts that take days or hours to compute today were simply not
possible on 1946 hardware; the same calculation would have taken centuries. Increased performance also allows more detailed simulations, e.g., by increasing the resolution of a mesh, refining a model incrementally where needed, or running the simulation on a larger data set. This enables simulations to mirror reality more closely.

In this dissertation, we present techniques that can be used to measure and to improve the performance of scientific simulations. In particular, we focus on techniques for collecting and analyzing performance data from simulations on modern supercomputers that have large numbers of processors.

Tuning application performance for computer hardware has always been a painstaking and subtle process, but several factors of large-scale system design interact to make this more difficult today. In the following sections, we describe these factors in detail.

1.1 Evolution of Supercomputer Design

Supercomputers have come in many forms throughout history. Early machines (such as the ENIAC) were programmed like modern single-processor systems. A single instruction performed some operation on several data inputs and produced a single value. This model is known as Single Instruction, Single Data (SISD) (Flynn, 1972). Later machines, particularly during the 1980s and into the 1990s, exploited vector parallelism. Whereas previous machines had performed operations on one or two data element at a time, vector machines could perform a single mathematical operation on many data elements (a vector of elements) in one instruction. To process many data elements quickly, processing elements were broken into stages, or pipelined. Thus, an operation could be dispatched before computation on its predecessor completed, and many operations could be computed at once. Vector supercomputers such as the Cray 1 (Russell, 1978) exploited pipelining to achieve speeds of up to 80 million ($10^6$) operations per second.
Figure 1.1: Supercomputers: early and modern. Speeds shown for comparison.
Supercomputers have evolved since the vector era. Modern machines exploit parallelism at many levels. At a high level, they integrate large numbers of commodity processors so that multiple instances of a single program may operate on different parts of a partitioned problem domain. This model of computation is called Single Program, Multiple Data (SPMD) parallelism (Darema-Rodgers et al., 1984; Darema, 2001). Within each processor, supercomputers may also support vector instructions (Ramanathan, 2006). Alternately, they may employ a co-processor, such as a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) or a Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), that supports vector computation (Endo and Matsuoka, 2008). Today, these instructions are implemented using multiple functional units, and the execution of separate operations within a vector instruction can proceed in parallel. This is called Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD) ( Flynn, 1972) parallelism. Within each operation, functional units themselves are pipelined. Finally, modern processors may support Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP), where instructions from a sequential stream are processed out of their original order, allowing more instructions to execute concurrently.

In this dissertation, we focus on performance measurement techniques for SPMD-parallel machines. These machines have traditionally fallen into two categories: shared-memory systems [or Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP) systems] and distributed-memory systems. Traditional SMP machines have a small number of processors with a shared address space. Communication among processors happens through the memory system: either through main memory or, more typically, through caches. As more processors are added to such a system, the numbers of caches and memories grow, and coherence protocols must be used to maintain consistency among them. Larger shared-memory machines typically employ a Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) architecture, where a shared address space is mapped in hardware onto smaller, faster, physically distributed memories. In such a machine, each processor has its own high-speed, local partition of memory, but accessing other processors’ partitions is slower. NUMA machines have scaled to hundreds of processors, but fast memories of
Figure 1.2: Concurrency levels of the top 100 supercomputers (Meuer et al., 2009).

sufficient size for larger systems cannot be built affordably.

Scaling problems with large shared memories led to distributed-memory parallel computers. In distributed-memory systems, each processor has a local memory, but it is not instruction-accessible from other processors. Processes running on distributed memory systems communicate by passing messages over a network. Systems built with this architecture have come to be called clusters. They may be simple networks of commodity PCs connected by commodity network links, or thousands of sophisticated, custom-built processors with very fast, proprietary interconnects.

Clusters have been built with far more processors than can be attached to a single shared memory, and it is this scalability that has led to their widespread adoption. In 1998, fewer than 20 of the fastest 500 machines were clusters,\(^1\) and as of November, 2007, 410 of the 500 fastest machines (82%) employed this architecture.

Figure 1.2 shows concurrency levels over time for the top 100 supercomputers since 1993. Cluster sizes have increased exponentially over the years, which has led to the creation of extremely large systems. The largest distributed-memory system in 2000 had slightly fewer than 10,000 processors, but the largest in 2008, the International Business Machines Cor-

\(^1\)According to performance on the Linear Algebra Package (LINPACK) (Dongarra, 1987) benchmark, as listed at Top500.org (Meuer et al., 2009).
poration (IBM) Blue Gene/L system at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) contains 212,992 processors, over twenty times as many. The current rate of growth is accelerating, and systems with millions of processors are expected to emerge within the next five years.

1.2 Multicore Systems

The number of nodes in large clusters is not the only source of increased concurrency in modern systems. Recent trends in the microprocessor industry have led to concurrency increases at the single-chip level, as well.

Gordon Moore first observed in 1965 that the transistors per unit area on processor dies roughly doubled every year:

The complexity for minimum component costs has increased at a rate of roughly a factor of two per year . . . Certainly over the short term this rate can be expected to continue, if not to increase. Over the longer term, the rate of increase is a bit more uncertain, although there is no reason to believe it will not remain nearly constant for at least 10 years. That means by 1975, the number of components per integrated circuit for minimum cost will be 65,000. I believe that such a large circuit can be built on a single wafer. (Moore, 1965)

Transistor counts have continued to increase at roughly the same rate since Moore’s observation, and the trend is now commonly called Moore’s Law.

Until recently, hardware designers used the extra transistors to improve sequential performance by exploiting ILP. Clock speed has also increased, along with miniaturization of chip components. However, chipmakers have reached physical limitations on pipeline depth and power dissipation\(^2\), and the returns of sequential performance improvements have dimin-

\(^2\)Technically, engineers have reached the limits of power dissipation acceptable for consumer parts. Commodity processors are now used in supercomputers, so this is a concern at the high end, as well.
Additional transistors are now used to fit more independent processors, or cores on a single chip, but this has several consequences for programmers. While Moore’s Law translated to improved sequential performance, few changes were required for old code to take advantage of new hardware, and application developers could expect the peak performance of their programs to double in speed every 18 months as microprocessors became faster. Multicore chips have the potential to provide similar speed improvements, but now programmers must engineer their code explicitly to take advantage of task-level parallelism.

Multicore consumer chips have ramifications for scientific application developers at the high end, as commodity technologies are typically used in the nodes of large clusters. Parallel application developers now face clusters of multicore nodes communicating via shared memory among processors on the same node and through a fast interconnection network among nodes.

1.3 Challenges for Performance Tuning

Extreme concurrency poses serious challenges for developers tuning large-scale applications. The higher the number of concurrent tasks, the more difficult it is for programmers to exploit available parallelism.

1.3.1 Amdahl’s Law

Amdahl’s law (Amdahl, 1967) tells us the maximum overall speed improvement we can expect when part of an algorithm is improved. If we can speed up a percentage $P$ of a system by a factor of $S$, the expected speedup is:

$$\frac{1}{(1 - P) + \frac{P}{S}}$$ (1.1)
The numerator here is the normalized running time of the original algorithm, and the denominator is the normalized running time of the modified algorithm. \((1 - P)\) gives us the running time of the unmodified portion of the original algorithm, and \(P/S\) is the expected running time of the improved fraction. For parallelization, we can rewrite this formula as follows:

\[
\frac{1}{(1 - P) + \frac{P}{N}}
\]

\(P\) now represents the percentage of the original algorithm to be parallelized, and \(N\) is the number of processors to be used, or the peak parallel speedup. Clearly, no matter how large \(N\) becomes, speedup is limited by the sequential component of the algorithm, \((1 - P)\). For example, if we can parallelize 96% of an algorithm, then we can expect it to speed up by no more than a factor of 25.

### 1.3.2 Single-node Performance Problems

Performance tuning is the process of making an application perform well for specific hardware. In large supercomputers, this can refer to problems either at the single node level, or it may refer to problems arising from inefficient interactions between processes. The full range of single-node performance problems is beyond the scope of this dissertation, but we give a brief overview of the main concerns here.

On a single node, performance is dictated by several factors. First, problems may arise if an application does not make efficient use of the local memory hierarchy. Modern machines make extensive use of caches (Hennessy and Patterson, 2006a): small, fast memories with faster instruction access time than main memory. If all of the data used by an algorithm does not fit into cache at once, the processor must access main memory more frequently, which can lead to significant slowdowns.

---

3For simplicity, we assume that these processors are homogenous.
Second, applications must take advantage of the specific instructions available on local processors to achieve maximum performance. As mentioned, modern processors often support vector instructions, and if algorithms can be structured so as to perform several similar operations at once, these may be fused into a smaller number of SIMD instructions. Alternatively, processors may be able to issue many different types of instructions at the same time (ILP), and algorithms can be tailored to take advantage of this functionality (Hennessy and Patterson, 2006b).

Finally, in the presence of shared memory and multithreading, node-local performance may depend on the efficient synchronization of concurrent threads. This may depend strongly on the speed of the memory hierarchy if threads use in-memory locking.

1.3.3 Inter-node Communication

Inter-node performance problems in large clusters arise from inefficiencies in communication and synchronization among processes in parallel applications. Because modern clusters are distributed-memory machines, they must employ interconnect fabrics to connect the memories of separate nodes. At the lowest level, communication performance depends on the capacity of the physical network fabric. Immediately above the physical layer, latency and bandwidth depend on the efficiency of the transfer and routing protocols used on the network.

Most supercomputers make use of some form of high-speed interconnect. Commodity clusters typically use commercially available fabrics such as high-speed Ethernet (Metcalf et al., 1977; IEEE, 2005) or InfiniBand (Shanley, 2002) connected in a fat tree topology with a hierarchy of switches (Leiserson, 1985). Other machines make use of one or more custom interconnection networks. For example, the IBM Blue Gene systems use a tree-structured network for collective communication and a three-dimensional torus for point-to-point communication (Almási et al., 2005). The Cray XT series machines make use of a mesh network for collective and point-to-point communication (Vetter et al., 2006).
To develop distributed-memory parallel applications, application programmers do not have to deal with high-speed networking protocols directly. Instead, they typically use a library to handle synchronization and message passing between processes. Currently, Message Passing Interface (MPI) (MPI Forum, 1994) is the de-facto paradigm for large-scale parallel computation, and it defines a set of operations for communication between two processes (point-to-point communication) and among groups of processes (collective communication).

Programs written with MPI make wide use of synchronous constructs, per the Bulk Synchronous Processing (BSP) model of parallel computation (Valiant, 1990). In the BSP model, computation is organized into coarse-grained, alternating phases of computation and communication. In computational phases, there is little or no inter-process communication, and processes work on locally serial portions of a larger parallel problem. Once all processes have completed a computation phase, state is exchanged in bulk during a communication phase, and computation resumes.

The specifics of network operations are determined by the MPI implementor. Implementations can be designed to exploit the host machine’s native network architecture, but a poor MPI implementation can be a source of serious performance problems in large-scale applications. For example, even on a high-bandwidth InfiniBand network, an implementation of collective operations such as multicast must avoid congestion to achieve good performance (Kumar and Kale, 2004).

Even with a well-tuned MPI implementation, the mapping of application processes to nodes in a network topology may affect performance. In large-scale torus and mesh networks, the cost of communicating to distant nodes can be steep compared to the cost of communicating with immediate neighbors. A good node mapping can decrease the average number of hops required to send messages by placing frequently communicating application processes close to each other on the network, thus improving performance.
1.3.4 Load Imbalance

Harnessing the full power of a machine with millions of processors requires developers to balance computational load by dividing the problem domain into units of equal (or approximately equal) amounts of work. Load balance is particularly important in synchronous systems because all members of a group of processes must complete a unit of work before any process can continue. This implies that if one process takes more time to complete a particular task, all others must wait for it. In large systems, this may mean that a hundred thousand tasks or more must idle.

Depending on the application, eliminating load imbalance may be trivial or it may prove very difficult. Some problems are easily partitioned, and per-node behavior is static over the course of a full run. However, the behavior of many modern applications can change over time. For example, adaptive mesh refinement methods may increase the resolution of their grids on some processes but not on others (Greenough et al., 2003; Colella et al., 2003b), leading to more work for processes with refinement. Collisions between model elements and other infrequent events in the simulation domain may give rise to transient computation.

Many applications employ dynamic load-balancing schemes to redistribute work among processes at runtime, but these rely on precise data about the application’s work distribution. As machines scale, this type of information becomes more difficult to collect, and load-balance schemes may not scale efficiently.

1.3.5 Measurement

To evaluate the performance of applications running on large machines and to isolate performance problems, engineers conduct detailed measurements of their applications. Performance measurement is important because it enables programmers to decide which parts of an application to optimize.

Measuring the performance of computer systems is difficult because it requires instru-
mentation, or modifications to source or binary code. By measuring, we modify the system we observe. If we do not measure carefully, we may perturb the system’s behavior significantly. Instrumentation code takes time to run and to record observations, and if it is executed too frequently, the application may take much longer to run.

On large distributed-memory systems, measurement tools need a mechanism to store observed performance data. The largest supercomputers increasingly use diskless nodes (Gara et al., 2005; Vetter et al., 2006), so there may be no local storage on which to archive observed data. Large machines typically are connected to a high-performance Input/Output (I/O) system, but compute nodes typically communicate with the I/O system through the same network used by applications. Perturbation becomes a problem when performance data transport interferes with an application’s communication.

On large systems, this problem is magnified because every process may be monitored. With each process monitored, the amount of performance data scales with the number of processes in the system. Unfortunately, I/O bandwidth has not scaled as fast as core count, and performance data from all processes could easily saturate an I/O system. If transport routines within instrumentation must block on I/O, monitoring overhead can grow very large.

I/O overhead can be mitigated by reducing the volume of data exported from nodes to disk, but there is a trade-off. With too little data, it may be difficult to ascertain at what time or on which nodes a performance problem occurred. With too much data, issues of practical storage and analysis remain. Per-process temporal data from systems with millions of processors could be stored, but could consume petabytes of space. The data could be mined for useful information in parallel, but the costs in disk storage and CPU time of such approaches are prohibitive.
1.4 Summary of Contributions

To exploit the full computational power of future parallel machines, detailed measurements are needed to guide design decisions around the obstacles outlined above. A system-wide approach to measurement and optimization is needed; tools must collect enough data to capture the increasing complexities of on-node performance issues and to distribute work in a large system effectively, but not so much data that I/O and networks are saturated or that measurements are perturbed.

This dissertation details and evaluates novel techniques for measuring and analyzing performance data on large-scale supercomputers. We apply these techniques to large-scale scientific applications to illustrate their effectiveness, but the techniques themselves are more generally useful. Parallel compiler developers, run-time authors, and application developers alike may apply our monitoring techniques to understand and tune the performance of their software on large machines.

The key contributions of this dissertation are as follows:

**Scalable Load-balance Measurement.** We present a novel technique for collecting two dimensional load-balance data in parallel applications across processes and over time. This method draws on wavelet analysis from signal processing to compress system-wide, time-varying load-balance data to manageable size. Results show that compression time is nearly invariant with system size on current I/O systems.

**Sampled Trace Collection.** We present a general technique using statistical sampling to reduce the number of nodes that must be monitored in large systems, and we apply this technique to parallel event tracing. Summary data from all processes is monitored to estimate system-wide variance. The variance is then used to compute a minimum number of sample nodes to enforce user-defined confidence and accuracy constraints. Results show that the number of monitored nodes and the volume of traced data are re-
duced by one to two orders of magnitude for the system sizes tested. We also show that clustering can stratify a heterogeneous set of nodes into homogenous groups, further reducing trace overhead.

**Combined Approach** We combine the wavelet-compression and sampling approaches to reduce load-balance monitoring overhead further. We use the data collected by our scalable load-balance tool to guide on-line stratification of processes into performance equivalence classes. We then use this information to reduce the sample size required to monitor an entire system using our sampled tracing techniques.

**Libra: An Integrated Analysis Tool.** We have integrated our monitoring techniques into a set of runtime tools and a GUI client for application developers. We show how the data collected using our techniques can be used to diagnose a load-imbalance problem in a large-scale combustion simulation. We further show that mining data collected using Libra is feasible on a single-node system.

### 1.5 Organization of This Dissertation

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows:

In Chapter 2, we give an overview of the fundamentals of performance measurement, and we outline a framework for understanding different types of measurement and different types of data. We then summarize previous work in performance measurement in the context of this framework, and we summarize the limitations of existing tools and techniques.

Chapter 6 describes Libra, a scalable load-balance analysis tool. Libra makes use of the *Effort Model* to represent load-balance data. We present the Effort Model and describe its notions of absolute units of *progress* toward application goals and variable units of *effort* expended to achieve those goals. We then describe how the model is applicable to a wide range of scientific applications. Finally, we give a high-level overview of Libra’s software
architecture and its components.

In Chapter 3, we give a detailed description of Libra’s system-wide load-balance measurement component. This component makes use of wavelet compression and is inspired by techniques drawn from imaging and signal processing. To motivate the approach, we give an introduction to wavelet analysis, and we show that the wavelet representation is particularly effective for storing effort model data. Finally, we detail results of using this data collection component to measure load-balance information for large-scale scientific applications. Results show that the method can achieve two to three orders of magnitude of compression with modest error, and that the approach is scalable enough to measure very large systems.

In Chapter 4, we introduce techniques for sampled tracing, and we show how these can be used for parallel performance analysis. To motivate this technique, we ground our approach in statistical sampling theory, and we describe the scaling properties that uniquely suit it to large systems. We then describe the architecture of Libra’s sampling component, and we detail the results of using it with several large-scale applications. We also apply a technique called stratified sampling, and we show that it can be used to further reduce trace overhead in a sampled system.

Chapter 5 combines the ideas in Chapters 3 and 4 to adaptively stratify a running application into performance equivalence classes. We use data from our wavelet compression technique with scalable clustering algorithms to show that clusters produced can be used to adaptively stratify traces on-line. We further show that dynamic stratification reduces the sample size required to monitor a large system by up to 60% over a unified sampling approach.

Finally, in Chapter 7, we briefly summarize the work in this dissertation, and we state conclusions that can be drawn from our results. We then briefly outline future research directions that we plan to pursue based on this work.
Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Measurement and Optimization

Performance optimization is the process of making code run faster and more efficiently on a specific system implementation. Modern systems can be tremendously complex, and optimization is difficult because it requires detailed knowledge of the components of these systems and how they interact. It is not always apparent where in a system a performance problem may lie, and detailed measurements are required to locate problems before optimization is applied.

Choosing exactly what to measure requires that programmers understand the design of computer systems. Modern systems are organized into vertical layers of abstraction. Each layer hides implementation details of the layer below and provides a simplified interface to the layer above. Programmers insert measurements at different levels in this hierarchy to measure different aspects of a system’s functionality, and this process is called instrumentation.

Raw performance measurements can be copious, and to gain insight into application performance, programmers must compile these measurements into more concise performance characterizations. Creating a performance characterization usually involves a data reduction
step to focus on key observations in the set of measurements. Depending on the type of
categorization to be created, data reduction may involve discarding observations or it may
simply transform the observations into a representation more amenable to analysis.

In this chapter, we detail fundamental techniques for performance measurement and char-
acterization. To provide context, §2.2 describes the hierarchy of abstraction layers found in
modern computer systems and the interfaces used to connect them. §2.4 details fundamental
instrumentation techniques in the context of the abstraction hierarchy. We describe the types
of performance characterizations that may be produced from such measurements in §2.5, and
we detail generic techniques for data reduction in §2.6. Finally, §2.7 enumerates existing
performance tools and describes how they implement the techniques described here.

2.2 Abstraction

Modern computers are tremendously complex. The fastest microprocessors contain hundreds
of millions of individual transistors (Bright et al., 2005), and the operating systems that run
on them can contain millions of lines of code (Wheeler, 2002). Applications run on these
operating systems can contain further millions of lines of code and may make use of libraries
that contain millions more.

Integration at this scale is possible because software and hardware designers make exten-
sive use of abstraction: the process of factoring details from large problems and simplifying
them into general concepts. Each piece in a large system has a well defined interface for its
core behaviors, enabling other parts of the system to interact with it without concern for the
details of its design.

Figure 2.1 shows abstraction layers for a high-performance computing system. At the top
are application codes, which can access MPI and other libraries through publicly exported
Application Programming Interface (API) functions. API calls to libraries may be resolved
statically or dynamically, depending on the linkage mechanisms supported by the host Operating System (OS).

Libraries and applications can interact with the host OS through system calls. To the user, system calls appear as ordinary functions, but beneath this abstraction they implement a control transfer from user code to the underlying OS kernel. The control transfer allows potentially unsafe operations to be encapsulated within the operating system, and prevents applications from interfering with each other. Operating systems usually provide an intermediary library to handle details of system call implementation; on UNIX-like operating systems, the C language runtime library handles this task.

System calls can incur more overhead than other library function calls, as the control transfer may require hardware interrupts and parameter data may need to be copied from user space to kernel space. This is not true of all machines. Some high-performance machines (Gara et al., 2005) trade strict separation of memory between the OS and applications for performance.

The operating system mediates interactions between software and hardware. This in-
cludes process control and managing access to shared hardware resources. Such resources are exposed to the user through abstractions. For example, when users make system calls to manipulate a local filesystem, the OS translates these calls to block storage commands and communicates with a disk drive on the caller’s behalf. Alternately, filesystem calls may be translated to network requests to access storage on a remote machine.

The operating system may allow users to register interrupt handlers to respond to asynchronous events. This enables applications to execute user code at a predetermined interval using a timer interrupt. On systems with more extensive hardware support, interrupt handlers may also be registered for performance-counter-related events.

2.3 Scalability

For large parallel scientific codes, the ability of an application to make efficient use of its interconnection network plays a large role in performance. Running a code on increasingly larger systems is called scaling, and a code’s ability to communicate efficiently as the number of nodes in a system increases is referred to as scalability.

The scaling behavior of scientific applications is typically defined in terms of the relationship between the size of a computing system and the size of the problem on which it operates. In scientific simulations, the problem size is generally given as the number of model elements being simulated. For example, in a molecular dynamics simulation, the amount of computation necessary to simulate a fixed amount of time depends on the number of molecules simulated. Alternately, a gas dynamics simulation might model a volume of gas as a discretized mesh, in which case problem size is defined by the number of mesh elements in the simulation.

There are two primary scaling behaviors for parallel applications:

Strong Scaling refers to increasing the system size (number of processors) while holding
the problem size fixed. With ideal strong scaling, execution time will decrease proportionally to processor count as more processors are added to a system. Strong scaling inefficiencies arise when communication costs increase as more processors are added, or when model granularity is too small to allow even partitioning across all processes in the system. Amdahl’s law dictates that, in the limit, execution time will be dominated by the sequential components of computation in such systems.

**Weak Scaling** refers to increasing problem size proportionally with system size as more processors are added to a system. With perfect weak scaling, execution time remains constant as system size is increased. Adding more processors to a weak scaling system increases the problem size that can be calculated in the same amount of time. This is useful when more detail or more elements are needed to simulate large physical systems accurately, as opposed to allowing fixed-size problems to be solved more quickly, as in strong scaling.

### 2.4 Instrumentation

Code or hardware added to a system to record measurements is called *instrumentation*. Instrumentation can be applied at any level of the abstraction hierarchy, depending on what is to be measured. This section discusses fundamental techniques for instrumentation and the trade-offs associated with each of them.

#### 2.4.1 Hardware Instrumentation

At the lowest level, measuring the running time of an application requires *some* hardware support. Nearly all computers produced today have on-board clocks that can be used to measure time intervals at millisecond resolution. However, since most processors today run at hundreds of megahertz or multiple gigahertz, this is not sufficient to measure many low-
level hardware events accurately. Most systems therefore include higher-resolution timing registers to measure tighter intervals in terms of elapsed CPU cycles. Depending on the access method, such interval timers can offer precision in the microsecond or nanosecond regime.

Depending on the system, more extensive hardware counters may be available. Many modern processors provide a configurable set of registers called Hardware Performance Monitors (HPM) that can record counts of hardware events. Events themselves are monitored through special detectors integrated into the processor itself. Inputs from detectors are multiplexed and connected to registers, and users can configure the registers to count events such as memory references, cache misses, Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) misses, branch mispredictions, instructions and network operations.

2.4.2 Trace Instrumentation

To use hardware instrumentation, and to take measurements while a program is running, instructions for measurement must somehow be inserted into the control flow of a running system. One method of doing this is to insert instructions in the control flow of an application or library itself, so that those instructions will be performed in the course of the application’s normal execution. Instrumentation routines inserted this way may measure intervals with the timers described above, or they may simply record the occurrence of some software event. Such techniques are called tracing.

Source Code Instrumentation

A straightforward way to make sure that instructions are executed at certain points in a program’s control flow is to insert calls to instrumentation routines directly into the source code and compile them along with the program itself. This is called source code implementation.

Programmers often use this sort of instrumentation in the course of debugging application
code when they add statements to output data to the screen or to a file. This allows program-
mers to observe the order of events at runtime as they occur. However, inserting source code
instrumentation by hand may be tedious if a large number of routines in a program are to be
measured. In such cases, a parser may be used to insert calls to measurement routines into
source code automatically. The modified source code then can be compiled and run to take
measurements and to record events.

Source code instrumentation can be applied to any software, including applications, li-
braries, and operating systems, provided that the source code is available. On some systems,
instrumenting at lower levels of abstraction may be difficult, depending on what rights the
user has on a system. For example, it may be difficult and time-consuming to instrument, re-
compile, and install a new operating system on a production machine. Likewise, proprietary
library source code may be unavailable to the end user.

Source code instrumentation is a static technique. When measurement code is compiled
with an application, the application is perturbed slightly when the instrumentation is exe-
cuted. The amount of perturbation depends on what specific actions the instrumentation
performs and how frequently it is executed in the course of a run. Guard statements can be
placed around instrumentation code to effect dynamic enablement and disablement of the ac-
tual measurements. Even if instrumentation is disabled, guard statements still require a small
amount of time to execute, so there is no way to avoid this probe effect completely.

**Binary Instrumentation**

Another technique for inserting instrumentation into a system’s control flow is to modify its
object code. This is called **binary instrumentation**. Like source code instrumentation, binary
instrumentation adds instructions that are executed along with those of the program.

Source-level instrumentation lets the compiler generate new object code from instru-
mented source files, but binary instrumentation modifies instructions in object code directly.
Typically, an instruction at the beginning of an instrumentation point is replaced with an unconditional jump, which transfers control to special instrumentation code called a trampoline function. The trampoline then runs to completion and jumps back to just after the point where control was diverted. Binary instrumentation may be performed statically before an executable runs, or it may be performed by modifying a running process’s memory through a debugger interface.

One advantage of binary instrumentation is that there is no probe effect when it is not enabled because the instrumentation is never executed. In addition, it can be applied to unmodified object code without recompiling, but the object code must be modifiable by the instrumentor. Thus, it may be impractical in production systems to instrument system code or kernel routines using this technique, but some operating systems support adding limited dynamic instrumentation to kernel routines.

**Link-level Instrumentation**

We have discussed techniques for inserting trace instrumentation by modifying source code, binaries, and running processes. A final mechanism for injecting instrumentation in an application’s control flow is to use the linker.

If an application makes use of a particular library, its calls to those libraries must be resolved by either a static linker or a dynamic loader. Programmers can make a custom library that implements wrappers for function calls of the measured library. If the application is linked with the modified library, its library calls will resolve to instrumentation routines, and the unmodified application code can run with an instrumented version of the library.

*Link-level* instrumentation is useful for measuring the interactions of an application with particular libraries. It is used frequently to measure codes that make use of MPI. The MPI specification itself includes a name-shifted “PMPI” interface to all calls, so that wrapper libraries can easily intercept MPI function calls and delegate to their “PMPI” equivalents.
after executing instrumentation.

Link-level instrumentation is convenient for the programmer in that it does not require that the measured application be recompiled. If only static linking is available, it is necessary to re-link an application. With dynamically linked libraries, this may not be necessary. Many operating systems support for forcing an instrumentation library to be loaded at the start of runtime (e.g. via the LD_PRELOAD environment variable in Linux). Loading a library at this point forces library calls to resolve to routines in the instrumentation library, even if the original library is also loaded.

### 2.4.3 Sampling

We have discussed several techniques for trace instrumentation. In addition to tracing, we may also elect to use sampling to measure computer systems and applications.

*Sampling* is a form of asynchronous instrumentation. Instead of embedding instructions directly into an application’s control flow, as in tracing, we take periodic measurements, or *samples, asynchronously*. Depending on how samples are taken, they can be used determine where an application is spending its time or where it consumes a particular resource.

Typically, sampling is implemented by registering interrupt handlers with the operating system. Most systems support periodic *timer interrupts*, where execution is interrupted at a regular interval over time. Depending on hardware support, there may be other, finer-grained interrupt mechanisms for tools to use. For example, many systems allow users to register interrupt handlers to be called after a certain number of CPU cycles. For systems with HPM counters, many systems also allow hardware counter interrupts, such that code can be sampled periodically according to instances of particular hardware events.

Sampling may be used throughout a system, although, as with other techniques, there are privilege-level issues associated with sampling the operating system. Kernel-level interrupt handlers need to be compiled into the OS or loaded as a module, which may not be possible,
depending on the particular installation. For application and library code, however, at least timer interrupts are supported on most current platforms.

### 2.4.4 Trade-offs

Sampling and tracing are complementary techniques. Tracing allows the programmer to observe events as they happen at runtime, since instrumentation is embedded directly into a system’s control flow. This allows for more complete coverage. With trace instrumentation, an instrumented function is guaranteed to be observed each time control passes to it, and we know that the events recorded are exactly those that occurred at runtime. With sampling, there is no such guarantee.

Trace instrumentation can incur significant probe effects if the routines instrumented are executed frequently, which may make very fine-grained traces of applications cumbersome or infeasible. If a tight loop is instrumented with costly trace instrumentation, an application can take many times its original running time to finish, which may distort performance measurements. Some tools take a complementary approach and measure only particular routines so that trace instrumentation is sparse and the application is unperturbed.

The cost of sampling is a trade-off between overhead and sampling error. If the sampling rate is too low, infrequent events can escape observation. If the sampling rate is too high, an application can be perturbed severely. Typically, sampling tools take the middle ground here, using a sampling rate that incurs little overhead but still achieves reasonable code coverage.

### 2.5 Performance Characterization

Before measurements can be of use in guiding optimization, they must be compiled and aggregated into concise descriptions called *performance characterizations*. Like instrumentation, there are many different techniques for characterizing performance, and the technique
selected guides the type of instrumentation used for measurement.

2.5.1 Profiling

Profiling is a technique used to map regions of source or object code to the amount of a particular resource they consume. In the most common case, the resource measured is cumulative time, but profiles may also be generated from HPM measurements.

There are two general types of profiles. Flat profiles are direct mappings from static code regions to the time they consume. This type of mapping does not take dynamic calling context into account, so the time attributed to a particular region in a flat profile is the time spent in that region regardless of where it was called. Call-path profiles attribute time to particular calling contexts. This can be useful if selected functions are called from multiple places within an application. For example, if a given solver is used for two phases of a complex physics code, a call-path profile can provide insight into which context takes the most time to solve.

Both types of profiles may be generated either from trace measurements or from sampling. For a full call-path profile to be generated with trace instrumentation, all function entry and exit points must be instrumented. Excessive perturbation can result if some functions are called too frequently.

Sampling can be used to generate statistical call-path profiles if facilities are available to unwind a program’s call stack. This can be a costly operation, and in the presence of optimization (e.g., from compilers), it may be difficult or impossible to unwind the stack completely. Sampled flat profiles are simpler to generate in that they require only that the Program Counter (PC) be recorded.

Profiles may be generated at various levels of granularity, depending on the precision desired by the implementor. As mentioned, sampled profiles record the PC that was sampled, which may be mapped to a particular instruction in the source code. More frequently, though,
PCs are mapped to statements in source code or to particular functions, giving a higher-level view of where a program spends its time. The granularity of profiles generated from trace data depends on the granularity of the trace instrumentation itself.

### 2.5.2 Tracing

A *trace* is a performance characterization generated from observations of performance events (e.g., those recorded by trace instrumentation) over time. Unlike profiles, which discard time information, a trace can capture the full sequence of events in a program’s execution.

Traces can be useful in determining evolutionary behavior in simulations. For example, model data in a parallel simulation may change significantly as the simulation progresses. After some time, more work may be required on some processes than others, and aggregating results over time may discard such potentially useful information. Likewise, traces can be useful for analyzing the correctness of a program’s execution, because they give a precise ordering of events. This is difficult with profiles, because timing information, and thus insight into causality, is discarded.

The added information present in traces comes at a price in terms of space. Whereas single-process profiles are relatively compact (their size is a function of static code size), traces grow with the length of a run. This can consume very large amounts of disk space.

### 2.5.3 Phased Profiling

Profiling and tracing are complementary techniques, and attempts have been made to combine them in *phased profiling*. Phased profiling records profiles for predefined time windows over the course of an application’s execution. This allows application developers to see the behavior of their applications evolve over time, yet it can consume considerably less space than a full trace, depending on the window size used.

Some phased profilers require manual instrumentation to signal to the tool that one phase
has ended and that another has begun. Techniques have also been developed to detect phases in code automatically. These techniques use statistical analyses on performance metrics to differentiate the behavior of the code at different times during execution. Such tools have applications to performance monitoring for phased profile analysis. They also have been applied to the computer-architecture design process in the SimPoint (Perelman et al., 2006) tool. This tool is described in more detail in §2.7.7.

2.5.4 Performance Modeling

Profiles and traces are not the only forms of performance characterization, but they are two of the most widely used in the field of performance analysis. Other techniques have been developed to predict the performance of future runs of applications based on historical data. This section describes some of these techniques.

Compile-time Scalability Analysis

Mendes and Reed (Mendes and Reed, 1998) present a methodology for assessing the scalability of applications based on information gathered at compile time. Specifically, they modified a Fortran D95 compiler (Adve et al., 1994; Wang et al., 1995) to convert all loops in a program to symbolic expressions in terms of problem size and number of processors. The compiler also gathers information on the instruction distribution within loops. Costs of instructions as well as of send and receive operations are evaluated offline by machine-specific meta-benchmarks. A sum of loop send, receive, and instruction breakdowns weighted by these costs is used to predict upper and lower bounds for total program execution time.

Mendes and Reed show that by computing costs for different machines, their model can be used as a reliable estimate for execution time across architectures. Moreover, they show that their approach can be used to locate bottlenecks in code. By comparing estimated execution times for individual loops in the same program, they are able to detect loops that
dominate execution time. This information can guide performance engineers to places in the code that need optimization.

**Convolution-based Performance Prediction**

Snavely et al. demonstrate that application performance can be modeled locally by examining memory hierarchy behavior, since the ability of a code to manage memory effectively dominates local performance (Snavely et al., 2001). However, modern architectures use increasingly complex hierarchies of caches, and it is unlikely that an application that has a certain memory performance on one architecture will have similar performance on another.

Snavely et al. use a benchmark to evaluate sustained load and store performance for a single processor with various memory access patterns. Based on the results of this benchmark, they create a mapping from access parameters to benchmark performance.

The authors then use a simulator to generate basic block profiles of scientific codes. The simulator can be configured to reflect the memory hierarchy of arbitrary architectures, and it gives cache-miss rates for each basic block in the simulated code.

Convolution is applied to combine the miss rate profile for basic blocks with the memory profile, and the result can be used to predict the execution time of applications. The authors profile sequential kernels from the NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) (Bailey et al., 1991), and their method predicts execution times within 4% error. When extended to predict the time of parallel codes, it is accurate to within 20%.

Though this is a profile-based approach, the overhead of the method is considerably greater than that of a typical profile approach because it records *memory references*. Profiling memory references is impractical for monitoring large production systems, since it can increase execution time by orders of magnitude.
2.6 Data Reduction

Because computer systems are complex, the space of potential performance measurements is large and many-dimensional. A single process can generate more data than is convenient for humans to digest, and a large parallel machine can produce far more than this.

Because of this complexity, we must be judicious in choosing the measurements that we take and in deciding how much data to record. Ideally, we would record just enough performance data to diagnose a problem, but we may not know on which processes or in which parts of a run a performance problem may arise. Recording all available performance data can be impossible, as in the case of HPM counters, where not all values may be monitored at once; or impractical, as in the case of large traces, where disk space and data-mining capacity comes at a steep cost.

Performance tools make use of a variety of techniques for data reduction. In this section, we describe these techniques and the trade-offs involved in each.

2.6.1 Data Compression

Data compression is any technique that reduces the number of bits needed to store information. Data converted to such a representation is encoded, and when it has been returned to its original representation, it is decoded.

Lossless Compression

Lossless compression refers to compression after which the original representation can be reconstructed exactly from the encoded representation. Lossless compression relies on the fact that most real-world data has at least some statistical redundancy.

Lossless compression is rooted in information theory. The Shannon entropy (Shannon, 1948), a measure of the average information content in a message, represents the upper bound
on how compactly data can be represented using such techniques.

*Entropy encoding* is one of the most common forms of lossless compression. Two examples of entropy coding are Huffman coding (Huffman, 1952) and arithmetic coding (Rissanen and G. G. Langdon, 1979). These techniques both rely on the higher probability of encountering some symbols than others in the input data. More frequently occurring input symbols are represented with smaller output symbols and less frequently occurring symbols with larger output symbols, thus reducing the size of the representation.

Other lossless compression algorithms may use statistical models or dictionaries to record frequently occurring patterns in the input data. The simplest example of such an encoding is Run-Length Encoding (RLE), which stores contiguous *runs* of a symbol in the input data as the symbol and an associated number of repetitions. Other encoding schemes use more sophisticated dictionary lookup schemes, as in Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) (Welch, 1984) coding.

**Lossy Compression**

As mentioned, Shannon entropy bounds the compression that can be achieved if an input representation is to be compressed and then reconstructed exactly. However, *lossy compression* can allow for much greater reductions in data volume, if the user is willing to accept an approximate reconstruction of the original data.

At a high level, lossy compression is similar lossless compression, in that the goal of the compression is to reduce redundancies in the input data. Instead of considering the input as a stream of symbols, as with lossless techniques, lossy compression techniques treat their inputs as raw numerical data and use *basis transforms* to project inputs into domains where they can be represented more sparsely. Transformed data is then encoded in such a way as to prioritize the most significant coefficients in the transformed output, possibly discarding less significant values.
Lossy compression techniques offer a trade-off between data volume and accuracy. The more data that an encoder writes to disk, the more closely the output representation can be reconstructed to mirror the original inputs, and vice versa. Users of lossy compression schemes can typically set a compression level to control the trade-off.

Lossy techniques have been applied widely to process image, video, and audio signal data. The popular JPEG image compression format, the MPEG video compression format, and the MP3 audio compression format all use a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coupled with lossy encoding to reduce the size of media files significantly. Similarly, the JPEG-2000 (Adams, 2002) image format uses a discrete wavelet transform coupled with lossy coding techniques.

Lossy compression also may be employed for performance tracing. Lu and Reed present the application signature (Lu and Reed, 2002), a technique that represents numerical trace data concisely. Given a time-ordered sequence of metric values gathered at runtime, its signature is a piecewise-polynomial approximation of this sequence.

Signatures are constructed dynamically, and programmers can adjust an error threshold to modulate recorded trace size. Larger error thresholds will cause the fitting algorithm to generate a more compact signature at the expense of accuracy. Likewise, smaller error thresholds lead to larger, more accurate signatures. An exhaustive trace is a signature with error threshold of zero.

Lu and Reed show that performance of parallel applications can be validated using application signatures. An application is run once under ideal conditions and a signature is recorded. When the application is run again, another signature can be recorded, and programmers can compare the two to determine whether performance of the new run meets or exceeds the original. Lu and Reed describe a time-normalized function for assessing signatures’ behavioral similarity, which they use to determine whether applications have performed similarly on different hardware architectures.
2.6.2 Population Sampling

Population sampling is a technique for estimating the behavior of a set by observing only a fraction, or sample, of its elements. Traditionally used in polling and survey research, sampling is useful because it can reduce the cost of data collection significantly if collecting observations is expensive. Because it reduces the number of observations that need to be made, sampling is also useful for reducing data volume.

The minimum sample size for a population with constant variance scales more slowly than the population itself, allowing one to sample comparatively small numbers of nodes for accurate estimates of very large populations. Notably, for \( N \) monitored processes, fixed error bound \( d \), and desired deviations from the estimator mean \( z_\alpha \), a sample size of \( n \) is required, where \( n \) satisfies:

\[
  n \geq N \left[ 1 + N \left( \frac{d}{z_\alpha S} \right)^2 \right]^{-1}
\]  

Typically, confidence and accuracy of sample surveys are computed after the survey is complete, from the size of the sample taken. Equation 2.1 can be applied to reverse this process. The user specifies desired confidence and error bounds, and the required minimum sample size for meeting these bounds is computed. The user then has a probabilistic guarantee that his estimation will be accurate. Furthermore, sampling scales very well to large quantities of nodes. Note that as \( N \) increases, \( n \) approaches \( (z_\alpha S/d)^2 \). This implies that sample size is proportionally smaller for very large numbers of processes.

Mendes and Reed (Mendes and Reed, 2004) have shown that sampling-based monitoring techniques are useful for monitoring large sets of distributed machines. They monitored the availability of a cluster of 1464 processors and showed that at normal load levels this can be measured with 90% confidence and 5% error by considering the machine as a population of processors and sampling only 16% of the processors. Similarly, they showed that the free node percentage for a cluster of 3008 processors can be measured with 90% confidence and
8% error while only sampling 1.5% of the total number of machines.

Since collected data volume is proportional to the number of processes, this technique can reduce monitoring overhead in large clusters substantially.

### 2.6.3 Cluster Analysis

*Cluster analysis* refers to a number of statistical algorithms for finding homogeneous groups, or *clusters*, within data. Like other techniques described here, clustering relies heavily on statistical redundancy in input data. While typically not described as a data reduction technique *per se*, clustering can be useful for data reduction because it allows large data sets to be described in terms of a smaller number of clusters.

Two widely used techniques for clustering are *hierarchical*, or *agglomerative*, clustering algorithms (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 2005a), and *partitional* clustering algorithms (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 2005b; Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 2005c; Forgy, 1965; Hartigan and Wong, 1979; Lloyd, 1982). Users of both of these algorithms define a *distance measure* on the input data, which is used by the algorithms to determine the similarity of pairs of objects in the input data. In hierarchical clustering algorithms, groups of objects are merged recursively, producing a hierarchical tree of clusters with increasing granularity. In partitioning algorithms, the number of clusters, $k$, is specified in advance, and the algorithm attempts to find a group that fully or nearly minimizes the distance between objects in $k$ clusters. We describe techniques for cluster analysis in more detail in §5.2.2.

Ahn and Vetter (Ahn and Vetter, 2002) show that cluster analysis is useful for detecting load imbalance when applied to HPM data. Specifically, they are able to detect small communication-related load imbalances between edge, corner, and other processes in a two-dimensional physics simulation. Cluster analysis thus enables a 256-process system to be described in terms of these three homogeneous groups.
2.6.4 Dimensionality Reduction

Dimensionality reduction is a set of related techniques for simplifying the analysis of multivariate systems. These techniques attempt to account for variability in their input data by finding a smaller number of uncorrelated variables that explain variability of the inputs.

Factor Analysis (Spearman, 1904) is a technique for reducing a set of variables to a smaller set of uncorrelated linear combinations, or factors of those variables. These factors can be used to describe the input data set more concisely.

Factor analysis is related to Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) (Eckart and Young, 1936) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Pearson, 1901). In PCA, data is transformed to a new set of orthogonal basis functions that account for decreasing portions of the variance in the data. In the transformed data, the first coordinate, or principal component, will account for the greatest variance, then the second, and so on. SVD is a related technique that can be used to compute principal components.

Dimensionality reduction techniques are useful in performance analysis because they can simplify very large metric spaces to a few correlated sets of metrics. Using PCA, Ahn and Vetter (Ahn and Vetter, 2002) show that such techniques, along with cluster analysis, can provide insight into the root causes of performance problems and load imbalances in large-scale scientific applications. Specifically, they show that for a data set with 23 performance metrics, 99.1% of the variability can be explained by the first two principal components.

2.7 Performance Tools

Table 2.1 shows a list of performance tools developed using the techniques described in the preceding sections. The table shows the instrumentation and data reduction techniques implemented by each tool, as well as the level of system abstraction that the tool targets. In the remainder of this section, we describe each of these tools in detail.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>Instrumentation</th>
<th>Data Reduction</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>Link-level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profilers</td>
<td>prof</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gprof</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HPCToolkit</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intel vTune</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DCPI</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OProfile</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ProfileMe</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AMD IBS</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CodeAnalyst</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mpiP</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ompP</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profiling &amp;</td>
<td>Open/SpeedShop</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracing</td>
<td>TAU</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SvPablo</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracing</td>
<td>Vampir, VNG</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Etrusca</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>App. Signatures</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ScalaTrace</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comm. Tools</td>
<td>Autopilot</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MRNet</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>DynInst</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inst. Tools</td>
<td>KernInst</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DTrace</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debugging</td>
<td>Purify</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Valgrind</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STAT</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perf. Consultant</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling</td>
<td>SimPoint</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chameleon</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Comparison of techniques used in performance tools.
2.7.1 Profiling Tools

prof

prof is a flat profiler traditionally implemented as part of the compiler in UNIX operating systems. Programmers supply an extra flag (+prof), and the compiler emits object code containing wrapper functions that output profile files when the program is run.

gprof (Graham et al., 1982) and GNU gprof (Fenlason and Stallman, 1988) are descendants of prof included in most UNIX-like operating systems and supported by most compilers today. As with prof, programmers supply an additional flag and the compiler emits a special profiling version of the executable. gprof supports a limited form of call-path profiling in which only the first ancestor is recorded.

At runtime, gprof sets a timer interrupt handler to execute roughly 100 times per second. It also inserts binary instrumentation around procedures in the object code. The handler samples the PC and records its value in a histogram. When execution is complete, gprof has sample counts for each PC in the program, which are used to estimate what percentage of runtime was spent in each part of the code. gprof and GNU gprof build on this function by also recording call-path information.

HPCToolkit

HPCToolkit (Mellor-Crummey, 2003) is a suite of tools for sampled, profile-based performance analysis. It includes tools for gathering profile data and for correlating program structure (e.g., loops, procedures, and statements) with profiles. HPCToolkit minimizes overhead in two ways. First, instead of using a timer interrupt, it uses counter interrupts to guide instrumentation. Counters are set to overflow mode so that they generate an interrupt when their register value overflows. The register's value is then set to the maximum value minus some frequency, so that the counter will overflow only after a chosen number of observed
events. The user can control overhead by adjusting this frequency.

By using counter interrupts instead of timer interrupts, HPCToolkit allows a wider range of profiles to be taken. For example, one could generate a time-based profile by using the cycle counter’s overflow to trigger sampling, or one could generate a profile locating the highest rate of execution of floating point instructions by setting the floating point event counter as the trigger. Counter interrupts require hardware support, so this functionality may not be available on all platforms.

In addition to flat profiles, HPCToolkit contains optimizations for efficient call-path profiling (Froyd et al., 2005; Froyd et al., 2006). Typically, recording a call path requires that the tool examine the stack to determine which call frames are present. Naïve implementations walk the full stack on every interrupt, which can incur unnecessary overhead in programs with deeply nested calls.

HPCToolkit uses a simple form of binary instrumentation to assist in the stack-walking process. When the first interrupt occurs, the stack is examined and its frames are recorded. Then, the return address of the top function on the stack is replaced with a pointer to a trampoline function. When the top function returns, control is transferred to the trampoline, which replaces the return address of the next function in the stack with a pointer to the trampoline and adjusts the recorded list of stack frames.

The trampoline pointer in HPCToolkit acts as a high-water mark by indicating to the stack unwinder that all frames below it in the stack are already known. Thus, when subsequent interrupts occur, the unwinder only needs to conduct a detailed examination of frames above the trampoline pointer. It can then concatenate these frames with the prefix recorded by the trampoline function to get a full stack trace.

HPCToolkit currently outputs one profile per instrumented process, but lossy compression may be applied to these profiles post-mortem to generate a single, global profile (Bor-delon, 2007). Merging provides the user with concise summary information for an entire
parallel run, but the profiling process discards temporal data, and records of inter-process variation are discarded. Alternately, the user may apply cluster analysis to stored per-process profiles (Bordelon, 2007), which can reveal behavioral equivalence classes among processes.

**Intel VTune**

VTune is a commercial set of tools developed by Intel for profile-based performance analysis. It includes tools for both flat and call-path profiling using sampled instrumentation.

**OProfile**

The profilers mentioned so far operate on a single process or on a set of parallel processes in user space. OProfile (Levon and Elie, 2008) is a system-wide sampled profiler designed to measure user-space processes, kernel activity, and libraries. Like HPCToolkit, it does not require modification of application binaries. It differs from HPCToolkit and the prof family of tools in that it is capable of sampling an entire running operating system and all of its processes. Output from OProfile includes histograms from shared libraries and can reflect how they are used by different applications. It can also provide greater insight into contention for system resources. It can provide both flat profiles and callgraph output. At the time of this writing, however, OProfile required root access to a system, making it difficult to use with institutionally managed high-performance machines.

OProfile is a descendant of the Digital Continuous Profiling Infrastructure (DCPI) (Anderson et al., 1997) and SpeedShop (SGI, 2003), two earlier full-system profilers.

**ProfileMe.** ProfileMe (Dean et al., 1997) is a hardware-supported profiling technique implemented on the Alpha 21264 microprocessors (Dean et al., 1997) that allows individual instructions to be sampled through their entire execution rather than simply sampling the PC register.
This type of sampling allows more detailed analysis of the behavior of out-of-order processors because it exposes details that must be inferred from a combination of counters with other profiling tools. For example, with ProfileMe, pipeline stalls can be attributed to specific instructions, which is difficult with standard hardware performance counters because instructions are not directly tied to performance events. In most processors, event counters are not guaranteed to be incremented until sometime after the instruction that generated an event has completed.

**AMD CodeAnalyst Tools**

While sophisticated, ProfileMe requires very specialized hardware support. Until recently, no chip since the Alpha had attempted to implement such a sophisticated scheme.

AMD Instruction-Based Sampling (AMD-IBS) (Drongowski, 2007) is a new implementation of instruction-based sampling used in newer AMD microprocessors. It is used in conjunction with OProfile to implement the profiling component of AMD’s CodeAnalyst suite of performance tools (Advanced Micro Devices, 2009). Like ProfileMe, AMD IBS enables attribution of performance problems to specific pipeline stalls and other events with sub-instruction granularity.

**mpiP**

mpiP is a tool for profiling communication calls in MPI applications. mpiP is implemented as a library containing profiling wrappers for MPI communication calls. The user links against this library, and the wrapper functions record statistical information about all MPI calls in the program. mpiP records calling context information for each monitored MPI call. At the end of a run, per-process profiles are merged into a single output file.

Vetter et al. present a statistical technique for finding scalability problems in scientific codes using mpiP (Vetter and Chambreau, 2005). They use the tool to profile communication
events; then, they compute the correlation between percentage of total time taken by each call and the number of processes in each run. To compensate for outliers and non-normal distributions of event durations, they do not compute this correlation directly. Rather, they find the correlation between the rank-order statistics of event durations and the number of concurrent processes. This technique correctly identifies the events that show the strongest tendency to take longer as the problem scales.

ompP

ompP (Fürlinger and Gerndt, 2005) is a profiler for programs written using OpenMP, a shared-memory, parallel thread-programming model. Unlike MPI, OpenMP does not have a profiling interface. Instead, OpenMP is implemented using a standard set of pragmas, or compiler-implemented language extensions, for C, C++, and Fortran.

Because OpenMP is implemented by compilers, ompP uses a source-to-source translator, Opapi (Mohr et al., 2001), to add instrumentation around OpenMP pragmas. Instrumented code is then compiled using an OpenMP-compatible compiler, and running this code generates data files containing both per-thread and merged profiles.

ompP also provides support for phased profiling. The user may instrument manually phase boundaries in source code, and ompP will record separate profiles for each execution of these phases over time.

2.7.2 Profiling and Tracing Tools

Open|SpeedShop

Open|SpeedShop is a suite of parallel performance analysis tools built from modular open-source infrastructure components. It includes sampled flat and call-path profilers, as well as trace tools for I/O operations, MPI, and floating-point exceptions. Open|SpeedShop uses the Open Trace Format (OTF), which optionally supports lossless compression of trace files.
Open|SpeedShop uses hardware counter measurements and binary instrumentation. For binary instrumentation, it uses the DynInst library. To support binary instrumentation, it communicates with parallel processes via a debug interface, and it uses the MRNet communication infrastructure to interact with running processes scalably. These components of Open|SpeedShop are described later in this section.

**SvPablo**

SvPablo (De Rose and Reed, 2000) is a well known profiling and tracing tool. It provides a GUI for manual instrumentation of code, as well as a parser for inserting source-level instrumentation into codes automatically. Instrumentation in SvPablo makes calls to an external data collection library that provides bookkeeping and I/O for profiling and tracing. The instrumentation library supports measurements of time and of hardware performance-counter values.

**TAU**

Tuning and Analysis Utilities (TAU) (Shende and Maloney, 2006) is a widely used set of performance and analysis tools. Like SvPablo, it supports profiling and tracing, and it provides an instrumenting parser to annotating source code automatically. It also supports measurement using either timers or hardware performance counters. Unlike SvPablo, TAU’s parsers place instrumentation inside selected functions, while SvPablo instruments each of a function’s call sites.

Like Open|SpeedShop, TAU optionally supports dynamic binary instrumentation using the DynInst (Miller et al., 1995) framework, and it supports lossless trace compression using OTF.

In addition to its instrumentation components, TAU includes extensive facilities for analysis of collected performance data, implemented in its PerfExplorer tool (Huck and Malony,
PerfExplorer is a GUI front-end with a set of data-mining and analysis tools that allow post-mortem data gathered using TAU (and other performance tools) to be analyzed using scalable techniques. PerfExplorer includes support for dimensionality reduction, clustering, correlation, and other statistical methods. In addition, it has been integrated with the OpenUH compiler (Liao et al., 2007) to provide automated knowledge-mining features. PerfExplorer can make use of data generated with OpenUH’s automatic instrumenting features by mining it for patterns relevant to parallel code tuning and power efficiency. The knowledge discovered by PerfExplorer is then fed back to OpenUH to inform compile-time optimization decisions.

2.7.3 Tracing Tools

Vampir and VNG

Vampir (Brunst et al., 2001) is a full event-tracing framework for MPI applications. It provides a number of Graphical User Interface (GUI) tools for viewing and analyzing stored traces, and supports lossless trace compression via OTF. Summary profiles may be generated from stored traces using Vampir’s GUI tools.

Vampir’s successor, Vampir Next Generation (VNG), extends Vampir with support for parallel client-side analysis. The VNG GUI client runs on a desktop machine, but can interact with remote tool processes for visualization and analysis. This enables VNG to process very large stored traces quickly.

Etrusca

Roth (Roth, 1996) presents a prototype system, Etrusca that reduces trace overhead through clustering. Etrusca uses clustering to select a set of representative processes from a parallel system. Once selected, only representative processes are traced, significantly reducing data volume and overhead. Etrusca performs cluster analysis on saved, post-mortem data, but
Nikolayev et al. (Nikolayev et al., 1997) extend this technique to online monitoring of large applications. Clusters are generated in real time based on observed data.

The parallel systems used here are small (\(\leq 128\) processes) compared to those in use today. We describe the trade-offs involved with designing clustering algorithms for larger machines in Chapter 5. Further, both Nikolayev et al. and Roth use one representative from each cluster to approximate its behavior, but their methods do not guarantee adequate representation. In Chapter 4, we describe heuristics for estimating the size of a representative portion of a population using sampling techniques.

**ScalaTrace**

ScalaTrace (Noeth et al., 2007) is a tracing framework for scalable recording and compression of MPI communication traces. Like mpiP, it uses link-level instrumentation to intercept MPI calls. For extremely regular SIMD applications, it can record all MPI events in traces of constant or near-constant size, regardless of the number of application processes, and regardless of the length of an application run.

Instead of recording a trace naively as a raw sequence of events, ScalaTrace looks for repeating sequences as MPI operations are executed. Each process uses a local compression algorithm to translate MPI events to Regular Section Descriptors (RSDs), which are then used as a the alphabet to generate a regular expression. Regular expressions in ScalaTrace are represented as Power Regular Section Descriptors (PRSDs), a recursively defined version of RSDs where one PRSD may contain another as one of its symbols.

Locally compressed traces are merged in a distributed reduction operation at the end of a ScalaTrace run. This inter-process compression algorithm exploits several optimizations to achieve high levels of compression. First, location-independent communication endpoint encodings are used so that send and receive operations from different processes can be merged into the same trace record. Second, ScalaTrace considers the semantics of constructs like...
MPI_Waitsome, for which exact repetition count can be nondeterministic. Such call records are merged into a single record in the output trace.

The standard ScalaTrace library preserves event-ordering information and offers the option of recording statistical event-timing information (Ratn et al., 2008). It works well for stencil codes and for applications with regular communication patterns. However, for applications with irregular behavior, its traces can degenerate and may begin to grow linearly with the number of nodes in the system as well as the length of an application trace.

2.7.4 Binary Instrumentation Tools

DynInst

ParaDyn’s Dyninst tool (Miller et al., 1995) provides a mechanism for patching object code at runtime by inserting special probes into code. Typically this involves patching of the object code output by the compiler with additional jump statements to leave compiler-generated code, execute a user- or tool-provided instrumentation routine, then return from this routine to the original object code. Using this approach, calls to arbitrary instrumentation can be made without the need to recompile. DynInst is used by Open|SpeedShop and TAU.

KernInst

KernInst (Tamches and Miller, 1999) is a dynamic instrumentation tool that allows DynInst-like binary instrumentation at the kernel level. Like DynInst, it allows for modification of nearly any instruction, but it makes specific architectural changes to allow user applications to make requests to instrument kernel-space code.

KernInst uses a daemon process to allow applications to make requests to instrument the kernel. The daemon process communicates in turn with a KernInst device driver, which performs requested modifications to kernel code. Communication with the device driver is
done through system calls, but the device driver is able to modify operating-system code because it runs as part of the kernel.

**DTrace**

DTrace (Cantrill et al., 2004) is a tool similar to KernInst for dynamically instrumenting operating-system kernels. DTrace simplifies kernel instrumentation with some loss of generality compared to KernInst. In DTrace, operating-system vendors must implement an *instrumentation provider* that allows applications to instrument *specific points* in the kernel. Users of DTrace can create scripts in the $D$ language that are installed and executed dynamically at these instrumentation points.

DTrace originated on the Solaris operating system, but is now also available for Linux and Mac OS X.

### 2.7.5 Tool Communication Infrastructure

**Autopilot**

Autopilot (Ribler et al., 1998) is a distributed performance-monitoring system implemented as part of the Pablo suite of performance tools. Autopilot provides a generic framework for collecting structured data from performance *sensors* and making decisions based on the observed data. Autopilot also has facilities for steering applications based on conditions observed on remote sensors.

Autopilot is built atop the Nexus (Foster et al., 1994) parallel runtime system. Nexus uses a global shared-memory model for communication, and provides a platform-independent view of the running performance system. It is not designed for use in tightly coupled, high-performance compute clusters, but rather to steer large, loosely coupled, distributed applications based on runtime conditions. Many of the ideas in this dissertation, particularly those
related to statistical sampling, involve applying runtime adaptation models like those from Autopilot to very large scientific applications on clusters.

**MRNet**

The Multicast-Reduction Network (MRNet) (Roth et al., 2003) is used to create overlay networks for performance data collection in parallel applications. It functions as a backend communication infrastructure for performance-monitoring tools. Via a C++ API, users of MRNet can build arbitrary hierarchical tree networks of processes in running applications. Once constructed, these trees function as an overlay network. The spanning tree is implemented atop an existing protocol like TCP, and nodes on this network can send messages to each other as though there were another physical connection.

MRNet provides fast implementations of many of the spanning-tree communication routines found in communication libraries like MPI (e.g., scatter, gather, and reduce). It also allows users to insert intermediary filters at nodes in the tree. These filters can be used for lossy or lossless data compression during communication. Large applications over many nodes can benefit from comparisons of data sent over the network and from reduced redundancy. In particular, this technique works well in monitoring the performance of scientific applications, in which many nodes may have similar behavior and may report similar performance data. MRNet enables communications with logarithmic complexity for large networks of nodes, and with appropriate reduction filters, it can reduce data volume sub-linearly with the number of monitored processes.

Typical usage of MRNet assumes that the user will have nodes available outside of the parallel cluster, which can decrease greatly the degree to which a tool perturbs an application. This is particularly useful if the tool or, more likely, the monitored application consumes a large amount of memory.

Not all systems have extra resources available for monitoring, and there is no support for
launching parallel jobs with MRNet tool networks on current batch job submission systems. The LaunchMon (Ahn et al., 2008) infrastructure provides a generic interface for launching tool daemons like those used by MRNet, but it does not yet provide support for all mainstream batch systems.

### 2.7.6 Debugging Tools

**Purify**

IBM Rational Purify (IBM Rational Software, 2009) is a binary rewriting framework designed for memory debugging. Programs linked with Purify are partially rewritten at execution time to monitor memory accesses and to support dynamic analysis of program memory behavior. It is typically used to detect memory leaks and other non-fatal errors that could be missed by a traditional debugger.

Purify is a heavyweight tool, and thus not suitable for on-line analysis. For example, perturbation from Purify’s instrumentation can cause a program to run many times more slowly than it would run without instrumentation. However, the types of instrumentation possible with these tools allow novel analyses and checks not possible with lighter-weight tools. Purify is targeted at sequential applications, and running it in parallel will produce output that scales linearly with the size of the parallel system.

**Valgrind**

Valgrind (Nethercote and Seward, 2007) is a binary rewriting tool much like Purify, but it is available for free and its source is open. Its modular design enables tool writers to produce plug-ins that rewrite parts of compiled binary executables. Valgrind tools have been built for tasks such as memory leak checking and dataflow analysis.
STAT

The Stack Trace Analysis Tool (STAT) (Arnold et al., 2007) is a lightweight debugging tool for scalable stack trace analysis. STAT uses sampled instrumentation to gather call paths from parallel processes simultaneously, and it merges these call paths into a call prefix tree.

STAT uses the MRNet infrastructure for scalable communication. Using overlay networks, call stacks from thousands of processes are merged dynamically, enabling performance analysts to take snapshots of running applications and visualize them scalably. STAT can be used to take instantaneous snapshots, or it can take sequences of repeated snapshots. STAT was designed as a lightweight tool. Unlike traditional debuggers, it collects only a call path from each running process, and call paths are merged using MRNet.

STAT does not provide exhaustive performance data from remote processes. For example, it provides no mechanism to compress numerical data, and it does not collect full event traces. It supports taking multiple consecutive snapshots of code, but in general its output represents a snapshot of program execution at a certain time, and it is intended to catch hung states in large parallel applications. STAT is not intended to analyze long-term time-varying behavior. However, the techniques used in STAT and MRNet should be very instructive for the design of future parallel tools, as STAT has been run on the full 212,992 cores of the IBM Blue Gene/L system at LLNL (Lee et al., 2008).

Performance Consultant

A performance bottleneck is a component that limits the throughput of its entire system. For example, in a parallel application, an application may have alternating computation and communication phases, but the communication phase may need to be completed before further computation may be performed. If the communication is slow and if certain processes in the application spend most of their time waiting for it to complete, we say that communication is the bottleneck.
Much work has been done to automate bottleneck detection as part of the ParaDyn project (Miller et al., 1995; Roth et al., 2003; Roth, 2005; Hollingsworth, 1994). Hollingsworth describes the Dyninst object-code instrumentation library along with a tool that partially automates search for bottlenecks in parallel codes (Hollingsworth, 1994). Called “Performance Consultant,” the tool structures the bottleneck detection process as a decision tree and allows a programmer to formulate hypotheses about a program’s performance. Depending on the hypotheses, various tests are run with the aid of profiling via dynamic instrumentation to refine the understanding of the code.

Once a probable cause for a performance problem has been established, the programmer can refine the problem further by asking Performance Consultant to locate the part of the code in which the problem occurred. The result is a tree structure with hypotheses at the root, refinements via tests as the branches, and code locations as leaves.

The Performance Consultant requires that a programmer interact with the tool over multiple runs of an application, which can be time-consuming for programmers. Karavanic (Karavanic, 2000) provides additions to the Performance Consultant that automatically make inferences about historical run data. Karavanic’s work uses previous observations for particular applications to prune the search space for performance problems in the current run.

The Performance Consultant Tool has scaled to parallel applications with thousands of concurrent processes. Roth et al. (Roth and Miller, 2006) modify the Performance Consultant to visualize experiments performed on large systems. MRNet is used for communication, and the runtime environment decides where to insert DynInst instrumentation. For large clusters, the process is partially distributed to reduce computational overhead on the central agent. Local agents evaluate runtime instrumentation cost, which they report via MRNet to the central daemon. Data collection overhead is mitigated by carefully configured MRNet process hierarchies and by the use of MRNet filters.

The authors also present a distributed approach in which each agent performs its own
local bottleneck search. ParaDyn profiles are gathered in the distributed approach into one graph. Subgraphs with similar performance characteristics are merged, and an initially generated graph of over 33,000 nodes can be folded into 44 after behavioral redundancy is eliminated.

### 2.7.7 Performance Modeling Tools

#### Phase Identification

SimPoint (Sherwood et al., 2002; Sherwood et al., 2003) is a tool for detecting self-similar phases in an application’s execution. This is particularly useful for hardware architects, as building a fast microprocessor requires a detailed understanding of the workloads that will run on that architecture. However, simulating an entire program is costly because cycle-accurate hardware simulations run significantly more slowly than the execution of a program on real hardware.

SimPoint aims to solve this problem by selecting representative portions, or simulation points, in test codes, allowing architects to save significant time when testing new chips. To find self-similar regions in code, Sherwood et al. introduce the concept of a Basic Block Vector (BBV), a list of basic blocks in a particular section of code and their associated frequencies of execution. They select a suitably small BBV length, then use a tracer to collect the sequence of BBV’s for an entire program run. This data set is then run through a dimensionality reduction step, and the reduced-dimensional data is clustered using K-Means. The output of this algorithm is a set of phases, or sections of the application’s execution with similar behavior. A representative portion of each phase can then be used to simulate the test application.

Perelman et al. have created a parallel variant of SimPoint (Perelman et al., 2006) that uses HPM counters and has overhead is comparable to that of HPCToolkit (2-3%). However, since this method requires a tracer, the volume of its output is considerably higher. SimPoint
can be used to conduct scalability analysis for entire behaviorally similar subsections of code rather than specific communication routines as in mpiP (Vetter and Chambreau, 2005).

SimPoint and other phase-detection algorithms could complement many of the techniques discussed in this dissertation. In Chapter 3, we discuss a novel model for load-balance data that divides code into *effort regions*. Effort regions are similar to phases in the spirit of SimPoint, but they require less overhead to detect. Our tools could make use of SimPoint data to define the boundaries between these regions more accurately.

**Chameleon**

The Chameleon framework (Weinberg and Snavely, 2008) builds on the aforementioned convolution-based performance prediction techniques (Snavely et al., 2001). Chameleon is designed to produce machine-independent characterizations of memory behavior.

Weinberg and Snavely create a two-dimensional model for caches in terms of depth (block size) and width (block count). They model a cache’s behavior as a three-dimensional surface, where the third dimension is the hit rate for a width×depth cache for a particular benchmark.

To assess a cache’s hit rate, Weinberg and Snavely collect memory traces from applications on specific hardware using binary instrumentation. Their approach achieves only a 5× slowdown. The traces gathered in this way are convolved with cache and locality models for new, untested architectures and are used to generate predictive *synthetic traces* that mimic accurately the behavior of the untested machines.

### 2.8 Limitations of Existing Techniques

The performance tools and techniques outlined in this section do not address the data volume problem sufficiently. Trace techniques discussed here produce output that scales linearly with
the number of processes in a system, which makes them difficult to use at scale. Some tools support trace compression. However, lossless compression does not provide sufficient data reduction for large systems. Application signatures provide a lossy form of compression for local metric traces, but they do not address the problem of reducing data across processes in parallel systems.

Further, there is not yet a scalable approach for collecting large numerical traces without unacceptable degrees of perturbation. ScalaTrace provides a scalable mechanism for compressing non-numerical event traces across nodes. This provides insight into an application’s structure, but it does not allow the user to observe numerical measurements across processes in the compressed trace. ScalaTrace does provide limited support for measuring the time consumed between consecutive MPI events, but it uses 5-bin histograms that lose subtle load-balance information in very large runs.

MRNet stands out as an accessible, portable, and noninvasive model for scalable communication. For cases in which analysis can be modeled as a reduction, the MRNet framework is ideal. STAT uses MRNet for scalable debugging and the merging of call paths, and ParaDyn achieves scalability by using MRNet to manage performance-tool communication. Also, ScalaTrace uses an MRNet-like tree-reduction to compress trace data at the end of a run and to merge very regular traces into a constant-size representation.

Even the most scalable existing tools either have difficulty dealing with behavior that varies among processes or over time, or they process only a limited subset of measurements. For example, ScalaTrace works very well on stencil codes where nearest neighbors can be compressed efficiently across all processes. However, when the variation among processes is not regular, constant-size traces are not possible, and trace files can scale logarithmically or linearly. Currently, ScalaTrace does not provide a lossy middle ground to discard only some of the data in such scenarios. Similarly, Mendes’s sampling technique estimates a global mean, but provides no mechanism by which inter-process performance differences can be
assessed.

Applications that employ uneven work-partitioning schemes or data-dependent, adaptive algorithms will not be characterized adequately by such a scheme. Furthermore, environmental factors such as transient bit errors and shared resources can lead to transient slowdowns in production codes, but no existing technique deals sufficiently with these effects. The closest analog to system-wide performance analysis so far is STAT, which can group processes according to the similarity of their call stacks. However, STAT cannot analyze performance-measurement data gathered from processes. It is thus extremely useful for debugging, but it currently does not have a mechanism for aggregating numerical information scalably.
Chapter 3

Scalable Load-balance Measurement

3.1 Introduction

As discussed in §1.3, load balance is critical for high-performance applications, but the exponential growth of concurrency levels of large machines also makes it more and more difficult to measure and to analyze. With hundreds of thousands of processes, a single overloaded process can now force hundreds of thousands of other processes to wait. Further, measuring and diagnosing load balance in large-scale systems is difficult because all processes must be observed. Many scientific applications use data-dependent adaptive algorithms and may redistribute load dynamically, so it is necessary to observe the system over time.

As not all regions in a parallel code may contribute to a load imbalance, data must be collected over three dimensions: i) location of the problem within the code; ii) processors experiencing the imbalance; and iii) timing of imbalance occurrences during execution.

In this chapter, we describe a model for load-balance measurement that captures these three dimensions and a scalable technique for measuring model data. We collect performance metrics as rates normalized to logical application events classified as units of progress or effort.

For our purposes, progress is defined as steps towards some goal expressed in the applica-
tion domain, e.g., time steps, experiments analyzed, or transactions processed. Effort regions are nested within progress loops. They represent the work that is performed to achieve a unit of progress. The duration of an effort region’s execution may vary over time because of adaptation in the size of local data structures or because of the convergence properties of an iterative algorithm. Time, or other performance metrics, to execute one iteration of an effort loop may vary due to some mix of data-locality issues, memory or I/O errors, and other interactions with the system architecture.

To measure a program in terms of our model, we record two-dimensional trace data for each effort region. Recording such a trace, even when the number of regions is small, still produces copious data. Naïvely recording full traces over long runs is unfeasible because excessive I/O communication can perturb application and system behavior as well as because the data-storage requirements can overwhelm system capacity.

To address this problem, we develop a novel load-measurement technique that can reduce the volume of system-wide, time-varying measurements by two to three orders of magnitude. This technique, as well as a tool for measuring model data, are implemented in a set of data-collection libraries. Our compression algorithms are based on lossy compression techniques developed for signal processing. We use parallel wavelet encoding techniques to reduce communication and storage requirements to levels sufficient for on-line measurement while preserving process identity and temporal information needed for load-balance monitoring. Our methods also support a time-versus-error trade-off decision. Even with substantial data reduction, the amount of data collected is sufficient to inform problem diagnosis.

Certain key properties of wavelet analysis make our technique robust even in the presence of data loss. The wavelet transform is multi-scale and preserves local features even in the case of severe compression, so it can produce compact, low-error approximations of load-balance data.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. §3.2 describes our load-balance
model and the types of application behavior that we seek to capture with it. §3.3 gives a brief overview of wavelet analysis and describes its fitness for use with load-balance data. In §3.4, we detail the architecture of our data-collection tool and the implementation of its two main components. In §3.5, we show through extensive experimental validation that our techniques are scalable both in time and space for real-world scientific applications. We also show that our methods yield very low compression error. §3.6 details how our compression scheme performs with different network topologies. Finally, we summarize this chapter’s research contributions in §3.7.

3.2 The Effort Model

We have developed a model for load in large-scale scientific applications. Our model is targeted primarily at SPMD parallel applications, particularly those that use MPI (MPI Forum, 1994). As MPI is the de-facto standard for large-scale scientific computation, the vast majority of distributed-memory supercomputer applications could use our framework. We introduce two concepts, progress and effort, to quantify the high-level load balance of most SPMD applications. While we have designed this model with MPI in mind, it is flexible enough to model the behavior of a broad range of scientific applications. In this section, we describe our model and its use in diagnosing load imbalance.

3.2.1 Progress and Effort

To model the time-varying behavior of SPMD applications, we define two categories of loops:

**Progress loops.** Typically the outer loops in SPMD simulations, progress loops indicate absolute headway toward some goal expressed in the application domain, e.g., time-steps, experiments analyzed, or transactions processed. This category of loop allows us to di-
vide an application’s execution into logically equivalent steps. In a climate simulation, a progress-loop iteration might compute the physics for some known interval of simulated time. Each iteration is a global synchronous step toward completion; measuring the duration of progress loops provides an estimate of how long the application will run. Even when the total number of time-steps is not known \textit{a priori}, the evolution of progress-loop performance indicates how the application’s total load varies over time.

**Effort loops** are variable-time loops with possibly data-dependent execution. Nested inside progress loops, effort loops represent the work required to achieve a unit of progress. The number of iterations of an effort loop may vary over time because of adaptation in the size of local data structures, or because of the convergence properties of an iterative algorithm.

A number of factors contribute to the variable duration of a set of effort loops. Application data can affect many aspects of the computation, including its complexity, the degree of refinement, and the speed of convergence. In iterative solvers, e.g., conjugate gradient, adaptive mesh refinement, or time sub-cycling methods (Colella et al., 2003b), the size and complexity of data processed may vary over time and from process to process. Elapsed time per iteration or other metrics may also vary depending on data-locality issues or the availability and performance of resources such as I/O, network, and even faulty nodes. These in turn affect the performance of the enclosing progress loops.

Effort loops provide a basis for comparison among different progress-loop iterations. The relationship between effort loops and total time required for their enclosing progress loops can show how severely data dependency and intrinsic application factors affect application run time.

We can compare progress- and effort-loop iterations within the same process in a running application or among processes. Intraprocess results capture the evolution of load within the process. Interprocess comparisons can capture application load balance and any relative
Figure 3.1: Multiscale decomposition for our level $L$ 2-D wavelet transform

performance anomalies between processes.

3.3 Wavelet Analysis

To collect system-wide effort data scalably, we need a compact representation and a scalable aggregation method for the data. Wavelet analysis has become a prominent, if not the dominant, method for data reduction in fields as diverse as signal processing, digital imaging (Adams, 2002; Adams and Kossentini, 2000), and sensor networks (Wagner et al., 2006).

A wavelet transform expands a function in the spatial domain to a function of orthogonal polynomials in $L^2(\mathbb{R})$. It is a particularly interesting operator because wavelet expansions require very few terms to approximate most functions. Here, we provide a brief overview of the discrete wavelet transform, as well as a discussion of its suitability for scalable load measurement.
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There are continuous variants of the wavelet transform, but we are primarily concerned with the discrete wavelet transform. This algorithm transforms a set of discrete samples from the spatial domain to coefficients of orthonormal wavelet functions. The space of all such coefficients is called the wavelet domain.

Formally, discrete wavelet transform is an operation that converts a set of \( N \) samples \( s_0 \ldots s_{N-1} \) into two sets of \( N/2 \) coefficients. Recursive applications of the transform are expressed with levels, and we denote the inputs to the transform as level 0, or \( s_0^0 \ldots s_{N-1}^0 \). At level \( l \), each sample \( s_i^{l-1} \) is converted to coefficients \( s_i^l \ldots s_{n-1}^l \) and \( d_i^l \ldots d_{n-1}^l \) according to the recurrence relations:

\[
\begin{align*}
    s_i^l &= \sum_{d=0}^{D-1} a_d s_{(2i+d)2^n}^{l-1} \\
    d_i^l &= \sum_{d=0}^{D-1} b_d s_{(2i+d)2^n}^{l-1}
\end{align*}
\]

(3.1)

where \( n = N/2^l \), \( i = 0 \ldots n - 1 \), \( a_d \) and \( b_d \) are coefficients for low- and high-pass wavelet filters, respectively, and \( D \) is the number of coefficients in the wavelet filters. \( \langle x \rangle_m \) is the modulus function defined so that \( \langle x \rangle_m \in [0, m - 1] \) for all \( x \in \mathbb{Z} \).

The key observation is that \( s_i^l \) contain low-frequency information from the input samples, while \( d_i^l \) represent high-frequency details. If the transform is applied recursively \( L \) times, we call this a level \( L \) transform, and the transformed data will have \( L \) scales.

\( D \) is the width of filters (\( a \) and \( b \)) used. It depends on the wavelets selected as basis functions in the transform. In this work, we use the Cohen-Daubechies-Favreau 9/7 (CDF 9/7) wavelets (Daubechies, 1992). The high-pass and low-pass CDF 9/7 filters contain 9 real-valued elements. In the low-pass filter, the highest and lowest elements of the filter are zero.

They have been shown to work well for lossy compression of graphical images and are used as part of the JPEG-2000 standard (Adams, 2002) for image compression.

The theoretical underpinnings of wavelet analysis (Daubechies, 1992; Walnut, 2004) have
deep roots in functional analysis and are beyond the scope of this work. However, several properties of the discrete wavelet transform make it extremely interesting for scalable performance measurement:

**Compactness** Wavelet expansions require very few terms to approximate most functions, and the number of significant coefficients in the wavelet domain may be several orders of magnitude less than in the untransformed data. Wavelet coefficients are thus particularly well-suited for compression.

**Hierarchy** Each level in a multi-level wavelet transform represents input data at a particular scale. The low-frequency sub-band at successively deeper iterations of the wavelet transform is essentially a coarse de-noised approximation of the original data. System-wide behaviors will appear separately and at scale levels different from per-process behaviors. This allows incrementally refined analysis of large amounts of data. Scalable algorithms can start with a compact approximation and selectively examine more detailed features without having to process all of the data.

**Locality** Unlike other, more traditional global transforms such as the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) (Cooley and Tukey, 1965) or the DCT (Ahmed et al., 1974), the wavelet transform preserves locality. Each wavelet coefficient represents both spatial and frequency data from a neighborhood of values in the inputs. This informs analyses that can detect the specific processes in a system in which performance variations occur.

**Efficiency** The parallel wavelet transform (Cheung et al., 2000; Kamath et al., 2000; Nielsen and Hegland, 2000; Ford et al., 2001; Chaver et al., 2002; Meerwald et al., 2002) is highly scalable, requiring only nearest-neighbor communication in some cases. It is thus well suited for use in large parallel applications.

In Libra, we use multiple two-dimensional, parallel wavelet transforms to analyze measurements taken at run time. The two-dimensional transform is a series of one-dimensional
transforms applied alternately to the rows then to the columns of a matrix. As mentioned, the row dimension represents progress steps and the column dimension represents the ranks of processes in the parallel application. Values in each matrix represent effort generated by some region in the code.

The organization of two-dimensional wavelet coefficients is shown in Figure 3.1. The lower right quadrant of the matrix contains the high-frequency data from both dimensions, the upper right and lower left quadrants contain high-frequency data in one dimension and low-frequency data in another, and the low-frequency information in the upper left quadrant is recursively transformed $L$ times.

### 3.4 A Framework for Scalable Load Measurement

We have designed and implemented two components in Libra for scalable load-balance data collection. First, we have devised a scheme for extracting effort-model data from MPI events. Our scheme uses a wrapper library to monitor MPI events as they occur, and it determines effort regions automatically. Second, we have designed a scalable aggregation method using a parallel wavelet transform and parallel compression techniques (Nielsen and Hegland, 2000; Meerwald et al., 2002; Kamath et al., 2000; Ford et al., 2001; Cheung et al., 2000; Chaver et al., 2002).

In our effort-extraction library, we use the PMPI interface to map MPI events to calls to our effort API. The effort API internally maintains distributed effort matrices that can be aggregated quickly using our data-collection component.

Although we focus on PMPI instrumentation and compressing effort data, our techniques are applicable to a much broader range of problems. Another library could be used with the effort API to record effort data from a different source. Likewise, our compression framework is decoupled from the effort model; it simply compresses generic numerical data. We could
easily use it to compress data from other models, such as profiles or internet-monitoring data.

### 3.4.1 Effort Filter Layer

Progress and effort loops in application code lead to recurring patterns in the application’s event trace. Certain recurring events or sequences delimit successive iterations of both progress- and effort loops, and could be monitored system-wide. Ideally, detection of these events could be automated; automated detection of progress events is beyond the scope of this dissertation. In this work, we instrument progress events manually and we use elapsed time to estimate effort, which is sufficient to illustrate our model without loss of generality. Our framework could substitute arbitrary effort measures for time.

Because the effort-filter layer is implemented using the PMPI profiling interface, it is a link-level library. We currently require the user to instrument a single progress loop in her application, but once this is added, the user need only link against our library to take advantage of our data-collection tools.

To measure computational effort, we record the time spent in the non-communication regions of the code. In MPI applications, we know that communication takes place within calls to the MPI library. We can thus use link-level instrumentation to perform measurements before and after MPI routines execute. By taking measurements at these points, we can measure both computation time and communication time in instrumented applications.

Since we are measuring load balance, we are interested in regions in which an application may need to wait for communication to complete. Therefore, we instrument synchronous MPI calls, and we call them *split operations* because they delineate computational effort regions. Split operations include not only collectives such as `MPI_Allgather()`, `MPI_Barrier()` and `MPI.Reduce()`, but also `MPI.Waitall()`. `MPI.Waitall()` frequently ends phases in physical simulations in which nodes must block while waiting for synchronous communication to complete. We allow for customization of the exact set of split...
for (int i=0; i < max_timestep; i++) {
    a)    MPI_Barrier();
    // convergent solver
    while (!converged) {
        // ... computational effort ...
        b)      MPI_Allgather();
    }
    c)    MPI_Allreduce(...);
    // .. further effort ...
    d)    MPI_Waitall(...);
    // progress marker
    e)    MPI_Pcontrol(0);
}

Figure 3.2: Dynamic identification of effort regions.

operations to suit the application.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the effort-filter layer with a state machine. In the figure, the shaded
MPI_Pcontrol() and split operation call sites correspond to states. When control passes
over these call sites, our state machine transitions along a (start call path, end call path) edge.
The tracer also adds the elapsed time to the effort associated with this edge. Thus, we record
effort along the edges of our state machine, labeled in the figure by their identifiers. At run
time, we monitor elapsed time for each dynamic effort region separately, using the start and
end call paths as identifiers. The framework also records time spent inside split operations as
a separate measure of communication effort. We use the publicly available DynStackwalker
API (Paradyn Project, 2007) to look up call paths.

Effort data is recorded at the end of each progress iteration. Our filter appends effort
values for all regions in the current progress step to per-region vectors. Thus, at the end
of application execution with \( n \) progress steps and \( m \) effort regions, each process has \( m \ n \)-
element vectors of effort values. Because effort values are keyed by their dynamic call paths,
the user can correlate post-mortem the effort expended at run time with specific regions in
the source code.

Currently, users must call `MPI_Pcontrol(0)` to mark progress events at run time. To divide the effort space into phases, users may insert additional calls to `MPI_Pcontrol(id)` with unique integer identifiers. When a call to `MPI_Pcontrol(id)` is made with a non-zero parameter, our tool marks this as a phase shift and records the parameter as the phase identifier. Effort is recorded separately for each phase so that the user can view the behavior of each phase independently. Phase markers are optional, but they help to separate phases of code logically in the Libra GUI.

### 3.4.2 Parallel Compression Algorithm

We designed a scalable, parallel compression algorithm using wavelet compression to gather effort data from all processes in a parallel application. Our algorithm aggressively targets the I/O bottleneck of current large systems by using parallel wavelet compression to reduce data size. We make use of all processes in large systems to perform compression fast enough for
real-time monitoring at scale.

We base our parallel transform on that of Nielsen et al. (Nielsen and Hegland, 2000), although our data distribution is slightly different. At the end of a trace, each process in the distributed application has a vector of effort measurements for each effort region with one measurement for each progress step. We can consider each of these vectors as a row in a two-dimensional distributed matrix. For transforms within rows of this matrix, the data is entirely local, but transforms within columns are distributed.

Our transform allocates at least $D/2$ (half the width of the wavelet filter) rows per process. This ensures that only nearest-neighbor communication is necessary in the algorithm. Further, for a level $L$ transform, the number of rows per process should be large enough that it can be halved recursively $L$ times and still not shrink below $D/2$. To ensure this, we consolidate rows before performing the transform. For a system with $P$ processes, our algorithm regroups the distributed matrix into $P/S$ local sets of $S$ rows. Figure 3.3 shows how this would look for $S = 4$.

On architectures such as torus or mesh networks that have dedicated network links between neighbors, this row consolidation scheme produces perfect scaling. On switched networks using commodity interconnects such as Infiniband, the scalability of this algorithm will depend on the particular machine’s switching configuration and on the particular routing scheme used (Hoefler et al., 2008).

After row consolidation, we perform the parallel transform. Our algorithm then encodes the transformed coefficients using the Embedded Zerotree Wavelet (EZW) coding (Shapiro, 1993). We chose this encoding for two reasons. First, it parallelizes well (Ang et al., 1999; Kutil, 2002). The data layout for Zerotree coding corresponds to the organization of transformed wavelet coefficients. Encoding is entirely local to each process.

Second, it supports efficient space/accuracy trade-offs. The bits output in EZW coding are ordered by significance. Each pass of the encoder tests wavelet coefficients against a
successively smaller threshold and outputs bits indicating whether the coefficients were larger or smaller than the thresholds.

The first few passes of EZW-coded data are typically very compact, and they contain the most significant bits of the largest coefficients in the output. We can thus obtain a good approximation by reading a very small amount of EZW data. Examining more detailed passes refines the quality of the approximation at a cost of higher data volume. In our framework, the number of EZW passes is customizable, allowing the user to control this trade-off.

In the final stage of compression, we take local EZW-coded passes, run-length encode them, and then merge the run-length encoded buffers in a parallel reduction. Each internal node of the reduction tree receives encoded buffers from its children, splices them together without decompressing, and sends the resulting merged buffer to its parent. Splicing is done by joining runs of matching symbols at either end of the encoded buffer. We aggregate this compressed data into a single buffer at the root of the reduction tree, and we Huffman-encode (Huffman, 1952) the full buffer.

The consolidation step of our algorithm sacrifices parallelism for increased locality and reduced communication cost. However, there are typically many effort matrices to transform, and we can exploit all available parallelism by running $S$ concurrent instances of the compression algorithm.

Figure 3.4 gives pseudocode for our algorithm. We first split the system into $S$ separate sets of ranks, each with its own local communicator, using a call to MPI_Comm_split(). After this, the code behaves as $S$ separate parallel encoders executing simultaneously. Each program has $P/S$ processes, with ranks 0 to $P/S$. These ranks map to modulo sets in the entire system’s rank space.

Within each modulo set, process $rank$ sends its first local effort vector to process 0. It sends its next vector to process 1, and so on until $S$ vectors have been sent. These sends consolidate data for $S$ effort matrices, after which $S$ simultaneous instances of our compression
DISTRIBUTE-WORK($P, S$)

1. $comm = MPI-COMM-SPLIT(WORLD, rank \% S, 0)$
2. $v = effortVectors.first$
3. while $v \leq effortVectors.last$
   do $set \leftarrow 0$
   while $set < S$ and $v \leq effortVectors.last$
     do $base = (rank \div S) \times S$
     if $rank \% S = set$
       then $i = 1$
       while $i < S$
         do START-RECV-FROM($comm, base + i$)
         $i \leftarrow i + 1$
       else START-SEND-TO($comm, v, base$)
     set $\leftarrow set + 1$
   $v = effortVectors.next$
4. FINISH-SEND-AND-RECEIVES($comm$)
5. DO-COMPRESSION($comm, localRows$)

Figure 3.4: Data consolidation algorithm
3.4.3 Trace Reconstruction

Our compression tool produces a compact representation of system-wide, temporally-ordered load-balance data. Once stored, data can be decompressed and reconstructed for analysis or for display in a visualization tool. The reconstruction process is simply the inverse of the compression process. Decompression is independent for each effort region recorded at runtime, allowing focused data exploration.

The wavelet representation is particularly useful for modeling load balance because it preserves spatial information. Because the transform records both scale- and spatial information, when the inverse transform is applied, features represented by coefficients in the wavelet domain are reconstructed at their original rank and progress step. Wavelets are thus particularly useful for representing outliers, large spikes, and aperiodic data.

Our compression scheme is lossy for several reasons. The double-precision floating-point values used in the CDF 9/7 wavelet transform introduce rounding error. The double-precision output is then scaled and converted to 64-bit integers for EZW coding, which introduces quantization error. Finally, the EZW output stream is truncated after a certain number of passes, giving variable approximation error.

Our results show that the amount of error introduced by rounding and quantization is modest. Error introduced by truncation of the EZW stream can be greater, but wavelet compression and EZW coding have unique properties that make this error less problematic.

Most importantly, the wavelet transform produces approximations with very few terms, so a large number of coefficients in the transformed data are zero or near-zero. We filter only the less significant data by truncating an EZW stream. Higher-magnitude coefficients in the wavelet domain correspond to more significant features in the original data. Thus, even
under severe compression, wavelets yield a reconstruction that is qualitatively similar to the original data.

### 3.5 Experimental Results

We conducted experiments with our tool on three systems. The first is an IBM BlueGene/L (BG/L) system with 2048 dual-core, 700 MHz PowerPC compute nodes. Each node has 1 GB RAM (512 MB per core). A 3-D torus network and two tree-structured networks are available for communication among processes. We used IBM’s xIC and gcc compilers along with IBM’s MPI implementation. In our tests, we used both of BG/L’s modes of execution: *coprocessor mode*, with the second core on each node dedicated to communication; and *virtual node* (VN) mode, in which both cores perform computation and communication.

The second system is a 40,960-node IBM BlueGene/P (BG/P) system. This is the successor to BlueGene/L, and each node of this system has four PowerPC cores running at 850 MHz, for a total of 163,840 cores. Each node has 2 GB RAM. The network architecture of BG/P is very similar to that of BG/L, but with slightly higher bandwidth.

The third system is a Linux cluster with 66 dual-processor, dual-core Intel Woodcrest nodes. The 264 cores run at 2.6 GHz. Each node has 4 GB RAM, and Infiniband 4X is the primary interconnect. We used the Intel compilers and OpenMPI, with Infiniband used for inter-node communication and shared memory used for intra-node communication.

We used three well-known scientific applications for our tests, ParaDiS, Raptor, and S3D, all of which scale to 16,000 or more processes (Louis and de Supinski, 2005). ParaDiS (Bulatov et al., 2004), models the dynamics of dislocation lines in crystals as a network of *nodes*, or discretized points, and *arms*, which connect nodes in the dislocation network. ParaDiS uses an adaptive load-balancing algorithm in which dislocations are divided into bounded regions called *domains*. Each process computes on one domain, with the load balancer periodically
redistributing dislocations among domains.

Raptor (Greenough et al., 2003), is an Eulerian Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) code that simulates complex fluid dynamics using the Godunov finite difference method. Like ParaDiS, Raptor is known to have variable amounts of per-process computation. However, whereas the underlying physics (the time evolution of dislocations) causes the imbalances in ParaDiS, load imbalance in Raptor arises from mesh refinement.

Finally, S3D (Hawkes and Chen, 2004) is a gas-dynamics code that solves the Navier-Stokes equations (Navier, 1822; Stokes, 1845) for turbulent combustion problems. S3D has been shown to have imbalances in its checkpoint routines at 16,000 or more cores. We included it in our test suite to examine I/O performance.

Instrumenting these applications required only the addition of a single function call in the main time-step loop to denote the progress step. These loops were generally easy to locate in the source code without prior knowledge. As mentioned, we hope to detect progress loops automatically from MPI traces in the long term.

### 3.5.1 Compression Performance

To assess the performance of our data-compression library, we began by conducting scaling studies using the Raptor and ParaDiS codes on our BlueGene/L system. We measured the time consumed by our compression algorithm. This included transform, encoding, and

---

Figure 3.5: Tool overhead for Raptor and ParaDiS
file-write time. For comparison, we performed an identical set of runs in which we dumped uncompressed data to disk. For these experiments, the exhaustive dump is done after the consolidation of rows. That is, each leaf node in our run-length encoding reduction tree dumps its partition of the distributed matrix to a file. Thus, our exhaustive dump takes advantage of parallel I/O if it is available.

For both applications, we ran the simulations for 1024 time-steps. During compression, we allowed the wavelet transform to recur as deeply as possible, and we set the initial phase of our algorithm to consolidate to 128 rows per process. We truncated the output to 4 EZW passes. For each run, we recorded elapsed time, I/O time to write raw data, and time to compress as well as to write compressed data.

Figure 3.5 shows tool overhead in terms of percent increase in application run time, excluding compression. For both the Raptor and ParaDiS codes, overhead was always 5% or less compared to an uninstrumented run of the same application. This is sufficient to measure production codes without severe perturbation.

Figure 3.6 shows the time required to write load-balance data at the end of a run, with and without our tool. For both ParaDiS and Raptor, as system size increases, the load on the I/O system also climbs, and the time needed to write uncompressed data increases modestly until the I/O system is saturated. For Raptor, the I/O system saturates at around 1024 processes,
while for ParaDiS it starts slightly earlier, at 512 processes. In both cases, once the BG/L I/O system is saturated, write performance degrades significantly.

Alternatively, our compression algorithm achieves fairly constant performance across the task range. The time is consumed primarily in transforming and encoding the data. Further, our compressed files do not saturate the I/O system. Our approach scales well, since our transform algorithm requires only nearest-neighbor communication, and the EZW encoding algorithm is entirely local. In fact, this implementation of the wavelet transform achieves near-perfect speedup (Nielsen and Hegland, 2000). In the limit, the run-length encoding phase is linear in compressed data size, but this data does not saturate our machine’s I/O system. Since our machine’s I/O system is proportionally small, we expect our scheme to keep data volume manageable for most large high-performance I/O systems.

To analyze fully the I/O performance of our compression scheme, we performed scaling runs of S3D up to 16,384 processors on the Blue Gene/P system at Argonne National Laboratory. Figure 3.7 shows the machine’s architecture. The compute nodes of Blue Gene/P

Figure 3.7: Blue Gene/P system architecture at Argonne National Laboratory
systems are attached to a parallel file system through I/O nodes. The system at Argonne has 64 compute nodes per I/O node, and the I/O nodes communicate with 16 file-system servers through a Myrinet link (Boden et al., 1995). The file system in use at Argonne is IBM’s GPFS (Schmuck and Haskin, 2002). All runs here were done by aggregating at most 512 rows to a single process.

Blue Gene/P can operate in three modes, each with slightly different I/O characteristics. Virtual-node (VN) mode is much the same as virtual-node mode for Blue Gene/L. The four cores on each node divide their local memory into distinct partitions, and each behaves like a separate parallel process. In this configuration, there are 256 compute cores for every four-core I/O node.

In dual mode, the node is split into two virtual nodes, and two shared-memory processes share two cores each. In Symmetric MultiProcessing (SMP) mode, each compute node hosts only one process, and that process’s threads can share its cores.

Figure 3.8 shows a detailed distribution of the time consumed by different components of our compression algorithm for runs with S3D. Shown in the legend, the phases of our algorithm are:

**Mkdris:** Creation of output directories.

**SyncKeys:** Synchronize effort symbol information across all processes.

**Aggregate:** Consolidate distributed matrix rows onto single processes before compression.

**WaveletTransform:** Computation of the parallel wavelet transform.

**OpenOutputFiles:** Open output files for writing.

**EZWStats:** Global operations (global max value, etc.) required for EZW encoding.

**EZWEncode:** Local EZW encoding.
Figure 3.8: Detailed distribution of wavelet merge times for S3D on Blue Gene/P
**LocalRLE:** Local run-length encoding on result of EZW.

**RLEGather:** Tree-structured gather and merge of RLE-encoded data.

**Entropy:** Final Huffman coding on the compressed data.

In virtual-node mode (Figure 3.8a), our algorithm’s speed increases from 2048 to 16,384 processes, likely because it is able to exploit additional task parallelism and to perform a greater number of simultaneous parallel compressions. As before, the total compression time is between 2.5 and 5 seconds, but in all cases performance is dominated by file metadata operations. For 2048, 4096, and 8192-process runs, most of the time is consumed by opening output files. Making directories is the second most time-consuming task. Only a small fraction of any run, regardless of size, is spent compressing data.

We see similar trends for dual and SMP modes (Figure 3.8b). In all cases, the actual computational work of compression takes well under 5 seconds to complete. However, the compression operation is dominated by file-system metadata operations. For the 1024-node run in dual mode as well as for the 8192 and 16384-node runs in SMP mode, the time consumed by metadata operations more than quadruples the running time of the compression algorithm.

S3D is an I/O intensive application, particularly at scale. We hypothesized that our algorithm was competing with S3D for I/O resources in many of the cases we observed. To assess this, we took synthetic recorded data from S3D runs and ran our compression algorithm in isolation, without the S3D application. We also varied from 16 to 512 the number of rows consolidated to processes before compression to examine the trade-off between task and data parallelism.

Results for these experiments are shown in Figures 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11. In all but one case, the compression algorithm’s execution time remains under 10 seconds, and in the vast majority of experiments the entire compression process takes under 5 seconds. In VN mode
(Figure 3.9), wavelet compression dominates the computation. Only in the 64-rows-per-process and 256-rows-per-process cases do I/O operations contribute significantly to total time.

In dual mode (Figure 3.10), opening output files begins to play a minor role, and making output directories consumes a significant portion of the time for the 8,192-node run at 64 rows per process. The dual-mode jobs use the same number of processes as the VN-mode jobs, but there are actually more I/O nodes available on dual-mode jobs than on VN-mode jobs. The problem thus cannot be one of bandwidth. It may be that with more I/O nodes there is more contention over the metadata server, which the results in Figure 3.11 confirm.

In SMP mode, opening output files consumes a higher percentage of total time than it did in dual mode.

Rows per process did not have a large effect on the running time of our compression algorithm, but for very small rows-per-process values, serial parts of the algorithm begin to dominate. In VN and dual modes, the 16-rows-per-process run spends proportionally more time in Huffman encoding than do any of the other runs. At 16 rows per process, we have increased the data parallelism of our task to such a great extent that Huffman encoding has become the limiting factor.

We can avoid this problem by increasing the number of rows consolidated. In all modes, compression time decreases as we double the number of rows consolidated up to 256 rows per process. However, at 512 rows per process, elapsed compression time begins to increase again.

Tuning the rows per process thus involves parallel/sequential trade-offs between two trends. When we decrease the rows per process, we gain parallelism but incur sequential overhead from Huffman coding. When we increase the rows per process, we gain performance from increased locality of transformed wavelet data, but if we increase too much, the local wavelet transform begins to take more time due to the larger local data. On the Blue
Gene/P system at Argonne, our data shows that the minimal run time occurs between these two extremes, at 256 rows per process.

3.5.2 Data Volume

In this section, we quantify the volume of data produced by our data-collection algorithm. We characterize the degree to which users can trade accuracy for improved compression, and we compare the total volume of data produced by our algorithm to the size of uncompressed output. For these runs, we used a maximum of 128 rows per process, and we allowed the wavelet transform to recur up to level 5, depending on the dimensions of the matrix to be compressed.

As mentioned, the EZW compression algorithm allows the user to trade error and data volume by adjusting the number of EZW passes encoded. To characterize this trade-off, we held system size constant and varied the number of passes as we ran our tool.

Figures 3.12a and 3.12b show compressed-data sizes and compression ratios from 1024-process, 1024-time-step runs of Raptor. The data shows that the first few EZW passes do not consume a large amount of space when compressed. For one pass, the compression ratio is over 10,000:1 and up to 5 passes, it is 100:1 or greater. The compressed size then increases until around 35 passes, beyond which the total size does not increase significantly.

We next conducted runs to measure total data volume and compression ratio, varying system size and number of EZW passes. For these runs, we ran Raptor for 1024 progress steps and compressed data from its 16 effort regions. We also ran ParaDiS for 1024 progress steps and compressed data from its 120 effort regions. Figure 3.13 shows these results.

Figures 3.13a and 3.13b show raw compression ratios for ParaDiS and Raptor. Recording only the first pass of the EZW-encoded output, we can achieve compression ratios of over three orders of magnitude for both codes. Recording five passes yields compression ratios close to or above two orders of magnitude. Accordingly, Figure 3.13c shows that our
Figure 3.9: Stand-alone merge performance in virtual-node mode
Figure 3.10: Stand-alone merge performance in dual mode
Figure 3.11: Stand-alone merge performance in SMP mode
Figure 3.12: Varying EZW passes

(a) Compressed size vs. encoded passes
(b) Compression ratio vs. encoded passes

Figure 3.13: Total data volume and compression ratios

(a) Compression ratio vs. processes (Raptor)
(b) Compression ratio vs. processes (ParaDiS)
(c) Total compressed size vs. processes (Raptor)
(d) Total compressed size vs. processes (ParaDiS)
As discussed in §3.1, the compute-to-I/O ratio in modern supercomputers is high. Compression ratios in the range of 100:1-1000:1 reduce this gap and allow system-wide data collection without perturbation. Figure 3.6, e.g., clearly shows that our algorithm is bounded only by the local time needed to transform and to encode, while dumping exhaustive data is bound by the capacity of the I/O system.

### 3.6 Exploiting Application Topology

Our compression algorithm uses the MPI rank order for its wavelet-transform topology. Since this is a one-dimensional space, it does not always map directly to the model topology of applications, which means that the locality of data in the wavelet transform does not map directly to any inherent locality that application-model data may have.

Figure 3.14 shows the one-dimensional rank embedding used by S3D. S3D’s model topology is a three-dimensional grid of processes, which correspond to spatial dimensions in the physical simulation. MPI ranks are row-major within XY planes in the grid, with the origin of each XY plane connected to the upper right corner of its successor.
Figure 3.15: S3D compressed data volume with standard and alternative topologies

Prior work has shown that the performance characteristics in three-dimensional simulations like S3D are related to the process’s neighbor count (Ahn and Vetter, 2002). Corner processes in this space have fewer neighbors (3) than edge processes (4). Edge processes likewise have fewer neighbors than face processes (5). Interior processes have 6 neighbors.

To assess how the MPI-rank embedding affects compression quality, we conducted runs of S3D that compressed the same data with S3D’s default MPI-rank embedding and with an alternate embedding intended to maximize local similarity of performance in the MPI-rank space. Our alternate embedding orders processes by their neighbor count: first corners, then edges, then faces, then finally interior processes, in ascending order within the MPI-rank space.

For both topologies, we consolidated 128 rows per process and performed a level-7 wavelet transform before EZW encoding. We recorded only the first five EZW passes to disk. We ran these experiments on Blue Gene/P with up to 16,384 processes, both with one process per node (SMP mode) and with four processes per node (VN mode).

Figure 3.15a shows the total compressed data volume for both approaches, and Figure 3.15b shows the percent change in data volume for S3D’s topology versus ours. For all system sizes, the total compressed data volume in SMP mode and VN mode is nearly the same. However, the topology used makes a small difference. From 512-4096 processes, and
with 16,384 processes, compressed data with our topology is half a percent to 1.5% larger than with the standard topology.

The only size for which compression with our topology was more efficient than compression with the standard topology was 8,192 processors. However, our topology only reduces data volume by half a percent in SMP mode, and in VN mode there is almost no difference in size. Interestingly, our compression is twice as efficient with S3D data from 8,192 process run as it is for data from 4,096 processes.

### 3.6.1 Reconstruction Error

There are three sources of error in our compression algorithm: rounding error in the CDF 9/7 wavelet transform, quantization error in the encoding process, and EZW pass thresholding. The first two sources are unavoidable, but they contribute only modestly to the total error. The third can be adjusted to trade space and accuracy. Obviously, we cannot afford to discard too much data, as severe error would hinder the characterization of effort.

We characterize error in our compression algorithm in two ways. In this section, we provide a quantitative discussion of error in our algorithm. In the next section, we discuss the qualitative error of our method by comparing compressed data from our tool to exact data.
Figure 3.17: Median normalized RMS error vs. system size on BG/L
Figure 3.18: Progressively refined reconstructions of the remesh phase in ParaDiS
We use root mean-squared (RMS) error, normalized to the range of values observed, to evaluate reconstruction error quantitatively. For an \( m \) by \( n \) effort matrix \( E \) and its reconstruction \( R \), the normalized RMS error is:

\[
\text{nrmse}(E, R) = \frac{1}{\text{max}(E) - \text{min}(E)} \sqrt{\sum_{ij} \frac{(R_{ij} - E_{ij})^2}{mn}}
\]  

(3.2)

where \( \text{max}(E) \) and \( \text{min}(E) \) are the maximum and minimum values observed in the exact data. We normalize the error to compare the results across applications, job sizes, and input sets.

We conducted 1024-process, 1024-progress step runs of Raptor and ParaDiS, varying the number of EZW passes output to the compressed files. Figure 3.16 shows the normalized RMS error for each of these runs. We use boxplots to show how error varies with the characteristics of different effort regions.

For Raptor, there are 16 effort regions, and for ParaDiS, there are 120. Our box plots show rectangles from the top to bottom quartile of compression ratios, with whiskers extending to the maximum and minimum values. The median value is denoted by a black tick inside the box.

For Raptor (Figure 3.16a) the median error decreases from around 10% for a 1-pass run to near zero \((8.8 \times 10^{-6}\%)\) for a full 64-pass run. For the first few passes, there is a wide range from 1% to 25%. After four passes, the median error is 4% and only the top quartile of error values exceeds 10%. By seven passes, median error is less than 1% and no error value exceeds 10%.

Comparing these error values with the corresponding compression ratios shown in Figure 3.12b, median 4% measurement error can be achieved with compression ratios of over 500:1.

The ParaDiS results in Figure 3.16b are similar to those from Raptor. Median error starts above 10% with a wide spread, but it drops quickly. Again, at seven passes error is less
than 1% and by 30 passes there is little loss of accuracy. Across the board, median error for ParaDiS is slightly lower than that for Raptor.

To assess whether reconstruction error remains stable as system size increases, we conducted scaling runs of Raptor and ParaDiS, varying system size and number of EZW passes. Again, we recorded exhaustive data along with compressed data at the end of each run, and we compared the two to obtain error values. Figure 3.17 shows the median normalized RMS error for these runs. For ParaDiS, error decreases as we scale the system size up, and it stabilizes near 1024 processes. The decrease in error is likely due to use of strong scaling in our ParaDiS runs. As the number of processes increases, the amount of work per process shrinks, and more processes are left idle. Compression improves as the number of similar idle processes grows.

Our scaling runs of Raptor show more variable error, as we used a data set with heavier load. There are spikes in median error for the 256- and 4096- process runs in virtual node mode, as well as the 1024-process run of Raptor in coprocessor mode.

In all cases, the spikes are only significant for runs with one EZW pass. In these cases, the median error can jump above 20%. However, the median error is below 10% for all runs with three or more EZW passes, and we showed previously that a truncating to a modest number of EZW passes does not incur excessive costs in terms of data volume or compression time. Median error is lower than 5% with five passes for both applications, regardless of system size.

3.6.2 Qualitative Evaluation of Reconstruction

In §3.3 we reviewed the most useful properties of wavelet transforms for reconstructing load-balance information. Specifically, we noted that the wavelet transform yields a multi-scale representation of its input data, and that it preserves local features. For qualitative evaluation of our approach, we conducted a small run of ParaDiS for 256 time steps with 128 processes.
Figure 3.19: Exact and reconstructed effort plots for phases of ParaDiS
on a commodity Linux cluster. We plotted reconstructed effort for several phases of the application’s execution. To illustrate the quality of reconstruction, we also recorded exact data for comparison. To illustrate load imbalance, we used a data set that was small enough that load could not be allocated evenly across all processes.

Figure 3.18 shows reconstructions of the effort for ParaDiS’s remesh phase for varying EZW pass counts. As discussed in §3.6.1, lower numbers of passes correspond to higher levels of compression and larger error, which the figure reflects. With one EZW pass, the plot only crudely approximates the shape of the exact data, and the entire effort plot is shifted down. With two passes, the plot, now at approximately the right position, captures the most significant peaks although finer details of the exact reconstruction are not present. After only four passes, the shape of the reconstruction is very close to that of the exact data, and small load spikes in the first few iterations have appeared. By 15 passes, the reconstruction essentially matches the exact data.

Figure 3.19 shows exact and reconstructed effort for four phases of ParaDiS. In all plots, vertical axis shows effort in elapsed nanoseconds. The dimensions of the surface are process identifiers (from 0-127) and progress (steps 0-255).

Figures 3.19a and 3.19b show the load distribution for ParaDiS’s force computation. This phase, which is the most computationally intense region of ParaDiS, calculates forces on crystal dislocations. The reconstruction very closely matches the original data. Both clearly have two sets of processors where load is concentrated for the duration of the run. These sets correspond to the processes to which most of the initial data set was allocated. The reconstruction preserves the initial peaks as well as finer details in the ridges that follow for both process sets.

Figures 3.19c and 3.19d show the effort for collision computation in ParaDiS. We selected this phase because it illustrates the preservation of transient load. The collision computation is data-dependent in that it occurs only when simulated dislocations collide with one another.
Our data has numerous spikes in the load and our compression framework preserves the larger ones. Noisy high-frequency data at the base of the spikes is lost with only four EZW passes, but could be preserved using more passes.

Figures 3.19e and 3.19f show the load in the checkpoint phase of ParaDiS. For these runs, checkpoints were written to disk every 100 time steps, and the load on all processes increases at this point. The two system-wide load spikes are clearly visible in the reconstruction at the same time steps at which they occurred in the original execution. Although the tops of the spikes are slightly distorted, the reconstruction is almost identical to the original data.

The remesh phase of ParaDiS, shown in Figures 3.19g and 3.19h, involves uneven load across processors, as well as variable-frequency data. With only four passes, our technique is unable to capture all detail, but major features are still present. The reconstruction preserves three spikes in the initial iteration as well as the six ridges that run through all time steps. Though not exact, this reconstruction is more than sufficient for characterizing system-wide load distribution and for guiding optimization. And, as Figure 3.18 shows, we can increase the number of passes stored at a slight cost in compression if more detail is required.

3.7 Summary

In this chapter, we presented a novel approach to system-wide monitoring that achieves several orders of magnitude of data reduction and sublinear merge times, regardless of system size. We introduced a model for high-level load semantics in SPMD applications. Using aggressive compression techniques from signal processing and image analysis, our approach can reduce and aggregate distributed load data to accommodate significant I/O bottlenecks. Additionally, our approach achieves very low error rates and high speed, even at the highest levels of compression.

We demonstrated our novel load-balance analysis framework with three actively used
full applications with dynamic behavior: Raptor and ParaDiS. Our framework is capable of efficiently handling both applications and captures information that has yielded insight into the evolution of load-balance problems, as demonstrated in our qualitative study of ParaDiS. Additionally, our evaluation showed that even with timing and rank information the size of the data files grows slowly with the number of processors and, hence, allows detailed measurement even at large scales. Further, we demonstrated that our framework preserves significant qualitative features of compressed data, even for very small compressed file sizes.
Chapter 4

Trace Sampling

4.1 Introduction

The previous chapter detailed an approach for lossy compression of load-balance data using techniques adapted from signal processing and imaging to transform and reduce performance data. In this chapter we introduce a second technique for scalable, system-wide data collection that uses statistical sampling to reduce data volume.

Sampling has been used historically to estimate properties of large populations for surveys and opinion polls (U.S. Census Bureau, 2009; Gallup Organization, 2009; Cochran, 1977; Schaeffer et al., 2006). Unlike wavelet compression, which performs signal analysis to reduce a data set to a set of approximation coefficients, sampling randomly selects representative values from a data set according to statistical parameters. We demonstrate here that it can be applied to performance traces to reduce data volume.

Recall that in large systems, full-application event traces can grow to unmanageable sizes. Peak I/O throughput of the BlueGene/L system at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory is around 42 GB/s (Ross et al., 2006). A full trace from all of its 212,992 processors could easily saturate this pathway, perturbing measurements and making the recorded trace useless.

\footnote{Ross puts the throughput at 25 GB/s, but this was measured before Blue Gene/L was upgraded from 131,072 cores. For consistency, we have scaled the throughput proportionally with the system size.}
Fortunately, Amdahl’s law dictates that scalable applications exhibit extremely regular behavior. A scalable performance-monitoring system could exploit such regularity to remove redundancies in collected data so that its outputs would not depend on total system size. An analyst using such a system could collect just enough performance data to assess application performance, and no more.

The difficulty of such an approach lies in deciding just how much data is enough for performance analysis. In wavelet compression, we value thresholds by truncating an EZW stream, but we still must collect values from all processes at the first level of the transform. Using sampling, we instead pick a random subset of processes from the population, and we sample only these processes to estimate properties of the system as a whole.

It has been shown using simulation and ex post facto experiments (Mendes and Reed, 2004) that statistical sampling is a promising approach to the data-reduction problem. We can use it to estimate accurately the global properties of a population of processes without collecting data from all of them. Sampling is particularly well suited to large systems, because the sample size needed to measure a set of processes scales sub-linearly with the size of the set. For data with fixed variance, the sample size is constant in the limit. Thus sampling very large populations of processes is proportionally much less costly than measuring small ones.

We extend existing work with techniques for on-line, adaptively sampled event tracing of arbitrary performance metrics gathered using on-node instrumentation. We dynamically collect summary data and use it to tune the sample size as a run progresses. We also present techniques for subdividing, or stratifying, a population into independently sampled behavioral equivalence classes. Stratification can provide insight into the workings of an application, as it gives the analyst a rough classification of the behavior of running processes. If the behavior within each stratum is homogeneous, the overall cost of monitoring is reduced. These techniques are implemented in the Adaptive Monitoring and Profiling Library.
(AMPL), a library for Libra which can be linked with instrumented scientific applications.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In §4.2, we detail statistical sampling theory, emphasizing its fitness for performance monitoring. We describe the architecture and implementation of AMPL in §4.3. An experimental validation of AMPL is given in §4.4. We summarize of our research contributions in §4.5.

### 4.2 Statistical Sampling Theory

Statistical sampling has long been used in surveys and opinion polls to estimate general characteristics of populations by observing the responses of only a small subset, or sample, of the total population. Here, we review the basic principles of sampling theory, and we present their application to scalable performance monitoring. We also discuss how samples can be stratified to reduce sampling cost further.

#### 4.2.1 Estimating Mean Values

Given a set of population elements $Y$, sampling theory estimates the mean using only a small sample of the total population. For sample elements, $y_1, y_2, ..., y_n$, the sample mean $\bar{y}$ is an estimator of the population mean $\bar{Y}$. We would like to ensure that the value of $\bar{y}$ is within a certain error bound $d$ of $\bar{Y}$ with some confidence. If we denote the risk of not falling within the error bound as $\alpha$, then the confidence is $1 - \alpha$, yielding

$$Pr(|\bar{Y} - \bar{y}| > d) \leq \alpha.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

Stated differently, $z_\alpha$ standard deviations of the estimator should fall within the error bound:

$$z_\alpha \sqrt{Var(\bar{y})} \leq d, \hspace{1cm} (4.2)$$
where \( z_\alpha \) is the normal confidence interval computed from the confidence bound \( 1 - \alpha \). Given the variance of an estimator for the population mean, we can solve this inequality to obtain a minimum sample size, \( n \), that will satisfy the constraints \( z_\alpha \) and \( d \). For a simple random sample, we have

\[
n \geq N \left[ 1 + N \left( \frac{d}{z_\alpha S} \right)^2 \right]^{-1}
\]  

(4.3)

where \( S \) is the standard deviation of the population, and \( N \) is the total population size.

The estimation of mean values is described elsewhere (Schaeffer et al., 2006; Mendes and Reed, 2004), so we omit further elementary derivations. However, two aspects of (4.3) warrant emphasis. First, (4.3) implies that the minimum cost of monitoring a population depends on its variance. Given the same confidence and error bounds, a population with high variance requires more sampled elements than a population with low variance. Intuitively, highly regular SPMD codes with limited data-dependent behavior will benefit more from sampling than will more irregular, dynamic codes.

Second, as \( N \) increases, \( n \) approaches \( (z_\alpha S/d)^2 \), and the relative sampling cost \( n/N \).
becomes smaller. For a fixed sample variance, the relative cost of monitoring declines as system size increases. As mentioned, sample size is constant in the limit, so sampling can be extremely beneficial in monitoring very large systems.

Figure 4.1 shows, for fixed variance, the minimum sample-size curves for increasing population sizes with $\sigma = 1$. As expected, for each set of confidence and error bounds, the curve is constant in the limit. The exact value of the minimum sample size in the limit depends on how tight we make the bounds.

### 4.2.2 Sampling Performance Metrics

Formula (4.3) suggests that one can reduce substantially the number of processes monitored in a large parallel system, but we must modify it slightly for sampled traces. Formula (4.3) assumes that the granularity of sampling is similar to the granularity of the events to be estimated. However, our population consists of $M$ processes, each executing application code with embedded instrumentation. Each time control passes to an instrumentation point, some metric is measured for a performance event $Y_i$. Thus, the population is divided hierarchically into primary units (processes) and secondary units (events). Each process “contains” some possibly changing number of events, and when we sample a process, we receive all of its data. We must account for this when designing our sampling strategy.

A simple random sample of primary units in a partitioned population is formally called *cluster sampling*, where the primary units are “clusters” of secondary units. Here, we give a brief overview of this technique as it applies to parallel applications. More extensive treatment of the mathematics involved can be found elsewhere (Schaeffer et al., 2006).

We are given a parallel application running on $M$ processes, and we want to sample it repeatedly over some time interval. The $i^{th}$ process has $N_i$ events per interval, such that

$$\sum_{i=1}^{M} N_i = N.$$  \hfill (4.4)
Events on each process are $Y_{ij}$, where $i = 1, 2, ..., M; j = 1, 2, ..., N_i$. The population mean $\bar{Y}$ is simply the mean over the values of all events:

$$\bar{Y} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} Y_{ij}. \quad (4.5)$$

We wish to estimate $\bar{Y}$ using a random sample of $m$ processes. The counts of events collected from the sampled processes are referred to as $n_i$. $\bar{Y}$ can be estimated from the sample values with the cluster sample mean:

$$\bar{y}_c = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} y_{iT}}{\sum_{i=1}^{m} n_i}, \quad (4.6)$$

where $y_{iT}$ is the total of all sample values collected from the $i^{th}$ process. The cluster mean $\bar{y}_c$ is then simply the sum of all sample values divided by the number of events sampled.

Given that $\bar{y}_c$ is an effective estimator for $\bar{Y}$, one must choose a suitable sample size to ensure statistical confidence in the estimator. To compute this, we need the variance, given by:

$$Var(\bar{y}_c) = \frac{M - m}{Mm\bar{N}^2} s_r^2, \quad s_r^2 = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} (y_{iT} - \bar{y}_c n_i)^2}{m - 1} \quad (4.7)$$

where $\bar{N}$ is the average number of events for each process in the primary population, and $s_r^2$ is an estimator for the secondary population variance $S^2$. We can use $Var(\bar{y}_c)$ in (4.2) and obtain an equation for sample size as follows:

$$m = \frac{Ms_r^2}{N^2V^2 + s_r^2}, \quad V = \left(\frac{d}{z_{\alpha}}\right)^2 \quad (4.8)$$

The only remaining unknown is $N$, the number of unique events. For this, we can use a straightforward estimator, $N \approx Mn/m$. We can now use equation (4.8) for adaptive sampling. Given an estimate for the variance of the event population, we can calculate approximately the size, $m$, of our next sample.
4.2.3 Stratified Sampling

Parallel applications often have behavioral equivalence classes among their processes, which is reflected in performance data about the application. For example, if process zero of an application reads input data, manages checkpoints and writes results, the performance profile of process zero will differ from that of the other processes. Similar situations arise from spatial and functional decompositions or master-worker paradigms.

One can exploit this property to reduce real-time monitoring overhead beyond what is possible with application-wide sampling. Stratified sampling is a commonly used technique in the design of political polls and sociological studies, where it may be very costly to survey every member of a population (Schaeffer et al., 2006). The communication cost of monitoring is the direct analog of this for large parallel applications.

Equation (4.3) shows that the minimum sample size is strongly correlated with the variance of sampled data. Intuitively, if a process population has a high variance and, thus, a large minimum sample size for confidence and error constraints, one can reduce the sampling requirement by partitioning the population into lower-variance groups.

Consider the case where there are \( k \) equivalence classes, or strata, in a population of \( N \) processes, with sizes \( N_1, N_2, \ldots, N_k \); means \( \bar{Y}_1, \bar{Y}_2, \ldots, \bar{Y}_k \); and variances \( S^2_1, S^2_2, \ldots, S^2_k \).

Assume further that in the \( i^{th} \) stratum, one uses a sample size \( n_i \), calculated with (4.8). \( \bar{Y} \) can be estimated as \( \bar{y}_{st} = \sum_{i=1}^{k} w_i \bar{y}_i \), using the strata sample means \( \bar{y}_1, \bar{y}_2, \ldots, \bar{y}_k \).

The weights \( w_i = N_i / N \) are simply the ratios of stratum sizes to total population size, and \( \bar{y}_{st} \) is the stratified sample mean. This is more efficient than \( \bar{y} \) when:

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{k} N_i (\bar{Y}_i - \bar{Y})^2 > \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{k} (N - N_i) S^2_i. \tag{4.9}
\]

Put simply, when the variance between strata is significantly higher than the variance within strata, stratified sampling can reduce the number of processes that we must sample to estimate
the stratified sample means. For performance analysis, stratification gives insight into the structure of processes in a running application. The stratified sample means provide us with measures of the behavioral properties of separate groups of processes, and a programmer can use this information to assess the performance of his code.

### 4.3 The AMPL Library

We have implemented the analysis described in §4.2 as a heuristic to sample arbitrary event traces at run-time, in AMPL, a data collection library for Libra. AMPL collects and aggregates summary statistics from each process in a parallel application. Using the variance of summary data collected system-wide, we calculate a minimum sample size as described in §4.2. AMPL dynamically monitors variance, and it periodically updates sample size to fit the monitored data. This sampling can be performed globally, across all running processes, or the user can specify groups of processes to be sampled independently.

#### 4.3.1 AMPL Architecture

The AMPL run-time differs from that of our wavelet-compression library in that it streams data from the application during execution. Our wavelet-compression component currently does all transforms post-mortem, but AMPL communication occurs throughout a run.

Functionally, AMPL is divided into two components: a central client and per-process
monitoring agents. Agents selectively enable and disable an external trace library. The monitored execution is divided into a sequence of update intervals, and within each update interval is a sequence of data-collection windows. The concept of windows is general, but in this work we use progress steps as windows. This ensures that windows happen at a synchronous point in program execution, and that samples within windows represent the same type of effort data across processes.

AMPL agents enable or disable collection for an entire window. They also accumulate summary data across the entire update interval, and they send the data to the client at the end of the interval. The client then calculates a new sample size based on the variance of the monitored data, randomly selects a new sample set, and sends an update to monitored nodes. A monitoring agent receives this update and adopts the new sampling policy for the duration of the interval. This process repeats until the monitored application’s execution completes. Figure 4.2 shows the phases of this cycle in detail. The client process is at center, sampled processes are in white, and unsampled processes are dark. Arrows show communication, and sample intervals are denoted by \( w \).

Interaction between the client and agents enables AMPL to adapt to changing variance in measured performance data. The user can choose the points in the code that are used to determine AMPL’s windows as well as the number of windows between updates from the client and can set confidence and error bounds for the adaptive monitoring. As discussed in §4.2.3, these confidence and error bounds also affect the volume of collected data, giving AMPL an adaptive control to increase accuracy or to decrease trace volume and I/O overhead. Thus, traces using AMPL can be tuned to match the bandwidth restrictions of its host system.

Users can also elect to monitor subgroups of an application’s processes separately. Per-group monitoring is similar to the global monitoring described here.
4.3.2 Modular Communication

AMPL is organized into layers. Initially, we implemented a communication layer in MPI for close integration with the scientific codes that AMPL was designed to monitor. AMPL is not tied to MPI, and we have implemented the communication layer modularly to allow for integration with other libraries and protocols. Client-to-agent sampling updates and agent-to-client data transport can be specified independently. Figure 4.3 shows the communication layer in the context of AMPL’s high-level design.

It is up to the user of AMPL to set the policy for the implementation of the random sampling of monitored processes. When the client requests that a population’s sample set be updated, it only specifies the number, \( m \), of processes in the population of \( M \) that should be monitored, not their specific ranks. The update mechanism sends to each agent a probability that determines how the agent configures data collection in its process.

We provide two standard update mechanisms. The \textit{subset} update mechanism selects a fixed sample set of processes that will report at each window until the next update. The
processes in this subset are instructed to collect data with probability 1; all other processes receive 0. This enforces consistency between windows, but may accumulate sample bias if the number of windows per update interval is set too high. The global update policy uniformly sends $m/M$ to each agent. Thus, in each window, the expected number of agents that will collect data will be $m$. This makes for more random sampling at the cost of consistency. It also requires that all agents receive the update. To ensure the uniformity of random numbers across processes when using the global mechanism, we use the Simple Parallel Random Number Generator (SPRNG) library (Mascagni and Srinivasan, 2000).

The desirability of each of our update policies depends on two factors: (a) the efficiency of the primitives available for global communication and (b) the need for multiple samples over several time windows from the same subset of the processes. To produce a simple statistical characterization of system or application behavior, global update has an advantage in that its samples are truly random. However, if one desires performance data from the same nodes for a long period (e.g., to compute a performance profile for each sampled node), the subset update mechanism is needed. Figure 4.4 illustrates these policies. The outer circles represent monitored processes, labeled by probability of recording trace data. The client is shown at center.

### 4.3.3 Tool Integration

AMPL is designed to accept data from existing data collection tools in the same generic manner as our wavelet compression tool. Samples in AMPL can be taken across nodes for either performance events or effort regions, and these can be labeled either with simple integer identifiers or by call paths. Hardware performance-counter data can be used to guide sampling along with timing information.

In this work, we performed experiments using AMPL with two tracing tools. First, we integrated our sampling framework with the University of Oregon’s Tuning and Analysis Util-
Figure 4.4: Update mechanisms in AMPL

ities (TAU) (Shende and Maloney, 2006), a widely used toolkit for source-instrumentation and performance analysis. We modified TAU’s profiler to pass summary performance data to AMPL for on-line monitoring. The integration of AMPL with TAU required only a few hundred lines of code and slight modifications so that TAU could enable and disable tracing dynamically under AMPL’s direction. Other tracing and profiling tools could be integrated with a similar level of effort.

Second, we integrated our sampling framework with the effort trace instrumentation described in §3.4.1. Integration required only that our effort tracer make calls to AMPL during each progress step, when the effort framework records trace data. We also added an option to allow users to choose between sampled tracing and wavelet compression for data reduction.

4.3.4 Usage

To monitor an application, an analyst first compiles the application using an AMPL-enabled tracer, which automatically links the resulting executable with our library. AMPL run-time configuration and sampling parameters can be adjusted using a configuration file. Figure 4.5 shows a sample configuration file.

This configuration file uses the TIMESTEP procedure to delineate sample windows. Dur-
WindowsPerUpdate = 4
UpdateMechanism = Subset
EpochMarker = "TIMESTEP"

Metrics {
    "WALL_CLOCK" Report
    "PAPI_FP_INS" Guide
}

Group {
    Name = "Adaptive"
    Members = 0-127
    Confidence = .90
    Error = .03
}

Group {
    Name = "Static"
    SampleSize = 30
    Members = 128-255
    PinnedNodes = 128-137
}

Figure 4.5: AMPL configuration file
ing the execution of TIMESTEP, summary data is collected from monitored processes. The system adaptively updates the sample size every 4 windows, based on the variance of data collected in the intervening windows. Subset sampling is used to send updates.

The user has specified two groups, each to be sampled independently. The first group, labeled Adaptive, consists of the first 128 processes. This group’s sample size will be recalculated dynamically to yield a confidence of 90% and error of 3%, based on the variance of floating-point instruction counts. Wall-clock times of instrumented routines will be reported but not guaranteed within confidence or error bounds.

The explicit SampleSize directive causes AMPL to monitor the second group statically. AMPL will monitor exactly 30 processes from the second 128 processes in the job. The PinnedNodes directive tells AMPL that nodes 128 through 137 should always be included in the sample set, with the remaining 20 randomly chosen from the group’s members. AMPL also provides fine-grained control over adaptation policies for particular call sites, which can be specified in a separate file.

4.4 Experimental Results

To assess the performance of the AMPL library and its efficacy in reducing monitoring overhead and data volume, we conducted a series of experiments using three well-known scientific applications. Here, we describe our tests. Our environment is covered in §4.4.1 - §4.4.2. We measure the cost of exhaustive tracing in §4.4.3, and in §4.4.4, we verify the accuracy of AMPL’s measurement using a small-scale test. In §4.4.5 - §4.4.7, we measure AMPL’s overhead at larger scales. We provide results from varying sampling parameters and system size. Finally, we use clustering techniques to find strata in applications, and we show how stratified sampling can be used to reduce monitoring overhead further.
4.4.1 Experimental Configuration

We conducted experiments on three systems. The first is an IBM Blue Gene/L system with 2048 dual-core, 700 MHz PowerPC compute nodes. Each node has 1 GB RAM (512 MB per core). The interconnect consists of a 3-D torus network and two tree-structured networks. On this particular system, there is one I/O node per 32 compute nodes. I/O nodes are connected via ethernet to a switch, and the switch is connected via 8 links to an 8-node file server cluster using IBM’s General Parallel File System (GPFS). All of our experiments were done in a file system fronted by two servers. We used IBM’s xlC compilers and IBM’s MPI implementation.

Our second system is a Linux cluster with 64 dual-processor, dual-core Intel Woodcrest nodes. There are 256 cores in all, each running at 2.6 GHz. Each node has 4 GB RAM, and Infiniband 4X is the primary interconnect. The system uses NFS for the shared file system, with an Infiniband switch connected to the NFS server by four channel-bonded gigabit links. We used the Intel compilers and OpenMPI. OpenMPI was configured to use Infiniband for communication between nodes and shared memory within a node.

The last system tested is the BlueGene/P system at Argonne National Laboratory, described in §3.5.

4.4.2 Applications

In this section, we present results with six major scientific codes. For tests conducted on sampled effort traces, we used the ParaDiS, S3D, and Raptor codes, which were described in detail in §3.5. For tests conducted using sampled TAU traces, we used three additional codes.

sPPM. ASCI sPPM (ASCI Program, 2002) is a gas-dynamics benchmark designed to mimic the behavior of codes run at Department of Energy national laboratories. sPPM is part of the ASCI Purple suite of applications and is written in Fortran 77. The sPPM al-
algorithm solves a 3-D gas-dynamics problem on a uniform Cartesian mesh. The problem is statically divided (i.e., each node is allocated its own portion of the mesh), and this allocation does not change during execution. Thus, computational load on sPPM processes typically is well balanced because each processor is allocated exactly the same amount of work.

**ADCIRC.** The Advanced Circulation Model (ADCIRC) is a finite-element hydrodynamic model for coastal regions (Luettich et al., 1992). It uses an irregular triangular mesh to model large bodies of water, and is used currently in the design of levees as well as to predict storm-surge inundation caused by hurricanes. It is written in Fortran 77. ADCIRC requires its input mesh to be pre-partitioned using the METIS library (Karypis and Kumar, 1998). Static partitioning with METIS can result in load imbalances at run-time. Thus, behavior across ADCIRC processes can be more variable than that of sPPM.

**Chombo.** Chombo (Colella et al., 2003b) is a library for block-structured adaptive mesh refinement (AMR). It is used to solve a broad range of partial differential equations, particularly for problems involving many spatial scales or highly localized behavior. Chombo uses the same C++ library as Raptor for use in building adaptively refined grids. The Chombo package includes a Godunov solver application (Crockett et al., 2005) that models magnetohydrodynamics in explosions. We conducted tests using this application and the explosion input set provided with it.

### 4.4.3 Exhaustive Monitoring: A Baseline

We ran several tests using sPPM on BlueGene/L to measure the costs of exhaustive tracing. First, we ran sPPM uninstrumented and unmodified for process counts from 32 to 2048. Next, to assess worst-case tracing overhead, we instrumented all functions in sPPM with TAU and ran the same set of tests with tracing enabled. In trace mode, TAU records timestamps for function entries and exits, as well as run-time information about MPI messages. Because
Figure 4.6: Data volume and timing for sPPM on Blue Gene/L using varied instrumentation

performance engineers typically do not instrument every function in a code, we ran the same set of tests with only the SPPM and RUNHYD subroutines instrumented.

Figure 4.6a shows timings for each of our traced runs. The figure clearly shows that trace monitoring overhead scales linearly with the number of processes after 128 processes.

Figure 4.6b shows the data volume for the traced runs. As expected, data volume increases linearly with the number of monitored processes. Runs with only sPPM instrumented produced approximately 11 megabytes of data per process, per double-timestep. For exhaustive instrumentation, each process generated 92 megabytes of data, which amounts to 183 gigabytes of data for just two timesteps of the application with 2048 processes. Extrapolating linearly, a full two-step trace on a system the size of BlueGene/L at LLNL would consume 6 terabytes, and longer traces could consume petabytes.

4.4.4 Sample Accuracy

AMPL uses the techniques described in §4.2 as a heuristic for the guided sampling of vector-valued event traces. Since we showed in §4.4.3 that it is difficult to collect an exhaustive trace from all nodes in a cluster without severe perturbation, we ran the verification experiments at small scale.

As before, we used TAU to instrument the SPPM and RUNHYD subroutines of sPPM.
We measured the elapsed time of SPPM, and we used the return from RUNHYD to delineate windows. RUNHYD contains the control logic for each double-timestep that sPPM executes, which is roughly equivalent to sampling AMPL windows every two timesteps.

We ran SPPM on 32 processes of a commodity Linux cluster with AMPL tracing enabled and with confidence and error bounds set to 90% and 8%, respectively. To avoid the extreme perturbation that occurs when the I/O system is saturated, we ran with only one active CPU per node, and we recorded trace data to the local disk on each node. Instead of disabling tracing on unsampled nodes, we recorded full trace data from 32 processes, and we marked the sample set for each window of the run. This way, we know which subset of the exhaustive data would have been collected by AMPL, and we can compare the measured trace to a full trace of the application. Our exhaustive traces were 20 total timesteps long, and required a total of 29 gigabytes of disk space for all 32 processes.

Measuring trace similarity is not straightforward, so we used a generalization of the confidence measure to evaluate our sampling. We modeled each collected trace as a polyline, as per Lu and Reed in (Lu and Reed, 2002), with each point on the line representing the value being measured. In this case, this value is the time taken by one invocation of the SPPM subroutine.

Let \( p_i(t) \) be the event traces collected from each process in the system. We define the mean trace for \( M \) processes, \( \bar{p}(t) \), to be:

\[
\bar{p}(t) = \frac{1}{M} \int p_0(t) + p_1(t) + \ldots + p_M(t) dt
\]

We define the trace confidence, \( c_{\text{trace}} \), for a given run to be the percentage of time during which the mean trace of sampled processes, \( \bar{p}_s(t) \), is within an error bound, \( d \), of the mean trace over all processes, \( \bar{p}_{\text{exh}}(t) \),

\[
c_{\text{trace}} = \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T X(t) dt
\]
Figure 4.7: Mean (black) and sample mean (blue) traces for two seconds of a run of sPPM

\[ X(t) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } err(t) > d, \\
0 & \text{if } err(t) \leq d.
\end{cases} \]

where \( T \) is the total time taken by the run. Intuitively, this measures the percent of the time during which our estimated trace is within the error bound set by the user. \( X(t) \) is an indicator function defining the set of times during which estimation error is within the error bound. \( c_{\text{trace}} \) measures the percent of execution time in which \( X(t) \) is 1.

We calculated \( c_{\text{trace}} \) for the full set of 32 monitored processes and for the samples that AMPL recommended. Figure 4.7 shows the first two seconds of the trace, where \( \bar{p}_{\text{exh}}(t) \) is shown in black with \( \bar{p}_s(t) \) superimposed in gray. The shaded region shows the error bound around \( \bar{p}_{\text{exh}}(t) \), and the actual error is shown at bottom. For the first two seconds of the trace, the sampled portion is entirely within the error bound.

We measured the error for all 20 timesteps of our sPPM run, and we calculated \( c_{\text{trace}} \) to
be 95.499% for our error bound of 8%. This is actually better than the confidence bound we specified for AMPL. We can attribute this high confidence to AMPL oversampling when it predicts very small samples (10 or fewer processes), and to sPPM’s general lack of inter-node variability.

### 4.4.5 Data Volume and Run-time Overhead

We measured AMPL overhead as a function of sampling parameters. As in §4.4.4, we compiled all test applications with AMPL-enabled trace instrumentation. In these experiments with a fixed number of processors, we varied confidence and error constraints from 90% confidence and 8% error at the lowest to exhaustive monitoring (100% confidence and 0% error).
For sPPM, Chombo, and ADCIRC, we used TAU with the subset update mechanism. For ParaDiS, S3D, and Raptor, we used effort instrumentation with the global update mechanism. In both cases, only those processes in the sample set wrote trace data. Disabled processes did not write trace data to disk until selected again for tracing by AMPL.

For both sPPM and ADCIRC, we ran with 2048 processes on our BlueGene/L system. To illustrate that the performance of our library is not tied to a particular architecture, we also ran Chombo with 128 processes on a smaller Linux cluster. Finally, to test at large scales, we ran ParaDiS, S3D, and Raptor up to 16,384 processes on a BlueGene/P system.

**Instrumentation**

The routines instrumented varied from code to code, but we attempted to choose those that would yield useful metrics for performance tuning. For sPPM, we instrumented the main time-step loop along with the `SPPM` routine, and we measured elapsed time for each. Sample updates were set for every 2 time steps. We ran a total of 20 time steps.

For ADCIRC, we added instrumentation only to the `TIME-STEP` routine and MPI calls. ADCIRC sends MPI messages frequently and its time step is much shorter than sPPM, so we set AMPL’s window to 800 ADCIRC time-steps. We used the mean time taken for calls to `MPI_Waitsome()` during each window to guide our sampling. `MPI_Waitsome()` is a good measure of load balance, as a large value indicates that a process is idle and waiting on others.

For Chombo, we instrumented the coarse time-step loop in the Godunov solver (Colella et al., 2003a). This time-step loop is of fixed length, although the time-step routine subcycles smaller time steps as necessary to minimize error. Thus, the number of floating-point instructions per time-step can vary. We used PAPI (Browne et al., 2000) to measure the number of floating-point instructions per coarse time-step, and we set AMPL to guide the sample size using this metric.
For ParaDiS, we used effort timings for a call to `MPI_Waitall` in the code’s remesh phase. As with ADCIRC and `MPI_Waitsome`, we chose the `MPI_Waitall` routine to measure load balance in the code. While we guided using this metric, we recorded data from all effort regions in our trace.

For S3D, we measured the elapsed time per progress step step for a computation region in the Z-direction derivative calculation.

Finally, for Raptor, we measured time spent in a computational region in the AMR coarse time step loop. This loop can adaptively adjust its resolution in both space (by refining a coarse grid) and time (by sub-cycling time steps).

**Time overhead**

Figure 4.4.5 shows the measured overhead in time and in data for our experiments. Total data volume scales linearly with the total processes in the system. In the presence of an I/O bottleneck, total time scales with the data volume, The experiments illustrate that AMPL is able to reduce both.

Figures 4.8a shows time overhead for codes instrumented using TAU. The elapsed time of the sPPM routine varies little between processes in the running application. Hence, overhead for monitoring `sPPM` with AMPL is orders of magnitude smaller than the overhead of monitoring exhaustively. For 90% confidence and 8% error, monitoring a full 2048-node run of sPPM adds only 5% to the total time of an uninstrumented run. For 99% confidence and 3% error as well as for 95% confidence and 5% error, overheads were 8%. In fact, for each of these runs, all windows but the first have sample sizes of only 10 out of 2048 processes. Moreover, AMPL’s initial estimate for sample size is conservative. It chooses the worst-case sample size for the requested confidence and error, which can exceed the capacity of the I/O bottleneck on BlueGene/L. If these runs were extended past 20 time windows, all of the overhead in Figure 4.8 would be amortized over the run.
As sampling constraints are varied for ADCIRC, the time overhead results are similar to the sPPM results. Using AMPL, total time for 90% confidence and 8% error is over an order of magnitude less than that of exhaustive monitoring.

Time overhead for ADCIRC is higher than for sPPM partly because ADCIRC is more sensitive to instrumentation. An uninstrumented run with 2048 processes takes only 155 seconds, but the shortest instrumented ADCIRC run took 355 seconds. With sPPM, we did not see this degree of perturbation. In both cases, we instrumented only key routines, but ADCIRC makes more frequent MPI calls and is more sensitive to TAU’s MPI wrapper library. Since sPPM makes less frequent MPI calls, its running time is less perturbed by instrumentation.

Additionally, the overhead of tracing Chombo is high because the Linux cluster on which we ran our tests uses a less sophisticated I/O system than that of the Blue Gene/L system. The Linux cluster uses a single NFS server to handle I/O requests from compute nodes over the same network used for computation, while the Blue Gene/L system has two dedicated I/O servers and uses a dedicated network to ship I/O out of the compute partition.

For Chombo, the Woodcrest cluster’s file system was able to handle the smaller load of 128 processor traces well for all of our tests, and we did not see the degree of I/O serialization that was present on our BlueGene/L runs. There was no significant variation in the run-times of the Chombo runs with AMPL, and even running with exhaustive tracing took about the same amount of time. However, the overhead of instrumentation in Chombo was high. In general, instrumented runs took approximately 15 times longer due to the large number of MPI calls that Chombo makes. This overhead could be reduced if we removed instrumentation for more frequently invoked MPI calls.

Figure 4.8b shows overhead in percent of total running time for codes instrumented using our effort scheme. Overhead for ParaDiS and Raptor was similar to that for Chombo. Instrumented runs took 9-10x the time of an uninstrumented run because these applications make
frequent MPI calls. For Raptor, this is expected, as its code structure is very similar to that of Chombo. AMPL tracing with 90% confidence and 8% error reduces this overhead by 50%. For ParaDiS, the input dataset we used for these tests was small, so the effect of PMPI instrumentation is very noticeable. For larger, production runs of ParaDiS, this overhead will be smaller. Nonetheless, using AMPL with 90% confidence and 8% error reduces this overhead by 13%.

S3D incurs less overhead from tracing because its computation to communication ratio is much higher. In our tests, an exhaustively instrumented S3D run incurred 37% overhead. An AMPL-instrumented trace incurred 35% overhead.

**Data Reduction**

Figures 4.8c and 4.8d show data reduction for different confidence and error settings of AMPL. For larger runs of SPPM, AMPL can reduce the amount of data that TAU collects by more than an order of magnitude. With a 90% confidence interval and 8% error tolerance, AMPL collects only 1.9 GB of performance data for 2048 processes. Sampling all processes would require over 21 GB of space. Even with a 99% confidence interval and a 3% error bound, AMPL never collects more than half as much data from SPPM as would exhaustive tracing techniques.

Data reduction for ADCIRC is even greater. Using AMPL with 90% confidence and 8% error, data volume for ADCIRC is 28 times smaller than that of an exhaustive trace.

Data overhead for the 128-processor Chombo runs scales similarly to trace volume for ADCIRC and SPPM. Compared to exhaustive monitoring, we were able to reduce trace data volume by 15 times compared to an exhaustively traced run with 128 processes. As with both ADCIRC and SPPM, the sample size and data volume both climb gradually as we tighten the confidence and error bounds.

For effort-traced codes running on BlueGene/P, we observed similar levels of data reduc-
tion. With S3D we saw the most improvement, and traces sampled with 90% confidence and 8% error were 33 times smaller than exhaustive traces. For Raptor, the same sampling parameters resulted in a reduction of 12 times, and for ParaDiS we were able to reduce the data volume by 8 times.

### 4.4.6 Projected Overhead at Scale

§4.4.5 shows that AMPL’s overhead can be tuned with user-defined sampling parameters, and it illustrates that AMPL can effectively improve trace overhead on relatively small systems. However, we would like to know how AMPL’s performance varies as machine size grows.

We configured ADCIRC with TAU and AMPL as in §4.4.5, but in these experiments we fixed the sampling parameters at 90% confidence and 8% error. Figure 4.9 shows how the mean sample size, the sample size as a proportion of total system size, and the collected data volume vary with system size for different codes.

In all cases, the sample size and data volume decrease proportionally with total system size as the system size increases. This is what we expect. As mentioned in §4.2, sample size is constant in the limit, so we can expect this curve to level off after 2048 processes, and we can expect very large systems to require that increasingly smaller subsets of processes be sampled.

For smaller runs of the TAU-instrumented codes (Figures 4.9a and 4.9b), proportional sample size and data volume are below 10 percent of the fully-monitored case. On Blue-Gene/P, sample size for Raptor (Figure 4.9e) and S3D (Figure 4.9d) is less than one percent of the total for 16,384-process runs. For ParaDiS (Figure 4.9c), a much more variable code, sample size was less than 5%.

The black line in each of the plots in Figure 4.4.5 shows the absolute sample size as we increase the process count. For ADCIRC, Chombo, and ParaDiS, the absolute sample size increases as system size increases. Our runs of ADCIRC and Chombo were on relatively
Figure 4.9: Absolute and proportional sample size, varying system size
small systems, and their curves appears to increase dramatically at the largest tested sizes. However, we see with ParaDiS (Figure 4.9c) that this curve begins to level off in the limit, leading to the gradual reduction in proportional overhead we see in all the plots.

For S3D and Raptor (Figures 4.9d and 4.9e), absolute sample size actually decreases as system size increases. This implies that the normalized variance of the monitored data is decreasing as system size increases. S3D is a weak scaling code, so we can expect the number of behaviors to remain constant as system size increases, which leads to this reduction in normalized variance over the full system. Raptor is a strong scaling code, but the problem we tested here is a two-dimensional shock wave. In these experiments, we simulated a relatively small number of time steps compared to the number that would be simulated in a production run, so the simulation may not have progressed far enough to yield turbulent flow and other simulated effects that would trigger adaptation (and thus variability) in Raptor’s solver.

### 4.4.7 Stratification

We now turn to an examination of AMPL’s performance with stratification. As discussed in §4.2.3, if we know which groups of processes will behave similarly, we can sample each group independently and, in theory, reduce data volume. We use simple clustering algorithms to find groups in our performance data, and we observe that further reductions in data volume
are achieved by using these groups to stratify samples taken with AMPL runs.

Clustering algorithms find sets of elements in their input data with minimal dissimilarity. We used a well known algorithm, k-medoids (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 2005d), to analyze summary data from ADCIRC and to subdivide the population of processes into groups.

K-medoids requires a dissimilarity metric to compare the elements being clustered, and that the user specify $k$, the number of clusters to find. In our experiment, the elements were ADCIRC processes. Computing dissimilarity was slightly less straightforward. We configured ADCIRC as in §4.4.6 and recorded summary data for all 1024 processes in the run. After each window, processes wrote to a local log file the mean time for all calls to MPI_Waitsome(). The logged data thus consisted of time-varying vectors of local means. For simplicity, we used the Euclidian distance between these vectors as our similarity measure.

We ran k-medoids on our 1024-process ADCIRC data for cluster counts from 1 to 10, and we used the output to construct a stratified AMPL configuration file. We then re-ran ADCIRC with stratified sampling for each of these configuration files. The single-cluster case is identical to the non-stratified runs above. Figures 4.10a and 4.10b show data overhead for different cluster counts and for execution time, respectively.

Figure 4.10a shows that a further 25% reduction in data volume and a 37% reduction in execution time were achieved on 1024-node runs of ADCIRC by stratifying the population into two clusters. Surprisingly, for $k = 3$ and $k = 4$, dividing the population actually causes a significant increase both in data volume and in execution time, while 5-10 clusters perform similarly to the 2-cluster case. Because tracing itself can perturb a running application, there may be clustering on perturbation noise for the 3 and 4-cluster cases. This inaccurate clustering is a likely culprit for the increases in overhead, as our samples are chosen randomly and the balance of perturbation across nodes in the system is nondeterministic. Because we used off-line clustering, we do not capture this kind of dynamic behavior accurately. This could
be improved by using an on-line clustering algorithm and adjusting the strata dynamically.

For the remainder of the tests, our results are consistent with our expectations. With 5-clusters, the AMPL-enabled run of ADCIRC behaves similarly to the 2-cluster case. Data and time overhead of subsequent tests with more stratification gradually increase, but they do not come close to exceeding the overhead of the 2-cluster test. We observe a slow rise in overhead at 5 or more clusters, and this can be explained by one of the weaknesses of k-medoids clustering. K-medoids requires that the user specify k in advance, but the user may have no idea how many equivalence classes actually exist in the data. Thus, the user can either guess, or he can run k-medoids many times before finding an optimal clustering. If k exceeds the actual number of groups that exist in the data, the algorithm can begin to cluster on noise.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced a novel tracing technique that uses statistical sampling to reduce the volume of trace output to a representative subset of process traces. Our technique can reduce the data overhead and the execution time of instrumented scientific applications by over an order of magnitude on small systems. Since the overhead of our sampling scales sub-linearly with the number of concurrent processes in a system, AMPL shows great promise for monitoring machines with very large numbers of processes. We also have shown that, in addition to estimating global aggregate quantities across a large cluster, populations of processes can be stratified for further reductions in data volume and execution time.
5.1 Introduction

Thus far, we have presented two scalable data-collection techniques. In Chapter 3, we described a technique for using low-error, lossy compression to reduce the volume of system-wide load-balance data across processes and over time in large parallel systems. In Chapter 4, we used adaptive statistical sampling to record only representative portions of a parallel event trace, and we showed that sampled traces were representative of an exhaustive trace within certain statistical bounds.

Chapter 4 also showed that sampled tracing could be made more efficient if the trace were divided, or stratified according to similarity of behavior. We used cluster analysis to extract equivalence classes from post-mortem exhaustive traces, and we re-ran our adaptive sampling using clusters as strata. Sample size and trace volume were improved over an unstratified trace by up to 25%.

Stratification can increase the efficiency of a sample. It also makes complex performance data understandable. In a large system with data from thousands of processes or more, man-
ually inspecting performance data from each process is tedious. Grouping processes allows parallel application programmers to understand which processes behave in similar ways by examining only representative data from each group.

The techniques presented in Chapter 4 rely on post-mortem clustering (or a human) to stratify the data, which is disadvantageous in two ways. First, the clustering is performed on uncompressed, un-sampled data, which is not always feasible. For the comparatively small systems of 2048 or fewer processors that we tested for Chapter 5, clustering exhaustive event traces is feasible but not practical for on-line monitoring. Our traces consumed gigabytes of disk storage, and trace clustering was time-consuming, making it unsuitable for on-line monitoring.

Second, our clustering scheme used a static stratification for the entire application’s execution. However, as we showed in Chapter 3, the distribution of load in scientific applications can change dynamically. Ideally, a parallel performance tool would detect when this distribution changes.

In this chapter, we show that combining our system-wide monitoring techniques with sampling produces a monitoring system that adapts to an application’s behavior at run-time. We showed in §3.5.1 that our load-balance data-collection framework can gather large amounts of effort data quickly. Effort traces provide a compressed representation of the behavior of all processes in the system, which in turn is passed as input to clustering algorithms to generate strata.

The bottleneck in this configuration is the cluster analysis. The running time of clustering algorithms depends on the number of objects to be clustered and on the speed with which we can evaluate the dissimilarity between these objects. If we cluster on entire process traces as we did in §4.4.7, then clustering can add significant runtime overhead to parallel tools. We exploit the multi-scale properties of wavelet data to make this operation fast enough for on-line use. In particular, we generate a high-level approximation for uncompressed data
and then cluster using the approximation. This reduces the volume of data to be clustered in both the progress and process dimensions of the performance data. We explore the use of approximations for producing efficient stratification, and we compare our approximate equivalence classes to those derived through traditional clustering techniques.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In §5.2 we describe clustering algorithms and techniques for adapting effort data for clustering. We also detail properties of wavelet-transformed data that make it particularly efficient for this monitoring scheme. We describe our equivalence class detection scheme in §5.3. §5.4 details results obtained using our scheme. Finally, we state our conclusions in §5.5.

5.2 Clustering Effort Data

Recall from §3.4 that our lossy compression scheme aggregates data into two-dimensional, per-region matrices. Figure 5.1 shows the structure of effort data immediately after aggregation. For a single region, data from each process is in a row, and progress steps comprise data from each column. Compression takes place over progress steps (within rows) and across process identifiers (across rows). The transform across data from different processes is distributed. A complete data set from one run of our aggregation tool results in a set of these effort matrices, with one matrix per region of code.

Effort data, immediately after aggregation, is contiguous within regions, but to cluster it, we must analyze data from separate processes. We cannot change the compression data layout, because much of the data reduction achieved using wavelet compression results from inter-process similarity within regions. This section describes how we can reorganize effort data for effective clustering of inter-process equivalence classes.
5.2.1 Per-process Effort Profiles

An entire effort data set can be thought of as a three-dimensional matrix stored in region-major order. This arrangement allows quick extraction of profiles of per-region load-balance properties over time, as shown in §3.6.2. To compare different processes, however, we must transpose the data set across the progress and region dimensions so that per-process data is contiguous. The result is a process-major data set as shown in Figure 5.2.

In the transposed data set, each process has a matrix that contains information about the behavior of all code regions across all time-steps for that process. Each of these matrices can be considered a signature characterizing the behavior of a particular process, and we can cluster the signatures to find groups of similarly behaving processes.

This scheme is not inherently scalable. To cluster data like this, we might load the full, uncompressed effort data into memory, but this can balloon quickly. Effort traces require one 8-byte datum per monitored metric, per monitored code region, per progress step, per process. Even if we restricted ourselves to one metric, this is approximately 15 GB for ParaDiS (8 bytes \(\times 16,384\) processes \(\times 1024\) progress steps \(\times 120\) effort regions), which would be typical for short runs. The entire trace will not fit in memory on a single machine, so we cannot
perform clustering on a single machine. In fact, because our framework operates within instrumentation, the memory requirements outstrip what we could use without interfering with the running application.

### 5.2.2 Clustering Algorithms

In this section, we describe existing clustering algorithms. We then discuss the specific optimizations that we have developed for sequential clustering on large effort-data sets.

Clustering is a family of techniques for finding *groups* in data. Typically, the user of a clustering algorithm has a set of objects (process signatures in our case) to compare using a particular measure of *dissimilarity*. Clustering algorithms find groups of objects that minimize this similarity, either optimally or according to some heuristic. While the full taxonomy of clustering algorithms is beyond the scope of this dissertation, we describe a subset of relevant algorithms.

#### K-Means

By far the most commonly used clustering algorithm is the K-Means method (Forgy, 1965; Hartigan and Wong, 1979; Lloyd, 1982; MacQueen, 1967), which takes a set of objects and
a constant $k$ as input. For $n$ objects, K-means groups the points into $k$ clusters so that the distance of points from the centroid, or mean, of the cluster of which they are a part, is reduced. While K-means is not optimal, it typically converges very quickly with many fewer than $n$ iterations. It attempts to minimize squared error and, thus, intra-cluster variance. This is particularly desirable for our application, because our goal is to reduce the total sample size, which depends strongly on the variance of observed data.

K-means is disadvantageous because it is not as robust as some other clustering methods. In particular, it requires algebraic operations to be defined on the clustered objects to enable the computation of a mean. For some data, this is not defined readily. Further, the representative of each cluster in a K-means clustering is its centroid, which is likely not identical to any member of the cluster itself.

In k-means clustering, the user must pick $k$, the number of clusters, in advance. This can be disadvantageous because often $k$ is not known, and it depends on the specific structure of the data. This is somewhat paradoxical, as one generally hopes to determine this structure by using clustering. For data sets where the number of clusters is small, this deficiency can be overcome by running multiple trials of K-means and varying $k$. The resulting clusters may be evaluated using a clustering criterion (Meilă, 2005; Sherwood et al., 2003) to assess their quality. Generally clustering criteria assess how well dissimilarity is minimized within clusters. The result of the trial with the best clustering criterion is then selected as the result.

**WaveCluster**

Another clustering algorithm, WaveCluster (Sheikholeslami et al., 2000), uses a wavelet transform to perform clustering on graphical data at multiple scale levels. The algorithm examines wavelet coefficients at different scale levels, then groups points based on their proximity at different scales. Like our compression scheme, WaveCluster uses a two-dimensional wavelet transform on its data. It may seem that we could apply this technique directly to our
performance data, but our data is more complex than the graphical data for which WaveCluster was designed. While WaveCluster clusters individual points, our algorithm clusters entire effort signature matrices from multiple processes. Our distance metric is more complicated, and to apply WaveCluster to our data, we would need to generalize its approach for very high-dimensional wavelet transforms.

**Subspace Clustering**

Subspace clustering (Parsons et al., 2004) is a technique for finding similar groups in very high-dimensional data. Unlike other clustering algorithms, subspace clustering algorithms do not use a single distance metric. Rather, subspace clustering attempts to find objects in a dataset that are correlated in some subspace of the full set of dimensions in the data. However, subspace clustering does not require clusters to be self-similar in the same set of dimensions.

Subspace clustering techniques are helpful for understanding higher-dimensional data because they can select both similar sets of objects and the dimensions in which the objects are similar. To accomplish this, they typically use some form of dimensionality reduction to discover which dimensions are correlated within the data set. Such algorithms could be applied to high dimensional performance data to correlate application-level measures such as progress and effort with hardware performance counter data.

**Hierarchical Clustering**

*Hierarchical or agglomerative* clustering (Murtagh, 1985) is a recursive technique that starts with a set of objects and combines the closest objects into a single cluster during each step. The resulting clustering is not a set of distinct groups, but a hierarchy of increasingly large groups. At the root of the tree is the full dataset, and its leaves are individual objects. This tree is commonly called a *dendrogram*, and it can be partitioned into groups to form flat clusterings like those produced by K-means.
Depending on the algorithm, hierarchical clustering requires $O(n^2)$ or $O(n^2 \log(n))$ time to run, and the bulk of the running time is consumed by the computation of a dissimilarity matrix, which holds the pre-computed dissimilarities of all pairs of objects in the data set. We could easily apply this algorithm to our data, and we could use the multi-level structure of the clusters that it generates to ease navigation of output data from clusterings, or to modify sampling stratifications at runtime.

In §5.4.1, we apply hierarchical clustering to effort data to demonstrate the feasibility of this approach with our approximation matrices. However, to use hierarchical clustering effectively, we would need to determine how best to ”cut” the dendrogram into a flat clustering of per-process data. We would also need to determine a suitable type of linkage between clusters, where linkage refers to the way in which an algorithm computes the distance between two clusters as a function of the distances of their members. In this dissertation, we are concerned primarily with methods for sampling cluster data, so we have elected to use a simpler clustering algorithm for on-line clustering.

**K-Medoids**

K-medoids is a family of clustering algorithms very similar to K-Means, but these methods do not require that algebraic operations be defined on the data. K-medoids is useful in cases where only the dissimilarities between objects can be computed. Like K-means, it takes the number of clusters $k$ as input and attempts to minimize squared error between $k$ subsets of the original data. However, instead of partitioning based on proximity to centroids, K-Medoids partitions relative to representative elements from each cluster called medoids.

We have chosen to use K-Medoids in our experiments for three reasons. First, K-Medoids directly attempts to minimize squared error among elements in the clustering. This is directly analogous to reducing variance in the input data set, which will roughly correspond to the variance within clusters. It will thus produce a stratification that improves sample size.
Second, K-Medoids facilitates analysis by providing a representative from each cluster, which is useful to analysts for a usability standpoint. With K-Means, selecting points closest to the centroids can produce cluster representatives, without the same optimality guarantees that K-Medoids provides.

Finally, K-Medoids only requires that we formulate a distance measure between input elements (effort regions), and we already have a basic notion of dissimilarity between matrices in the Root Mean Squared Error measure described in §3.6.1.

The most basic implementation of K-Medoids, PAM (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 2005c), requires $O(n^2)$ time to run. As for hierarchical clustering, the bulk of this running time is consumed by the computation of a dissimilarity matrix. For our problem, $n$ is the process count, and objects are per-process effort signatures.

For large $n$, this algorithm can be costly, but there is a sampled variant of K-Medoids, CLARA (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 2005b). Instead of clustering an entire data set, CLARA runs PAM on subsets of the full data set and assigns each object to the nearest medoid from the PAM run. Typically this process is repeated several times. The best clustering is chosen from the results based on the sum of dissimilarities of objects to their closest medoid. CLARA runs in $O(n + s^2 S)$ time, where $s$ is the size of the sample and $S$ is the number of iterations. If $s$ is chosen to be less than or equal to $\sqrt{n}$, then the time and storage requirements of CLARA are linear in the size of the dataset rather than quadratic.

Like K-Means, K-Medoids requires that the user specify $k$ in advance, and this may be overcome for small $k$ by conducting a number of clustering trials and selecting the best candidate according to a clustering criterion.

### 5.2.3 Parallel Clustering Techniques

Clustering techniques are used heavily for statistical analysis, data mining, and other data-intensive applications. Many parallel clustering implementations have been attempted. We
summarize them below.

**Parallel K-Means Clustering**

A number of distributed-memory parallel K-Means algorithms have been developed. Ranka and Sahni (Ranka and Sahni, 1991) describe an algorithm for K-Means clustering for use in image-analysis applications. Their algorithm runs on supercomputers with hypercube interconnect topologies. The authors showed that this algorithm scales to 64 cores with roughly 50% parallel efficiency when clustering 16,384 data points. Stoffel and Belkoniene (Stoffel and Belkoniene, 1999) present another parallel K-Means implementation that achieves 90% parallel efficiency on as many as 32 processors for data sets of 100,000 objects. Forman and Zhang (Forman and Zhang, 2000b; Forman and Zhang, 2000a) present a similar K-Means algorithm that achieves nearly linear speedup for as many as 128 processors with object counts up to 10 million nodes. Finally, Kraj et al. present ParaKMeans, a publicly available parallel K-Means algorithm for K-Means clustering that can be used through a web interface. Their algorithm achieves 5x speedup with 7 processors and 10,000 data points. Depending on k, the speedup of ParKMeans levels off between 4 and 7 processes, and there is no marginal speedup after this point.

**Parallel Hierarchical Clustering**

Parallel Hierarchical clustering has been studied extensively. Olson (Olson, 1993) presents optimal hierarchical clustering algorithms. In addition to shared-memory algorithms, he presents an algorithm for butterfly networks of n processors that runs in $O(n \log(n))$ time. Rajasekaran (Rajasekaran, 2005) improves on this work by defining tighter bounds for the expected running time. His algorithm runs in $O(\log(n))$ time on a system with n processors in the average case, but it assumes that the data points to be clustered are distributed uniformly among processors, which does not always hold in practice.
Du and Lin (Du and Lin, 2005) present a hierarchical clustering implementation for machines running MPI. They perform experiments with three biological gene-expression data sets representing 7,452, 9,217, and 11017 genes, respectively. For the smallest data set, they achieve 25x speedup with 48 processors. For the larger data sets, speedup is around a factor of 15 with the same number of processors. The authors report that this speedup increases linearly with system size, and marginal speedup does not decrease before 48 processors.

Wang et al. (Wang et al., 2008) present another hierarchical clustering implementation using MPI, but they conduct experiments on financial data. They show an 8x speedup using 16 processors and a 9x speedup using 32 processors, but marginal speedup diminishes after this point.

**Parallel Subspace Clustering**

Nagesh et al. have implemented a parallel subspace clustering algorithm, pMAFIA, in MPI. pMAFIA partitions the space to be clustered evenly among processors. The authors conduct experiments on an IBM SP2 cluster with 16 processors. With a large data set containing 8.3 million records, the communication required for pMAFIA is negligible compared to the amount of computation. The authors report near-linear speedup when clustering this data on as many as 16 processors.

**Parallel K-Medoids Clustering**

Kaufman and Hopke (Kaufman et al., 1988; Hopke, 1990) developed and ran a parallel version of the CLARA K-Medoids clustering algorithm described in §5.2.2. Rather than parallelize the full algorithm, they presented two approaches that take advantage of the sampled nature of CLARA. Since CLARA executes multiple sampled trials of PAM, their approach distributes the sampled trials across a cluster of 10 processors. Good performance was reported, but specific numbers were not provided.
Using Parallel Clustering with Effort Data

A natural solution to the data-volume problem would be to investigate parallel clustering algorithms for effort data. As discussed above, there is much existing work on parallel clustering, some of which has achieved linear speedup. However, the focus of most existing work has been on partitioning very large data sets among a small number of processors. Effort data, on the other hand, is nearly completely distributed, and we would need to design a clustering algorithm with much more communication and with smaller amounts of data per processor than those described here.

Clustering algorithms for entirely distributed data have been developed. Bandyopadhyay and Coyle (Bandyopadhyay and Coyle, 2003) present a distributed hierarchical clustering algorithm aimed at reducing power consumption in distributed sensor networks. Their algorithm groups sensors into a single-level hierarchy in which each sensor sends data to a clusterhead\(^1\). When all sensors report to their clusterheads instead of directly to a centralized data sink, energy consumption in the sensor network is minimized.

The problem of conducting a full parallel clustering of effort data is more similar to the problem of clustering data on sensor networks than to traditional data-intensive clustering approaches. However, existing work in sensor networks has focused on energy reduction, while we are interested in conducting intensive analysis within our network of processors. Adapting existing algorithms for this purpose is a difficult problem that lies beyond the scope of this dissertation. In this work, we have investigated clustering strategies for single-node machines using effort approximations to reduce the volume of data to be clustered.

5.2.4 Using Wavelets for Approximation

Both PAM and CLARA require that we store the entire data set in memory on the node running the clustering algorithm. PAM requires $O(n^2)$ space, and CLARA requires $O(n+s^2)$

\(^1\)A clusterhead in this context is roughly analogous to a cluster centroid.
The wavelet representation provides an effective solution to this problem. Recall from §3.3 that we can analyze wavelet-compressed data at hierarchical scales and levels of detail. We can use this property of the wavelet transform to generate a coarse-grained approximation of our per-process effort signatures. Thus, we can cluster on a much smaller representation of the same data instead of on the uncompressed data set.

Figure 5.3a shows the organization of two-dimensional wavelet coefficients for a level-$L$ transform. $s_i^l$ and $d_i^l$ represent low-frequency and high-frequency coefficients, respectively, for the level-$l$ application of the wavelet transform. Coefficients at level 1 represent information from the input data with the highest frequency and finest granularity, and coefficients at successively deeper levels represent coarser-grained information. Level-$L$ coefficients repre-
sent the coarsest features. Each level $l$ contains one-fourth as many coefficients as level $l-1$, so the bulk of the space is consumed by high-frequency coefficients.

The low-frequency coefficients $s^l_i$ at deeper levels of the wavelet transform are a smaller, coarser-grained approximation of the input data, and the high-frequency coefficients $d^l_i$ represent the details that were removed to create these approximations. Decompressing an effort file requires that we first EZW-decode the transformed data, then add each level of detail back into the image by applying successive inverse wavelet transforms. Typically, the inverse transform is applied $L$ times to reconstruct the input data $s^0_i$. This process is shown in Figure 5.3.

We can also create a level $L - i$ approximation of the input data by applying only $i$ inverse transforms. Figures 5.3b, 5.3c, 5.3d, and 5.3e show the structure of coefficients after inverse transforms are applied to obtain levels 3, 2, 1, and 0, respectively. The coefficients that comprise the approximations are highlighted in bold.

We can now EZW-decode compressed effort data and construct an approximation at an arbitrary level, but one complication remains. The EZW encoding algorithm, which contributes greatly to the effectiveness of our compression algorithm, operates on the full data for each compressed region. Each EZW pass measures the significance of all wavelet coefficients against a particular threshold. Thus, each pass requires a full traversal of the wavelet coefficients.

The original EZW algorithm (Shapiro, 1993), used a Morton scan (Morton, 1966) for this purpose, while the parallelized version uses a depth-first traversal of the coefficients (Ang et al., 1999). In both cases, data from the same level in the transformed coefficients is non-contiguous. Because the EZW encoding is embedded, we cannot simply jump to the level of interest in an EZW stream. With an unmodified EZW algorithm, we would be forced to create a matrix large enough to hold all compressed wavelet coefficients for each effort region that we explore.
To make the memory consumption of our scheme practical, we have modified the EZW algorithm to decode only data that we need for the desired approximation level. We first allocate a matrix large enough to hold all coefficients that we plan to decode. We then run the EZW decoder as before, but the symbols in the input stream describe a larger matrix than we have allocated. We simply ignore symbols in the input stream that would produce coefficients outside the approximation matrix. We accomplish this as follows. On each pass, we do an implicit traversal of the destination matrix as we decode the input stream.

Figure 5.4 shows two possible traversals for a level-2 approximation. In Figure 5.4a, we show the algorithm for the more traditional Morton scan. Our parallel wavelet compression algorithm uses a depth-first traversal because subtrees of a depth-first traversal coincide with processes’ local data in the parallel transform. We show the depth-first traversal of the wavelet coefficients in Figure 5.4b.

In both figures, the frequency bands of the full matrix are outlined, with the portion to be decoded into the approximation matrix highlighted in bold. In both cases, we begin reading...
the EZW stream and we only do the update if it falls within the bounds of the approximation matrix when we need to write a coefficient to the matrix. Because the EZW encoding is embedded, we must still do a full traversal and read all symbols on the input stream. In the figure, parts of the traversal that write coefficients are shown in blue, while parts that only read from the input stream are shown in red.

Although we show full traversals in the figure, the EZW algorithm encodes a special zerotree coefficient that allows us to skip insignificant subtrees on each pass. Thus, while the exhausted data is $O(n)$ in the number of processes in the monitored system, the decoding process is bounded by the size of the compressed data. We showed in §3.5.2 that we achieve from 100:1 to 1000:1 compression ratios; thus decoding on a single node remains manageable, even on large systems.

### 5.2.5 Measuring Dissimilarity

Because we can generate approximation matrices efficiently, we can define an efficient dissimilarity measure for per-process effort signatures. We can use this measure to construct an efficient clustering algorithm.

In §4.4.7, we did simple K-Medoids clustering on entire event traces using the Euclidean distance between trace vectors as our dissimilarity measure. Here, because we are comparing processes by multiple regions of code instead of by a single metric, we use a slightly more complicated distance measure.

Given an effort data set with $r$ regions, $n$ processes, and $p$ progress steps, we can transpose the data set to produce a set of $n$ per-process effort signature matrices, each with dimensions $r \times p$. We define the dissimilarity of two effort signatures, $E = \{e_{ij}\}$ and $F = \{f_{ij}\}$, as the
Euclidean distance between vectors of row means:

\[ D_{all}(E, F) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=0}^{r} \left[ \frac{\sum_{j=0}^{p} e_{ij}}{p} - \frac{\sum_{j=0}^{p} f_{ij}}{p} \right]^2} \]  

(5.1)

We use the mean over progress steps because we will use this approximation in an on-line setting. Because we will recompute the clustering periodically as an application runs, we do not account directly for variation over time. Instead, our on-line algorithm clusters subsequent time windows separately, as AMPL does, which allows the algorithm to adapt to variation over time.

K-Medoids requires that we apply \( D_{all} O(n^2) \) times, and each application requires \( O(rp) \) work. We can assume that the number of regions is small (100-200), and if we do clustering on-line instead of post-mortem, we can assume also that the number of progress steps is much smaller than the full number of progress steps in a run. If we cluster on approximate data, then we can reduce \( n \) and \( p \) significantly.

When applied to level-\( l \) approximations of \( E \) and \( F \), \( E^l = \{e^l_{ij}\} \) and \( F^l = \{f^l_{ij}\} \), \( D_{all} \) becomes:

\[ D_{approx}(E^l, F^l) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=0}^{r} \left[ \frac{\sum_{j=0}^{p'} e^l_{ij}}{p'} - \frac{\sum_{j=0}^{p'} f^l_{ij}}{p'} \right]^2} , \quad p' = \frac{p}{4^l} \]  

(5.2)

Likewise, the complexity of \( D_{approx} \) is reduced to \( O(rp/4^l) \), and the complexity of K-Medoids clustering using \( D_{approx} \) is now \( O(n^2/16^l) \).

5.2.6 Neighborhoods of Points

Clustering on approximations of the original data is not perfect, as the approximations are lossy. When we compare approximations of effort signatures, each coefficient represents the values of a neighborhood of coefficients in the full data. Figure 5.4b shows parent-
child relationships of coefficients in the wavelet quad-tree. Each coefficient represents a neighborhood in the original data corresponding to its descendants at level 0 of this tree. For higher-level approximations, each point in the approximation represents more points in the original image. Thus, using smaller approximate representations increases the risk of losing important data about our processes.

The accuracy of our approximations depends strongly on the degree of locality in the full effort-measurement space. An easily approximated effort region will have strong locality in both the progress and process dimensions, because these are the dimensions that our compression algorithm reduces in size. Ideally, the local topology of our compression scheme, a hierarchical quad-tree spanning processes and time, will map well to the application’s own communication topology in these dimensions.

The progress dimension exploits temporal effort consistency in the application, if it exists. Progress increases monotonically with application execution, and it would not make sense, especially in an on-line algorithm, to reorder the progress dimension. However, one shortcoming of our current compression scheme is that the second dimension is process identity. Process identity is easy to obtain, as every process in an MPI application can know its rank; however, it does not necessarily map to the simulation topology in an application. Unmatched topologies could be disadvantageous if an application’s behavior has strong locality within its simulation space. Many applications use more sophisticated communication topologies, and mapping our compression scheme to these would require significant changes.

For example, a simulation might use a three-dimensional communication topology projected onto the one-dimensional process-identity space. Neighbors in this space are not necessarily neighbors in the process-identity space. Further, representing a neighborhood of points with a single value might incur more error than if the simulation assumed that nodes were laid out in a straight line. Taking this into account in our compression scheme leaves us with two choices. We could increase the dimensionality of our wavelet transform such
that the application’s dimensions and the progress dimension correspond one-to-one with the dimensions of the transform. Alternately, we could attempt to reorder the process identifiers used in our compression scheme to correspond to some locality-optimizing, space-filling curve embedded in the application’s topology.

Engineering either of these approaches and testing the associated performance performance impact is beyond the scope of this dissertation, but we mention these possibilities here for completeness. Currently, our approach only uses MPI rank order for the process-identity dimension, but our results show that this preserves enough behavioral locality to be beneficial.

## 5.3 On-line Stratified Sampling

We have applied the techniques discussed in §5.2 to devise a framework for adaptively stratifying a running parallel system into equivalence classes at runtime. We leverage system-wide
data obtained through our lossy compression scheme to reduce the overhead of sampled tracing through clustering, and we leverage the hierarchical nature of wavelet data to accomplish this within a reasonable amount of time.

Figure 5.5 shows how components in our framework operate over time. As with AMPL, we sample the population on successive progress steps and we define an update interval, a number of steps after which we adapt our sampling scheme. The figure shows our scheme with an update interval of three progress steps.

The squares at the top of the figure represent processes in a parallel application. After the first update interval, we use our compression scheme to aggregate system-wide effort data onto a single node. We then apply our clustering algorithm (shown in the gray inset). We partially decompress the data to produce an approximate data set. We then transpose the approximation along the process identity and region dimensions, and we perform K-Medoids clustering on the per-process effort signatures. Next, we use these clusters to update the stratification.

To convert a clustering on our approximate data set to a stratification of the full system, we replace each process identifier in the clustering with the corresponding neighborhood of process identifiers in the full system. That is, for a level-$l$ approximation, process identifier $i$ in the approximation corresponds to IDs $j$ in the full data set, where $j \in [2^li \ldots 2^li + 2^l - 1]$.

Once we have computed a new stratification, we can broadcast this data efficiently to the remote processes, recompute the minimum sample size for each stratum, and monitor each stratum separately until the next update. We compute the intra-stratum variances slightly differently than in §4.3. Instead of computing the variance from the approximate representation, in which where there may be extra noise due to compression, and using this as an estimator of the stratum variance, we use an efficient reduction operation available on most high-performance machines to compute the actual variance for the entire system. This does not add significant overhead to our scheme, because we already run a similar operation, but
with much more data, in our wavelet-compression scheme. Thus, we use the actual variance from the current interval to guide the sample size for the next.

5.4 Results

To assess the effectiveness of our clustering and sampling schemes for on-line use, we conducted extensive tests using system-wide data collected from scientific applications. Because our stratification and sampling schemes operate within a single process, we conducted our experiments off-line, but we used post-mortem application data from two scientific applications as input to our algorithms. We were thus able to measure the performance of our algorithms and verify their results against uncompressed data.

For the tests conducted here, we used output from the ParaDiS (Bulatov et al., 2004) dislocation dynamics simulation and the S3D (Hawkes and Chen, 2004) turbulent-combustion code. Both of these codes are described in detail in §3.5.

The rest of this section is organized as follows. In §5.4.1, we demonstrate the speedup obtained by clustering with approximations on effort data sets. We then show that clusterings obtained using approximations are nearly identical to those obtained using exhaustive data. In §5.4.2, we show that our results from §5.4.1 extend to transposed data sets of effort signatures. Finally, in §5.4.3, we illustrate the benefits of our stratified sampling scheme for data from real application runs.

5.4.1 Clustering Speed

To test the scalability of our clustering algorithm and to gauge the speedup and error achievable using approximation matrices in place of exhaustive data, we first conducted test runs of a hierarchical clustering algorithm on untransposed effort-data sets. We clustered across regions, grouping those with similarly shaped load distributions. This analysis could be used to
trace load imbalances with similar root causes to specific effort regions. For our dissimilarity metric, we used the root mean-squared error between regions. In contrast to our methods in §3.6.1, we did not normalize the RMS error, because we are interested in using this as a dissimilarity measure and not as a means of checking percent error.

For our test sample data set, we used a 512-process, 512 progress step trace of ParaDiS, which we showed in §3.6.2 to have regions with very different load distributions. For the hierarchical clustering software, we used Google’s scipy-cluster package (Eads, 2008) along with custom Python wrappers for our effort objects implemented in C++. We ran these tests on a modest 2.40 GHz Pentium 4 Xeon system with 512 megabytes of Random Access Memory (RAM).

Figure 5.6a shows the time in seconds required to run hierarchical clustering while varying approximation size and number of effort regions. In total, our ParaDiS data set contained data for 132 effort regions. Clustering the complete data set at full size required over two hours to run, which is clearly unacceptable for use in an on-line setting. However, the time required to cluster decreased significantly for higher approximation levels and as we reduced the number of regions clustered. For 20 regions and an \(8 \times 8\), level-6 approximation, clustering took less than a second. In both 20 and 40 regions, clustering took less than 10 seconds for approximation levels of 3 or greater (\(64 \times 64\) or smaller matrices). The approximate
clustering thus can run over 1000 times faster than the exhaustive clustering.

To gauge how well our clustering scheme approximates clustering with full data, we arbitrarily flattened the dendrograms generated by our hierarchical clustering scheme into 10 clusters. We then used the Mirkin distance (Mirkin, 1996; Meilă, 2005) as a metric.

Let a clustering $C$ be defined as a set of $N$ clusters $C_k$ for $k = 0 \ldots N - 1$. Each cluster $C_k$ contains $n_k$ objects, such that $|C_k| = n_k$, and $\sum_{k=0}^{N-1} n_k = n$. Given two clusters, $C_k$ and $C'_k$, let the number of points in their intersection be:

$$n_{kk'} = |C_k \cap C_k'|$$

Further, given two clusterings on the same data set, $C$ and $C'$, the Mirkin distance between them is defined as:

$$d'_M(C, C') = \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} n_k^2 + \sum_{k'=0}^{N-1} n_{k'}^2 - 2 \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} \sum_{k'=0}^{N-1} n_{kk'}$$

(5.4)

Put simply, the Mirkin distance measures the number of pairs of points that are in the same cluster in $C$ but in different clusters in $C'$. It is used throughout the literature to assess the quality of clustering algorithms such as ours. For our comparisons, we use the normalized Mirkin distance, which is invariant to the size of the data set. It is defined as:

$$d_M(C, C') = \frac{d'_M(C, C')}{n^2}$$

(5.5)

Figure 5.6b shows the normalized Mirkin distance between clustering using approximations and clustering using exhaustive data for the same set of experiments as is shown in Figure 5.6a. We see that even for an $8 \times 8$, level-6 approximation, the clustering error is no higher than 21%. For level-5 and lower approximations, the error of clustering is between 10% and 15% in clustering 20 regions, but much less in clustering 40 regions (no error) or
132 regions (only 6%). Surprisingly, there is a spike in clustering all regions for the level-2, 128 × 128 approximation, which indicates that we can actually do better with coarser, level 3-5 approximations than with larger, more costly ones. We hypothesize that this anomaly arises from noise in the data that is present at level 2, but that is filtered at higher levels of approximation. At the very least, our data shows that clustering with approximate effort data can yield considerable speedup with a nominal cost in clustering accuracy.

5.4.2 Clustering Transposed Data Sets

We showed in the previous section that a level-\(l\) wavelet approximation can speed up clustering of effort regions by reducing the size of the input data set by \(4^l\). In this section, we exploit this property to reduce the speed and memory requirement of clustering algorithms for system-wide data from large clusters.

We generated data for this section with runs of S3D on as many as 16,384 processes on Argonne National Laboratory’s Blue Gene/P supercomputer. For each run, we ran S3D for 200 time steps, recorded full effort data, and stored it to disk. For our tests, we loaded this data back into memory, and we ran our framework using windows of progress data from this stored data as input rather than windows of progress from data collected at runtime. Because the data is the same for each trial, this approach provides reproducibility that could not be achieved with repeated runs.

Clustering Exhaustive Effort Data

Clustering across processes is expensive because the number of processes grows with the size of the parallel system. Because most clustering algorithms are \(O(n^2)\), the time required to cluster data from large numbers of processes, particularly from thousands or more processes, becomes impractical for on-line use. Figure 5.7a shows the time required to cluster 10 progress steps using both the PAM and CLARA K-Medoids methods on exhaustive data.
sets for various system sizes. The figure also shows the time required to decompress the effort-data set fully.

For PAM, clustering is only fast enough to consider using on-line for the 512-process data set, which takes around 6 seconds. For 1024 nodes, clustering requires 25 seconds, and increases quadratically with system size from here. For an 8192-process data set, clustering 10 progress steps takes 35 minutes, and for 16,384 processes, the system exceeded available memory and began to thrash.

CLARA runs much faster than PAM, taking less than 10 seconds for all data sets, over two orders of magnitude faster. In the slowest case, for 16,384 cores, CLARA took just under 7 seconds to cluster 16,384 processes. This is suitable for on-line use. To ensure that CLARA’s clusterings were close to the near-optimal clusterings computed by PAM, we compared CLARA’s output to PAM’s with two error metrics. First, we used the normalized Mirkin distance, as discussed in §5.4.1. We also compared the difference in average dissimilarity between objects and their nearest medoids. This is the measure used within CLARA to evaluate the quality of sub-calls to PAM.

Figure 5.7b shows our results. We cannot show results for 16,384 processes since we could not run PAM at this scale. For 512-, 4096-, and 8192-process runs CLARA and PAM
produced the same clusterings, and the normalized Mirkin distance is zero. However, the average dissimilarity for CLARA’s clusterings is 3-4% higher than that for PAM’s output. This indicates that the medoids found by CLARA are slightly further from the center of their clusters than those found by PAM, which is to be expected from a sampled-clustering algorithm. For 1024- and 2048-process runs, the normalized Mirkin distance does not exceed 10 percent, so the clusterings found by CLARA are very close to those found by PAM. The average dissimilarity is again higher for CLARA, this time by around 25%, indicating that again CLARA’s medoids are not chosen as well as PAM’s.

CLARA is notably more scalable than PAM, and slightly less accurate medoids are a small price to pay for the huge speed gains that we see with CLARA. However, CLARA does not solve the memory problems or avoid the need to decompress the full effort-data set. Figure 5.7a shows that decompression takes about an order of magnitude less time than running PAM for the larger cluster sizes, but it still requires close to five minutes at 16,384 nodes. This is not suitable for on-line usage. Further, even if we can decompress the full data set, there is a significant cost in memory. The full, 200 progress-step trace of S3D consumes 3.2GB when fully expanded, and 10 steps of it consume 160MB, which is still too large to run inside instrumentation without perturbing or crowding the monitored application significantly.

**Improving Clustering Time Using Approximations**

We showed in §5.4.1 that using wavelet approximations can greatly increase the speed of clustering regions. Similarly, we can use approximate transposed data sets to reduce the clustering time for behavioral equivalence class detection among processes.

Figure 5.8a shows the time required to decompress approximate effort data sets. With only two levels of approximation, we can reduce the decompression time for even 16,384-process data sets to ten seconds or less. Figure 5.8b shows the time required to run CLARA
clustering on these data sets once they are expanded. In all cases here, too, we can significantly reduce the time required to cluster with only 2 levels of approximation. We can perform 8-second sequential clusterings on 16,384-process data sets in 2 seconds or less. This is suitable for on-line use.

5.4.3 Adaptive Stratification for Improved Sampling Efficiency

Adaptive Stratification

We applied the clustering techniques discussed in the previous section to our adaptive sampling framework, and we simulated on-line, adaptive stratification for 200 progress steps of an S3D effort trace. Our framework pre-loaded a post-mortem effort data set and, for each 10-step window, calculated the minimum sample size at 90% confidence with an 8% error bound for each stratum. We computed this value by sampling strata from all observed effort regions and took the maximum sample size obtained. We also computed the minimum unified sample size for comparison. For all of these experiments, we stratified data into 5 clusters.

Figure 5.9 shows our results, and Table 5.1 shows key statistics on these results. For all system sizes that we tried, stratified sampling outperformed unified sampling significantly.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procs</th>
<th>Avg. unified</th>
<th>Avg. stratified</th>
<th>Net improvement</th>
<th># Improved</th>
<th>% Improved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>145/200</td>
<td>72.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>145/200</td>
<td>72.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4096</td>
<td>1213</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>139/200</td>
<td>69.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8192</td>
<td>1722</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>132/200</td>
<td>66.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16384</td>
<td>2331</td>
<td>1026</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>121/200</td>
<td>60.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Improvements in sample size using adaptive stratification with S3D.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procs</th>
<th>Avg. unified</th>
<th>Avg. stratified</th>
<th>Net improvement</th>
<th># Improved</th>
<th>% Improved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>-14.7%</td>
<td>41/200</td>
<td>20.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>1023</td>
<td>-23.9%</td>
<td>39/200</td>
<td>19.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4096</td>
<td>1213</td>
<td>1705</td>
<td>-40.6%</td>
<td>36/200</td>
<td>19.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8192</td>
<td>1723</td>
<td>2769</td>
<td>-60.7%</td>
<td>37/200</td>
<td>18.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16384</td>
<td>2331</td>
<td>4378</td>
<td>-87.8 %</td>
<td>33/200</td>
<td>16.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Decrease in sampling efficiency using approximate clustering on S3D data.

The unified sample size is shown in red, while the total stratified sample size (the sum of sample sizes from each cluster) is shown in blue. Depending on system size, we reduced the total sample size by an amount between 60% and 70%. On average, we saw a 60% improvement in sampling cost over the entire run when using adaptive stratification. With the number of clusters held constant, the improvement from stratification decreases as system size increases, but only slightly. The limits on this improvement may arise from monitoring a decreasing percentage of the full system in the first place.

**Adaptive Stratification with Approximate Clustering**

We repeated the previous experiment, using approximate effort data to guide the clustering instead of clustering a full data set. In these experiments, we clustered on a transposed, level-1 effort approximation, and we then expanded the approximate process identifiers by replacing them with their corresponding neighborhood of process identifiers in the full data set. Figure 5.10 shows the results; Table 5.2 shows key statistics analogous to those presented for adaptive stratification with full data.
Figure 5.9: Unified and stratified sample sizes for S3D
Figure 5.10: Unified and stratified sample sizes for S3D using approximate data
We did not see the improvement that we expected with approximate clustering. On average, sampling cost increased by 15% to 90%, and we only improved samples for 15%-20% of progress steps, which was not enough to yield a net gain for the entire run. This result indicates that the clusterings obtained using approximate data are actually increasing the variance in the data.

We had assumed that the MPI rank-space provided some measure of locality for sampled data, but it appears that metric values (at least for some effort regions) are scattered throughout this space. When we cluster at the finest possible granularity as in §5.4.3, we are able to separate the data into reasonably homogeneous groups. Here, our sample size data indicates that there is significant intra-neighborhood variation in our data along the process dimension. To improve clustering accuracy, we would need further information about the locality of the application data. Extraction of application topology is beyond the scope of this dissertation, but it could improve these results.

5.5 Summary

In this section we described compute- and space-efficient techniques for extracting approximations from compressed wavelet representations of performance data. We then described several clustering methods, and we showed how we could use our wavelet data representation to improve the performance of these algorithms across two dimensions of the performance space.

We showed that we can cluster effort regions using only a very small approximation of the original data, and that this can speed up the PAM algorithm by two to three orders of magnitude.

We also showed that by applying scalable clustering techniques to transposed effort data (i.e., per-process performance signatures), we could reduce the cost of sampling signifi-
cantly in an on-line system by *stratifying* the population adaptively on successive windows of progress steps. This clustering technique integrates the sampled tracing techniques described in Chapter 4 with the data-collection techniques described in Chapter 3. We then showed that clustering across processes using approximate wavelet data could speed up clustering significantly and reduce memory requirements considerably, but that we require application-topology information to exploit this technique fully.
Chapter 6

Libra: A Scalable Performance Tool

6.1 Introduction

We have implemented the techniques presented in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 into Libra, a suite of performance tools for scientific applications.

Libra consists of two main components, a client-side GUI and a suite of run-time libraries for measuring applications. Users can link or preload our libraries with their application, and the libraries store effort-model data to disk using either compression or sampling techniques. The data then may be loaded into the Libra GUI for viewing and analysis.

Using the Libra GUI, one can determine which parts of the code contribute most to the execution time of an application. A user then can zoom in on particular effort regions to examine their load balance and effort data more closely. The GUI provides three-dimensional visualizations of effort-model data as well as facilities for clustering similar effort regions together.

In this chapter, we describe the software architecture of the Libra run-time libraries and the components of its GUI client. We then give a brief example of how Libra can be used to diagnose a real load-imbalance problem in a large-scale scientific application.
6.2 Software Architecture

Libra is intended for use in large-scale distributed-memory parallel systems in which very large numbers of processes must be monitored at once. Its architecture has two main components, as shown in Figure 6.1. First, instrumentation libraries collect data from a running application. They then record observations using internal Libra APIs and run-time libraries. The run-time libraries include implementations of our scalable data-collection facilities. Data gathered is reduced and aggregated for viewing and analysis in a single client-side GUI.

6.2.1 Run-time Libraries

An instance of Libra’s run-time library is instantiated within each parallel process in monitored applications. Measurements are collected at the highest level through instrumentation libraries, which then pass the data to an intermediate Effort API. Finally, the effort API off-loads the data internally to our scalable data-collection libraries, which record it to disk. The run-time is a pure link-level library with the exception of progress-step instrumentation. To use Libra, developers need only add a single function call to their progress loop, recompile, and link statically or dynamically against our run-time libraries.
Effort API

The central component of Libra’s run-time libraries is the Effort API, a set of routines that implement the effort model described in §3.2. Although users can call the effort API directly to manually instrument code, it is intended for use by other instrumentation tools. This way, instrumentation tools can handle the extraction of progress and effort regions from applications, while our API handles bookkeeping for these events. Currently, we only support extraction of effort regions using link-level MPI instrumentation.

The Effort API provides calls to indicate the completion of progress steps, as well as calls to accumulate vectors of effort measurements for particular regions of code. For each effort region, the user can specify custom identifiers, depending on the type of instrumentation used and the specificity with which the application is to be measured.

Call-path Library

To simplify identification of code regions for run-time tools, we provide a C++ library with classes for representing dynamic call paths, or call paths assessed at run time based on the call stack. We use dynamic call paths because it is not always possible to determine the parent of a particular call site statically. In particular, static analysis cannot handle cases in which code is called dynamically through a function pointer or through an interrupt handler. To implement this functionality, our call-path library uses the ParaDyn Stackwalker API (Paradyn Project, 2007). On top of this interface, we add facilities for storing, transporting, and synchronizing call paths between processes at run-time.

Our library has special provisions for handling dynamically loaded libraries on parallel systems. Rather than storing call sites in call paths as absolute addresses, we store (module, offset) tuples. This describes the load module containing the call site and its offset within that module. A call site has a single identifier regardless of which process records it, allowing inter-process transfer of call paths in distributed memory systems.
Scalable Data-Collection Libraries

Data recorded using the Effort API is initially stored uncompressed in the memory of the process in which it is observed. Internally, the API can make use of scalable data collection techniques to transmit local measurements off-node and to save them in effort-data files viewable by the GUI. These libraries include an implementation of the effort-instrumentation techniques discussed in §3.4, as well as the AMPL sampling library discussed in §4.3.

6.2.2 GUI Tool

Libra’s GUI allows a user to browse and analyze data collected by the run-time libraries. It allows the user to correlate effort regions and their associated performance data with application, as well as to visualize the data. The GUI makes use of many of the same data representations as the instrumentation libraries to enable scalable visualization and analysis.

Common Components

The same libraries used in Libra’s run-time libraries for scalable data collection are also used in the GUI for decompression and to represent potentially large data sets. The wavelet compression and encoding libraries are used for distributed compression in the run-time libraries, but in the GUI they are used to generate incremental, smaller-sized approximations of large traces for display to the user. The call-path library is used on the GUI to represent identifiers for effort regions and to correlate performance data with application source code.

These common libraries are written in C/C++, but the GUI is written primarily in Python. To use the common libraries within Python, we generated wrappers for them using the Simple Wrapper Interface Generator (SWIG) (Beazley, 2003). This enables us to use effort data in GUI Python algorithms without sacrificing the performance of our encoding/decoding algorithms or our scalable data representations.
GUI and Visualization

The Libra GUI is written in Python using the Qt4 library. Figure 6.2 shows a screenshot of the main window. There are three main panels:

1. Effort browser (lower left)
2. Metric viewer (upper left)
3. Source viewer (right)

The effort browser is the starting point for Libra users. It shows data collected by the run-time libraries hierarchically, with effort regions grouped into logical application phases. Effort regions in the data set shown are delineated by two call paths (start and end) delineating a dynamic region of code where effort was recorded. Initially, call paths are shown collapsed to a single call site, but the user can expand them to see the full path and the locations of its call sites. Figure 6.3 shows an effort region with its call paths expanded to show file and line information from the application source code.

When the user selects an effort region in the effort browser, a plot of the load distribution for that region is shown in the metric viewer. The plot shows effort measurements taken at run time over all MPI processes and all progress steps. By default, the viewer shows elapsed time, but the user can customize this. She can also create more metric viewers to visualize other data (such as HPM counter data collected using Performance API (PAPI)) simultaneously. If the user selects multiple effort regions at once, the metric viewer will display the sum of their effort values. Likewise, if an internal node of the effort browser tree is selected, the viewer shows the sum of all effort from its descendants. This can be used to visualize the load-balance properties of entire phases.

Libra can also be configured to show time spent within communication operations. In these cases, the viewer shows the single call path of the measured operation, rather than the bounding call paths of the effort region.
Figure 6.2: Screenshot from a Libra client session.
Effort regions, labeled by deepest call sites

Expanded start and end callpaths

Figure 6.3: Libra’s effort region browser, showing expanded call paths for an effort region

Highlighted callsite

Figure 6.4: Libra’s source viewer

Finally, elements in the effort browser may be sorted by the percentage of execution time that they consume, as shown in Figure 6.5.

Libra’s source viewer highlights effort regions and call-site locations in program source code. This enables users to correlate visualized effort data with locations in application source code. To navigate, the user can expand call paths and select particular call sites to show them in the source viewer. Figure 6.4 shows a highlighted call site.

Scalable Analysis

The scalable representations implemented in our data collection libraries are useful not only in the Libra run-time, but also to generate small approximations of performance data within the Libra GUI. With approximations, in-memory effort representations do not consume excessive memory, and clustering such data is possible on a single node. Using wavelet methods, we ensure that such approximations are low in error and that they are small enough to enable a client node to perform analyses efficiently for very large parallel systems. Libra’s methods of clustering effort regions by their behavior using wavelet approximations was de-
We used Libra to measure the load-balance behavior of S3D (discussed in §3.5). We applied Libra to 200-time step runs of S3D on a Blue Gene/P system (also discussed in §3.5). For each time step, we recorded the time spent in MPI\_Wait and MPI\_Barrier, uniquely identifying each call site by its full call path with file names and line numbers for each frame. In this case, we discovered that MPI\_Wait and MPI\_Barrier communication routines dominated the run time of S3D at large scales, and that the vast majority of this time was attributed
to two call sites in S3D’s `write_savefile` checkpoint routine. Since `write_savefile` was called from two places in the code, four call paths dominated execution time.

Figure 6.5 shows load-balance profiles reported by Libra for 4096, 8192, and 16384-process runs of S3D on Intrepid. The tables below the profiles list the call sites and statistics characterizing their costs. In the plots the vertical axis represents effort, the depth axis time steps, and the horizontal axis processes. As the size of the system increases, we see large increases in time spent in the MPI calls used by checkpointing. In all instances, the plots show that I/O is extremely imbalanced. Because S3D writes out a checkpoint file per process, there is contention for the I/O system. Some processes quickly write their data to disk, while others incur contention delays to write theirs, resulting in the sawtooth-shaped load patterns seen in the figures.

### 6.4 Summary

Using the novel measurement and data reduction techniques presented in this dissertation, we have developed Libra, a full suite of performance-analysis tools. Libra consists of a set of run-time libraries for instrumenting scientific codes, as well as a client-side GUI that can be used to load and analyze our scalable data formats.

Using Libra, we have traced load imbalance in the S3D code to I/O contention in S3D’s checkpoint phase, and we were able to see in detail the pattern of load imbalance across multiple processes for runs of sizes as large as 16,384 processes. This insight has led us to begin addressing the problem by investigating and measuring runs of S3D with alternative I/O strategies designed to reduce and balance contention during the checkpoint phase.
Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

Modern supercomputers are not growing smaller, and today’s systems of 100,000 or more cores will soon give way to even larger systems with millions or more. At the time of this writing, a 20-petaflop, 6.6-million-core machine has just been announced by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and IBM, and is expected to become operational by 2012. Within a decade, the first exaflop machines will likely debut with even more levels of parallelism.

To understand the performance of these systems, techniques like those presented in this dissertation will continue to be necessary. We have presented three novel systems for performance monitoring, using mathematical and statistical techniques that previously had not been applied to this domain. Our techniques were able to reduce the overhead of monitoring and the data volume of performance measurements from large parallel applications, sometimes by two to three orders of magnitude. Our scalable representation of performance data was viable for use on single-node systems, even for application data from runs with over 16,000 processes. Finally, we showed that single-node data analysis can be sped up using our compact, manageable, approximate representation for performance data, and we showed how cluster analysis can be applied to this data for further performance gains.

In this section, we give a brief summary of the main contributions and work presented in this dissertation. We then conclude with an overview of potential future research directions that could stem from this work.
7.1 Contributions

This dissertation made the following novel contributions to the field of large-scale parallel performance monitoring:

- Designed a model for load-balance measurement applicable to many large-scale scientific applications;

- Designed a monitoring and data-compression scheme using wavelets to achieve two to three orders of magnitude in data reduction and nearly constant scaling behavior on tested I/O systems;

- Designed a novel tracing technique using statistical sampling to reduce data volume of full event traces on large systems;

- Introduced the use of an approximate wavelet representation of performance data for fast client-side clustering, visualization, and analysis;

- Designed a scheme for on-line, run-time stratification of populations of distributed processes into equivalence classes based on performance data using scalable clustering techniques.

We introduced the concepts of progress and effort to divide loops in parallel applications into two categories depending on their run-time semantics. We call this the Effort Model. It has enabled us to represent a parallel trace across a large number of processes as three-dimensional matrix measurements, with progress (logical steps towards completion) in one dimension, the parallel process space in the second dimension, and regions of code in which measurements could be made comprising the third dimension. The model is advantageous because it is easy for application developers to understand, yet it lends itself to a wide range of data-reduction and analysis techniques.
To exploit effort-model data on large systems, we devised a large-scale monitoring system for load-balance data. Our system makes use of an entire parallel machine to compress run-time observations speedily into a scalable, hierarchical wavelet data representation. We showed that, using this approach, two to three orders of magnitude data of compression were possible, along with near-constant scaling behavior on current parallel I/O architectures.

We then considered the use of population sampling to take event traces of large applications. We showed that, using traditional population-sample-size heuristics, we could limit the amount of data necessary to monitor a parallel system, selecting a small subset of the full set of processes. Using our technique, we achieved one to two orders of magnitude of data reduction for parallel traces.

Finally, we combined these two performance techniques and applied scalable clustering techniques to them for adaptive, on-line stratification of processes in parallel applications. Our stratification techniques further reduced the cost of sampling large systems by 60% on average, providing a useful tool to performance analysts who wish to look at the range of behaviors among processes in parallel applications.

We have combined these techniques in the Libra parallel performance tool, which makes use of our scalable data representations to visualize large amounts of data collected from parallel applications on single-node client systems.

### 7.2 Limitations

In this section, we discuss some of the limitations of the techniques presented in the preceding chapters, along with ideas for further improvements.
7.2.1 Scalable Load-Balance Measurement

The approach for scalable data collection presented in Chapter 3 is very flexible and can be used for arbitrary numerical data. However, there are limitations to our implementation, with potential for future improvement. First, both the effort-extraction layer and the data-collection layer are implemented using MPI and must run synchronously within a parallel application. We plan to update the tool to take advantage of tree-based overlay networks and out-of-band resources so that we can collect data asynchronously as a third party outside the application. We plan to use MRNet (Roth et al., 2003) for this functionality along with the tool integration layer $P^N \text{MPI}$ (Schulz and de Supinski, 2007).

Progress-step instrumentation in the effort library currently is manual. The user must insert instrumentation into application code to indicate where the transition between progress steps occurs. While this is a simple process for most scientific codes, it is somewhat invasive. Tools such as SimPoint (Perelman et al., 2006) and ScalaTrace (Noeth et al., 2007) provide more robust detection of repeating behavior and phase identification in application traces. We may be able to use tools such as these to automate progress-step instrumentation in the future.

The current implementation of our wavelet transform only allows power-of-two process counts in monitored MPI applications. This limitation was only included for expedient implementation. We will modify our wavelet transform library slightly for future releases to allow data collection for MPI applications of any size.

7.2.2 Statistical Sampling Techniques

AMPL is also implemented using only MPI for communication, requiring instrumentation tools to run on-node with the parallel application. It also makes asynchronous sampling techniques difficult. Currently, AMPL requires that updates to summary data and to sample sets be sent on transitions between progress steps. This makes it difficult to monitor in real-
time applications for which the progress step may be slow. It also adds overhead because the AMPL client code must run within a compute process. Since sampling is synchronous, this can cause processes to wait unnecessarily. We are investigating the use of MRNet with AMPL to solve these problems.

The traces generated by AMPL are difficult to present to the user because we currently do not have means by which to reconstruct behavior across nodes. Users wishing to look at AMPL’s output have two options. Either they choose representatives from within the sample set, or they can merge the full trace and look at partial output from a group of processes. Current viewers for TAU’s trace formats do not support viewing our sampled trace files directly, and AMPL would need this functionality before it could be hardened into a full-fledged tool.

### 7.2.3 Combined Approach

Although CLARA is a fast clustering algorithm, we currently run it on a single node, and eventually, on larger systems, even CLARA will fail to scale. In future work, we plan to investigate distributing the CLARA algorithm to improve the speed of clustering for online analysis. Since CLARA runs multiple separate instances of PAM, its parallelization is straightforward. We could first aggregate data to a subset of the total system for analysis, running each PAM trial separately. We could then broadcast the medoids discovered and do the $O(n)$ cluster assignment phase of PAM in $O(\log(n))$ time. We reserve these improvements for future work, but we note here that they are possible, and that the speed of CLARA is not yet a limiting factor in the scalability of this work.

Using approximations for inter-process clustering proved less advantageous than we had expected, but we attribute this to our lack of knowledge about application topology. We showed that wavelet approximations are very effective in improving system-wide behavioral clusters of effort regions because the number of regions does not change as the system grows larger. Thus, the approximation does not discard data across the dimension on which we
cluster. In the future, we will investigate ways to extract information about the topology of the process space of a parallel application and will use this to exploit locality for system-wide behavioral clustering.

7.3 Future Research Directions

The research presented in this dissertation raises a number of new questions along with those it has answered. This section describes future research directions that could extend the work we have presented.

7.3.1 Topology-aware Analysis

The techniques presented in this work use stratification and hierarchical wavelet analysis to divide processes into groups. However, we have not investigated sufficiently how best to map these structures to the specific topologies of parallel applications. Doing so could enable us to model more effectively application communication patterns, model distribution, and other locality properties of large sets of parallel processes.

Topology information may also allow us to determine efficient process-to-node mappings for simulations in which communication locality is important. Such information could be exploited using virtualization and code-motion techniques to move application processes within a cluster in response to inferences made about an application’s topology.

Our preliminary experiment in Chapter 5 showed that the topology used for our parallel wavelet transform could affect data compression. We have not investigated the magnitude of this effect fully.

The Compass project used wavelet transformations to improve the power efficiency of distributed sensor networks (Wagner et al., 2006). In this work, the authors automatically constructed a topology based on an irregular layout of distributed sensors, and the wavelet
transform is performed using this layout. Our work used the MPI rank space and an S3D-specific topology for its wavelet-transforms.

Further work is required to determine whether novel topologies can exploit locality in effort data fully. We are also interested in whether this information can be deduced automatically from performance data or from library instrumentation. MPI has support for communicators with Cartesian topology, but implementations do not guarantee that communicator topology is mapped to the physical network topology. While the performance of this approach can be unreliable, we might be able to use the semantics to optimize our performance tools. We will investigate deriving topology information from MPI communicators, application communication patterns, hints from application developers, and from cluster analysis.

### 7.3.2 Parallel Performance Equivalence Class Detection

As mentioned, the clustering technique that we used for adaptive stratification of large applications scales well, but it required the full decompression of a window of application performance data on a single node. This approach is not scalable. We will need to research parallel clustering algorithms and the possibility of stratifying performance data in-situ as a parallel application executes. This would eliminate the need for some of the aggressive aggregation techniques presented here and would open the door to performing more sophisticated data analysis in parallel at run time rather than on the client side.

### 7.3.3 Feedback-based Load-Balancing

Much of the work in this dissertation has centered around load-balance measurement, and we plan to investigate the use of these tools to feed back load-distribution information, performance data, and other optimization parameters to application-level load-balance algorithms. Many parallel applications perform dynamic load-balancing, and our tools could be used in conjunction with these to alleviate the burden of collecting performance data for application
developers. Using our tools, an application developer could query our monitoring system for compact load-distribution information and use this to guide its own rebalancing routines. Codes discussed in this dissertation, such as ParaDiS and Raptor, could make direct use of such data as they already balance their load adaptively. Topology-aware analysis techniques could aid in scalable description of load-redistribution parameters to these applications.

7.4 Conclusion

The work in this dissertation has made a wider range of tools available to parallel performance analysts, and we hope that it will eventually make its way into wider use in mainstream performance tools. We believe there is a substantial body of future research in the area of scalable system-wide parallel performance analysis that can build on this work.
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